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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the results of Phase I of the Hypersonic Research Facili-

ties Study performed from 1 July 1969 through 19 September 1969 under National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration Contract NAS2-5458 by McDonnell Aircraft Company

(MCAIR), St. Louis, Missouri, a division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation.

The study was sponsored by the Office of Advanced Research and Technology with

Mr. Richard H. Petersen as Study Monitor and Mr. Hubert Drake as alternate Study

Monitor.

Mr. Charles J. Pirrello was Manager of the HYFAC project and Mr. Paul A.

Czysz was Deputy Manager. The study was conducted within MCAIR Advanced Engineering,

which is directed by Mr. R. H. Belt, Vice President, Aircraft Engineering. The

HYFAC study team was an element of the Advanced Systems Concepts project managed by

Mr. Harold D. Altis.

The support of the following engine companies in the flight vehicle synthesis

is gratefully acknowledged: AiResearch Manufacturing Division of the Garrett

Corporation, The General Electric Company, The Marquardt Company, and Pratt and

Whitney Aircraft.

The basic task of Phase I was to establish the desirable research objectives

for hypersonic flight, and to evaluate the research return available from various

candidate facilities, including the impact of facility cost. The Phase I study

has been conducted in accordance with the requirements and instructions of NASA

RFP A-15109 (HK-81), McDonnell Technical Proposal Report G970, and 0ART correspon-

' dence received during the Phase I period.

This is Volume II, Part 2 of the overall HYFAC Report, which is organized as

follows:

Volume I

Volume II

Volume III

NASA CONTRACTOR

REPORT NUMBER,

Volume IV

CR 114322Summary

Phase I Preliminary Studies

Part i - Research Requirements and Ground

Facility Syathesis

Part 2- Flight Vehicle S_mthesis

Phase II Parametric Studies

Part 1 -Research Requirements and Ground

Facility Synthesis

Part 2 - Flight Vehicle Synthesis

Phase III Final Studies

Part 1 - Flight Research Facilities

Part 2 - Ground Research Facilities

Part 3 - Research Requirements Analysis and

Facility Potential

Volume V Limited Rights Data CR 114330

Volln_e VI Operational System Characteristics CR 114331

CR I14323

CR 114324

CR 114325

CR 114326

CR 114327

CR 114328

CR 114329
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SUMMARY

Airbreathing hypersonic aircraft employing liquid hydrogen fuel have the

potential of satisfying a number of mission requirements in the 1980-2000 time

period. However, major advances in the technological state of the art are necessary

before such aircraft can be considered either feasible or practical. The objective

of Contract NAS2-5h58 was to assess the research and development requirements for

hypersonic aircraft and based on these requirements, to provide the NASA with char-

acteristics of a number of desirable hypersonic research facilities. The study is

organized in three phases. Phase I is a preliminary analysis of a broad group of

concepts. The purpose of Phase I was to compare the characteristics of these

facilities considering research capability, versatility, adaptability, system
confidence and costs and based on these comparisons select those facilities that

appear most attractive for parametric study and further refinement in Phase II.

This part of Volume II presents the results of the design and cost synthesis of

the flight research facilities. The significant results obtained are:

1. Air breathing propulsion systems are costly to develop.

2. Staged vehicles are most economical for selective tasks, although the
scope of these tasks is limited.

3. Significant size and cost differentials exist between the following
launch concepts: STAGED - AIRLAUNCH - H.T.O.

4. Manned research vehicles are not significantly larger or heavier than
unmanned research vehicles.

5. Wing body shape is best suited to storable propellants.

6. All body shape is best suited to cryogenic propellants.

7. Off-the-shelf rocket or turbojet acceleration engines appear feasible.

8. An air launched Mach 12 rocket powered vehicle research program cost

of between 500 and 600 million dollars appears feasible.

9. A ground takeoff Mach 12 rocket powered vehicle research program cost

of between 600 and 700 million dollars appears feasible.
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2. FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE SYNTHESIS

(U) A review of the research objectives presented in Section 3 indicates a

flight research aircraft can contribute significantly to the development and/or

verification of the technology required for hypersonic aircraft systems. A

series of flight research aircraft concepts were selected, evaluated, and compared

to determine which concepts could most efficently contribute to the required

research. This section describes the candidate flight research aircraft concepts

studied, their design criteria, design and performance characteristics, and related

program costs.

h.l VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS

(U) Many of the technological elements of hypersonic aircraft for commer-

cial, military, or recoverable launch applications are remarkably common. A re-

search vehicle concept capable of satisfying requirements for a particular class
of vehicles will, in many cases, provide a major research contribution for other

vehicle classes. The selection of the candidate flight research aircraft required

consideration of the similarities as well as the diverse needs of each of the

potential operational systems presented in Volume VI.

(U) In developing the matrix of possible candidate flight research aircraft,
the parameters considered were:

(i) Maximum design speed

(2) Configuration/shape

(3) Control mode

(4) Launch mode

(5) Acceleration propulsion concepts

(6) Cruise propulsion concepts

(7) Fuel type

(8) Versatility.

(U) The primary goals in the design of a flight research vehicle are high

design confidence, minimum cost, maximum versatility and maximum research capability

consistent with the desired research program. To attain these goals, many combina-

tions of aircraft configurations and component concepts were assessed and screened.

(U) In the initial phase of configuration layout, an effort was made to sta-

bilize as many variables as possible and to maintain a consistency of design tech-

niques. In this way small variations in performance created by variations in design

options can be accurately assessed.

(U) The use of a low density fuel, such as LH2, generally creates a volume

limited aircraft, whereas the dense fuels generally create weight limited designs.

Based on this, the initial decision was to basically use a wing-body shape for dense

fuels and an all-body shape for LH2, with three vehicles assigned to examine the

alternate combinations. During Phase I it became evident that with turbo-acceler-

ator power, the steep transonic drag rise for the all-body shape created size and

weight problems. It was necessary to use wing-body shapes for these concepts in

order to reduce drag and achieve an improved design.

MODONNELL AIRORAIrr
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(U) The procedure for sizing vehicles to achieve the desired 5 minute test

mission consists of first drawing a vehicle that, based on previous studies,

contains the design concepts needed to meet the functional requirements. From

this "as drawn" vehicle, cross sectional area distribution and wetted area distri-

bution are measured and plotted, and the operating weight empty (OWE) is estimated.

Scaling techniques established for each particular class of vehicle are used to

determine the vehicle volume, fuel volume, and weight trends which are plotted as a

function of planform area. These trends, the calculated weights and volumes, and

similar performance calculations and trends are put into a computer "sizing" pro-

gram to establish the required vehicle size to meet the mission. The results of

this program are then broken down into component group weights to verify that the

solution is practical.

(U) To facilitate evaluation and screening of the candidate vehicles, a

"design base" was established using ground rules and assumptions based on previous

concepts developed by MCAIR. The individual elements of this design base do not

represent an "optimum" design, but do yield performance and weight data that are

responsive to variations in environment and vehicle function.

(U) In Phase I this technique operated as a gross sorting of conceptual ideas,

and established the relative desirability of a specific approach to hypersonic

flight research. Both the ground rules and the analysis methods used assume bal-

anced designs.

4.1.i (U) DESIGN OPTIONS - Figure 4-1 presents the various alternatives in design

and operational parameters studied during Phase I. Combination of these alterna-

tives into specific concepts was believed to provide a sufficiently broad study

base that would encompass most all of the attractive concepts possible. Obviously

a numerical evaluation of all of these combinations was not possible. A manageable

group of specific concepts was selected as defined in Figure h-2. Assessments of

the potential of the remaining concepts is then possible from extrapolation of

the results for the specific concepts studied.

(U) The candidate concepts were grouped in classes according to maximum

design cruise speed of M = 0.9, 2.0, h.5, 6.0, and 12.0. This grouping considered

subsonic flight requirements, available variable stability test equipment,

materials, temperature capability, and propulsion system and fuel temperature

capabilities. The upper limit on design cruise speed of Mach 12 is derived from

the study requirements and appears to be a reasonable goal for airbreathing pro-

pulsion systems.

ltfO_I_INIELL AIKRAIrl"
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(U) FIGURE 4-1

FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY - DESIGN OPTION MATRIX

Crew

Manned

Unmanned

Launch Mode

VTO

Staged

HTO

Air Launch

Configuration

All Body
Wing Body

Acceleration Engine HyDersonic Engine Propellan t Type

TJ RJ JP

Rocket SJ LH

TRJ CSJ LOX-_ 2

Rocket N20h-AERO-50
LOX-RP

(U) Much useful data can be obtained with unmanned aircraft, but experience

has shown that mission success can often be achieved by pilot recognition and

decision making ability. Tradeoffs of size, weight, complexity, and mission

flexibility required that both control modes be investigated.

(U) Launch modes include air launch, horizontal takeoff, vertical takeoff,

and vertical takeoff-staged. Air launch and staged research vehicles are generally

of smaller size and the air launch technique may permit single base operation.

However, both launch modes are dependent on auxiliary equipment and the attendant

logistics and supply problems.

(U) Horizontal takeoff aircraft exhibit a flexibility of operation that more

nearly approximates the desired operational concept. The vertical takeoff vehicle

can operate independently of takeoff runway, but does require a T/W of greater than

one.

(U) Aircraft body shapes considered were wing-body, MCAIR all-body, and

elliptical all body cross section. Propulsion concepts considered for initial

airplane acceleration are turbojet, turboramJet, and rocket.

(U) Cruise propulsion concepts considered cover a complete stable of engines.

However, the only concept capable of operation from subsonic to Mach 12 is the

rocket engine. Turbojets, ramjets, and scramjets each have an upper or lower Mach

number limit for operation. Each cruise propulsion concept and its applicable

speed range was considered in the generation of the candidate research vehicle
matrix.

(U) Postulated fuels are also limited in application in most cases and flight

requirements for each type of fuel became a part of the overall matrix evolution

problem.

4.1.2 (U) CONCEPTS - The flight research vehicles shown in the Flight Research

Facility Concepts Matrix (Figure h-2) represent the potentially useful combina-

tions of design options.

(Page 4-4 is Blank) MCDOItlItlELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) The preponderance of all-body configurations assists in the stabiliza-

tion of a portion of the variables and provides a more clear cut assessment of the

difference in other design options. Direct shape comparisons are indicated for

selected propulsion concepts which also provided definitive da_a points for other

comparisons.

(U) For the Mach 0 to 0.9 speed range, low speed handling, takeoff and land-

ing qualities will require investigation, especially for the all-body configura-

tions. A research vehicle capable of operating in this flight regime can be of

conventional aluminum construction and powered with any of a wide choice of sub-

sonic turbojet engines. Use of higher temperature metals and higher performance

engines is not required and the emphasis is placed on minimum weight and cost.

(U) Mach 2.0 testing represents a minimal extension of the above investi-

gation into the transonic and low supersonic handling characteristics and stability.

Structural requirements are still of a conventional nature and only a relatively

small propulsive power increase is required. Again a choice of several off-the-

shelf turbojet engines appears feasible.

(U) A new Mach _.5 research vehicle must provide a level of research data

that has not been achieved through other test programs, even though some of the

comparisons suggested in Figure h-2 have already been tested in manned and un-

manned programs (ASSET, X-15, GAM-72, etc.). Potential high research value can be

achieved through a sustained period of flight at this speed. This goal suggests

the following vehicle: Manned, Wing-Body (WB), Horizontal Takeoff (HTO), Turbojet

(TJ) accelerated, Ramjet (RJ) cruise, with JP fuel. The current development pro-

grams on TurboramJet (TRJ) engines, USAF interest in AMI, and past successful RJ

programs suggests a dual-mode propulsion system rather than separate engines. A

parallel configuration of All Body (AB) design was thought to be of value in com-

paring gross effects of L/D variation at this speed, thus, configurations -200 and

-201 were then placed in the Phase I matrix.

(U) Consideration of the Mach 6 regime suggests a much greater variation of

research vehicle configurations. However, as in the Mach h.5 speed class, certain

propulsive concepts will not attain full range use if limited to Mach 6 and are

therefore of restricted research value. For the cruise engine, only the subsonic

combustion ramjet will have maximum capability at Mach 5 to 8, while the convert-

ible scramJet will be only in its initial modes of operation. Configurations 20h

through 207 and 210 through 21h provide for comparison of the TRJ, RJ, and RKT; WB

vs AB and airlaunch vs HTO for the Mach 6 speed range.

(U) For the unmanned Mach 6 class, a RJ cruise engine was chosen and a com-

parison made between the MCAIR all-body and an elliptic cross section all-body.

Configurations 220 and 221 are used for this comparison and are vertically launched

vehicles, stage boosted to test Mach number.

(U) The possibility of operating a scramJet in both a subsonic and super-

sonic combustion mode has long been recognized as a feature which would appreciably

extend the operational versatility of the scramJet. The idea of achieving this

type of system through distributed fuel injection and thermal choking in a constant

combustion chamber has been developed to the point that every engine manufacturer

MCDONNELL AlliCl_Airr
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working in the field of scramJet development has experimentally demonstrated

stable and repeatable transition from one mode of combustion to the other.

Further, Garrett, in the HRE program, has demonstrated that dual mode combustion

can be accomplished in practical combustion chamber lengths. Therefore, because

of the enhanced versatility of the convertible or dual mode scramjet over the

single mode scramjet, there appears little value in considering the single mode

scramJet as a separate and distinct candidate propulsion system. In view of the

above considerations, the research vehicle matrix combined the scramjet and con-

vertible scramJet into one cruise engine concept.

(U) Only unmanned booster-staged concepts were considered. Manned systems

of the "Dyna Soar" type were Judged inappropriate for this study particularly in

view of the cost of the large manrated boosters that would be required and the

complex launch and checkout facilities associated with manned operations.

(U) Vehicle versatility can be a very powerful tool in reducing overall cost

in any flight research program. Continuing MCAIR studies over the past several

years have consistently pointed up the cost savings to be effected with a multiple-

use approach to the design effort. This is particularly true when considering the

high cost of research in the hypersonic flight regime. Although previous studies

have primarily assessed operational military, commercial, or logistic vehicles,

the same multi-use advantages apply to a pure research effort. This multi-use

concept philosophy will be applied to further refinement of the most attractive

concepts retained for the Phase II parametric studies.

(U) The overall research objective is development of technologies that will

lead to efficient operational configurations. These technologies can be developed

with any of several of the concepts shown. Comparing this broad framework of

parameters with the desired research objectives yields the matrix of flight re-

search vehicles initially evaluated in Phase I of the HYFAC study.

MCDONNELL AIRC/RAIrr
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4.2 DESIGN CRITERIA

(U) The initial screening of hypersonic flight research facilities was per-

formed using a set of criteria created specifically for this purpose. The Phase !

criteria were flexible yet responsive so that relative evaluations could be made

that did not eliminate attractive vehicles because of criteria selection. During

Phase III the criteria will be re-evaluated through sensitivity studies using the
selected vehicles as the evaluation base. This re-evaluation will insure that the

criteria selection will not drive the study results to an unnecessarily large or

expensive vehicle. A discussion of the Phase I ground rules is presented in this
section.

4.2.1 (U) DESIGN BASE - The configuration "design base" used in initial evalua-

tion of the candidate flight facilities was selected on the basis of minimum cost,

minimum risk, and maximum performance. The concepts listed in Figure h-3 have been

selected for the "design base". Present day materials technology has been selected

for the design base and is defined as materials and fabrication methods which are

referenced in MIL-HDBK-5A. This fundamental base will be more completely defined

and specifically related to the selected vehicles in the Phase II effort, including

definition of applicable polymeric, inorganic, and composite materials.

(U) Primary Structure - The primary structure is insulated aluminum alloys

(maintained below 250°F/121°C) employing standard mechanical attachments and

present day fabrication methods. Heat shields, control surfaces, tails, and lead-

ing edges are designed as hot structure and are more efficiently made of alloys

such as Columbium, Rene' 41, and TD NiC. These high temperature alloys are also

Joined primarily by mechanical attachments.

(U) Thermal Protection System - A passive thermal protection system was used

for the Mach 6 aircraft consisting of an external heat shield or shingle of honey-

comb construction and a layer of Dyna-Flex (or equivalent) insulation. The heat

shield is designed to protect the insulation and resist local air loads while being

free to expand, thereby reducing thermal stresses. The insulation layer is pack-

aged and supported between the heat shield and the structure. Fuel tanks have an

additional layer of insulation inside which is supported by the tank wall.

(U) An active thermal protection system was used for the Mach 12 aircraft.

Similar to the passive system, the active system employs an external heat shield

and a layer of insulation. In addition it uses a water filled fibrous silica

blanket which is attached to the structure. The selection of this system for the

Mach 12 aircraft in lieu of the passive system used for the Mach 6 aircraft is

based on the results of a preliminary comparative weight analysis presented in

Section 4.6 which indicates the active system is lighter.

(U) Inlet Structure - The variation in speed, fuselage shape, and propulsion

mode results in a large variation in the inlet structural and mechanical concepts.

The materials and thermal protection concepts, however, can be categorized into

three general groups relating to speed:

MCDONNELL AIII_RAIrr
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(i) Mach .9 - 2.5 - uninsulated aluminum alloy.

(2) Mach 4.5 - 6 - titanium structure insulated with a passive insulation

and a superalloy heat shield. The titanium temperature reaches 750°F

(672°K).

(3) Mach i0 - 12 - titanium structure insulated with passive insulation and

a regeneratively cooled heat exchanger shield. The titanium is main-
tained at a maximum of 750°F (399°C) and the heat exchanger made of a

superalloy (TD NiC) is limited to about 1700°F (927°C).

(U) Fuel Tanks - The aircraft all have integral aluminum tank/fuselage

structure with internal insulation and a bladder. The aircraft fueled with JP fuel

have integral tanks where possible, however, some non-integral tanks will be

necessary.

(U) Configuration - The fuselage and fuel tanks are standardized in two basic

shapes, the wing-body and the all-body. Usable fuel volume within the tanks has

been standardized for sizing purposes as shown in Figure 4-4. Other configuration

ground rules are:

o All vehicles are designed with a one man crew.

VEHICLE TYPE

Wing Body

Blended Body

All Body

Wing Body

(U) FIGURE 4-4

PHASE I PROPELLANT VOLUME ALLOCATION

JP

Cryogen

Cryogen

TANKAGE

VOID

AREAS

%

2

(wing)

(fus.)

0.5

2.5
(_ng)

.5
(_s.)

ULLAGE

1

2.5

2.5

2.5

TOTAL

VOID

%

3

5

3.0

5.0

3.0

TOTAL

USABLE

VOLUME

%

97

97

95

97
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o Canopy is fixed on the Mach 4.5 and 6 vehicles.

o Canopy is a concealed pop-up design in the Mach 12 vehicles.

o Air launched and VTO aircraft are designed with skids while the HTO

vehicles have normal wheeled gear.

o Payload is a data collection package of 1000 lb (454 kg) at a density of

25 ib/ft3 (400 kg/m3).

4.2.2 (U) STRUCTURAL - The structural design criteria and basic design concepts

were selected on a minimum risk and minimum cost basis. They have been categorized

in a manner that permits a large number of vehicles to be quickly evaluated on a

performance basis. The design criteria used for Phase I structural concept selection

and weight estimation are shown in Figure 4-5.

Initial load factor selection was based on the assumption that no potential

operational vehicle, operating at high speed and high altitude would

have occasion to exceed 5.0 g maneuvering load. A 2.0 g ground load factor

is standard.

Design dynamic pressure of 2500 psf (ll.9 N/cm 2) was selected for all

concepts except Mach 2, since the 5.0 g maneuvering factor can result in this

environment.

Inlet pressures are affected by maneuvering load factor, speed, and alti-

tude, as well as propulsion mode. Vehicles employing ramjet propulsion

were designed to 150 psi (103 N/cm2). Convertible scramJet propulsion

requires the structure to be designed for 100 psi (68.9 R/cm2), while the

turbojet propulsion design requirement is 30 psi (20.7 N/cm2).

o Sink speed was selected at 20 feet per second (6.1 m/sec) for all vehicles

except the parachute recoverable vehicles which were designed for a sink

speed of 30 feet per second (9.1 m/sec).

o The standard factor of safety of 1.5 on limit loads is considered in all

the structural design and weight estimations.

o Approach speed was estimated at 175 knots (324 km/hr)for the Mach 4.5

concepts and 200 knots (371 km/hr)for the Mach 6.0 and 12.0 vehicles.

The Mach 2 concepts were designed for 200 knot (371 km/hr)approach and

the parachute recovered vehicles for essentially zero.

o The design temperatures shown in Figure 4-5 are based on previous air-

craft studies of similar speed and wing loading to the research concepts.

(U) Flight Profile - A net steady state test time of 5 _+ 0.5 minutes at maxi-

mum Mach was chosen as the mission time for all candidate vehicles. This assumption

for Phase I of this study is based on earlier work conducted within MCAIR. This time

assumes 3 minutes to stabilize flight conditions and 2 minutes for data collection.

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(U) Air launched vehicles were dropped from the carrier aircraft at Mach 0.8

and 35,000 ft (10,668 meters).

(U) The Mach 2.0 and 4.5 vehicles were considered to have single base ooera-

ting capability. The Mach 6.0 and 12.0 vehicles were designed for two base oneration

to minimize the penalties associated with high speed turning.

h.2.3 (U) PROPULSION DESIGN - The selection of an appropriate propulsion system

was based on the key requirement that fundamental technology for the engine will be

available in 1975 with a normal development cycle. In the generation of engine per-

formance data for the variety of systems shown in the Hypersonic Research Facilities

Concepts matrix, certain candidate fuels of secondary potential were not considered

in Phase I. This resulted in the following ground rules:

o Turbomachinery engines were evaluated with JP and LH 2 fuels, and air as

oxidizer.

o Ram-compression engines were evaluated with LH 2 fuel, and air as oxidizer.

o Rocket engines were evaluated for three fuel/oxidizer combinations: LO2/LH2,

LO2/RP , and N204/Aerozine 50.

(U) Applying these ground rules to the propulsion systems of the vehicle ma-

trix produced the propellant matrix presented in Figure h-6. Pro_ellant properties

used are shown in Figure 4-7.

(U) All engines were assumed to be rubberized for vehicle sizing except for

Configuration 257, which was performed with fixed size FI00-GE-100 turbojet engines.

Engine sizing criteria were as follows:

Rocket engines were sized for Tvac/TOGW = 1.5. This value is consistent

with the results of previous parametric studies and is Judged as a good

first order value, subject to the results of the Phase II parametric

studies.

Turbojet and TRJ engines were sized for uninstalled sea level thrust equal

to 95% of TOGW. While this value is reasonable for quick reaction military

aircraft, it was found to be too high for a research aircraft and results in

some penalty to the airbreathers.

Convertible scramJet engines were sized as the largest engine that can be

installed on the vehicle, within the constraint of capturing the high

pressure air needed for engine operation. Wing sweep and inlet design

point (Mach no., angle of attack) define this maximum size. This criteria

resulted in capture area equal to 4.5% of Sp on the all-body vehicles, and

4.0% of Sp on the wing-body vehicles.

I
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(U) FIGURE4-6
PROPELLANT MATRIX
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4.3 AERODYNAMICS

(U) The primary aerodynamic emphasis during Phase I was applied to the deter-

mination of vehicle performance for a variety of configuration concepts. In view

of the large number of configurations for which performance was required, a simpli-

fied approach was employed to determine the necessary aerodynamic characteristics.

Briefly, the approach consisted of:

o Estimation of maximum lift-to-drag ratio, (L/D)ma x

o Estimation of lift curve slope, CLa

o Estimation of induced drag factor, L'

o Determination of zero lift drag coefficient, CDo

= 1
CD° 4 L' (L/D)2

max

based on an assumed parabolic drag variation described by

= + L'CL2CD CD o

In Phase II more refined techniques will be employed.

(U) Although the lift and drag have, for the most part, been obtained by

means of simplified correlations with vehicle geometry, each configuration was

evaluated independently, and, in the case of the airbreather accelerators, rather

detailed drag analyses were employed to obtain realistic transonic accelerations.
A discussion of the methods and techniques employed is presented in the following

sections. The allocation of forces between external aerodynamics and those due to

propulsion are discussed first.

4.3.1 (U) AERODYNAMIC/PROPULSION FORCE ALLOCATION - All forces acting on the in-

tegrated vehicle have been allocated to either aerodynamic lift and drag components

in the stability axis reference system or to propulsive forces produced by the

propulsion system. The allocation of forces depends on whether the engine is opera-

tive or inoperative as follows:

o Power-Off Condition - This condition denotes "airbreathing propulsion

system inoperative". All forces acting on the external surfaces of the

integrated vehicle are resolved into aerodynamic lift and drag.

Power-On Condition - This condition denotes "airbreathing propulsion system

operative". All external forces, with the exception of propulsive forces

acting on the expansion nozzle of ramjets or scramJets, have been resolved

into aerodynamic lift and drag. This includes all forward fuselage forces

on configurations where the forebody also provides inlet compression.

Forces from additional inlet compression surfaces which DroJect beyond the

basic forebody moldline have been included in the propulsive force account-

ing together with the forces acting on surfaces wetted by the internal

I
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propulsion flow and the wetted exhaust nozzle surface. This is illustrated

in Figure 2-8. These propulsive forces have been resolved into stability

axis components. Propulsive lift, expressed as AL/Doroo consists of the

propulsive lift divided by net thrust. During cruis_ when net thrust equals

drag, AL/Dprop may be added directly to the aerodynamic L/D.

4.3.2 (U) (L/D)ma x ESTIMATION

(U) Supersonic (L/Dlm,y - Figure 2-9 shows the variation of (L/D)ma x with

the vehicle geometric parameter (VOL)2/3/Sp which was used to derive the supersonic

(L/D)max of the vehicles in Phase I. Figures 4-10 through 4-12 show the data

employed to derive the curves shown in Figure h-9. These plots include published

experimental data and point design estimates at full scale flight conditions. The

estimates are based on component build-up methods employing hypersonic theory and

empirical data representative of current technology. Trimmed experimental data

were used where possible. It will be noted that in general all-body designs tend

to have little variation in (L/D)ma x with Mach number and that wing-body vehicles

show a higher (L/D)max at low supersonlc speeds than do the all-body vehicles. The

wing-body designs were favored at the lower Mach numbers in arriving at the curves

of Figure 4-9 because the best low Mach number designs tend to be wing-body rather
than all-body configurations.

(U) Subsonic (L/D)ma x - At subsonic speeds (L/D)ma x for the wing-body vehicle

is estimated using the correlation with b2/SWET shown in Figure 4-13. A value of

280 for the parameter e2/CDF is considered attainable for these designs and,

therefore, was used in the drag analysis. The all-body subsonic (L/D)max is based
on the correlation with (VOL)2/3/Sp shown in Figure 4-lb. Trimmed vehicle data

are used here also. The effect of trim on the FDL-7 has been shown as well as the

increase in (L/D) due to the deployment of a small variable sweep lifting surface,
at zero sweep angle.

_.3.3 (U) LIFT ESTIMATION - The lift of the HYFAC vehicles is defined by:

L = Laero + Lprop + Lcent

where: Laero = aerodynamic lift = CL q Sp

_rop = increase in lift due to propulsion = A(L/D)prop(Fn)

Lcent = centrifugal lift = Wcr V2

A(L/D)prop is found in Figure h-15 and is used for scramJet and convertible
scramJ et vehicles.

(U) The increase in lift due to propulsion and centrifugal effects at high

Mach number can be expressed as an increase in effective CL as is shown graphically
in Figures 4-16 and 4-17 for design Mach numbers of 6 and 12 respectively.
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(U) FIGURE 4-8

FORCE ALLOCATION
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(U) FIGURE 4-9

(L/D)MAX VARIATION
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(U) FIGURE 4-13
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(U) FIGURE 4-15

PROPULSIVE LIFT/DRAG INCREMENTS
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(U) FIGURE 4-17

LIFT INCREMENTS DUE TO CENTRIFUGAL FORCE AND PROPULSION LIFT
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(U) Supersonic Aerodynamic Lift - The supersonic and hypersonic lift curve

slopes were obtained from the correlation of data on delta wing configurations

shown in Figure 4-18. For wing-body vehicles CL is determined as a

function of the ratio of body diameter to wing span (d/b), the wing leading edge

sweep angle (ALE) , and the Mach number. Because of the similarity of the wing-body

vehicle shapes studied, a d/b of .3 was selected as representative and us_'d for all

wing-body aircraft. For all-body configurations an equivalent d/b ratio was used,

where b is the overall span of the vehicle and d is the equivalent diameter of the

vehicle, based on its maximum cross-sectional area. Typical variations of lift

curve slope with Mach number are shown in Figures 4-19 and 4-20 for a wing-body

and an all-bodM design.

(U) Figure 4-21 which is based on experimental data, shows a typical vari-

ation of aerodynamic lift coefficient, CL, with angle-of-attack for the vehicles

under consideration. While the variation of lift with angle-of-attack is non-linear

at high Mach numbers, for simplicity in the Phase I studies the lift curve slope is

assumed to be linear throughout the Mach range. Figure 4-22 shows the estimated

upper levels of C L and _ required to obtain a normal load factor of 3.5 g's at

hypersonic cruise altitudes. The band shown represents the variation due to cruise

altitude differences among the various test vehicles.

(U) Subsonic Aerodynamic Lift - The subsonic aerodynamic lift curve slopes

for all-body and wing-body configurations were determined using the method of Ref-

erence i. This method determines CL_ as a function of mid chord sweep angle and

aspect ratio. An area weighted technique was employed to determine an effective

value of the mid chord sweep angle.

4.3.4 (U) DRAG ESTIMATION - The drag coefficients of the HYFAC vehicles are compu-

ted using the simplified form:

where:

= CL 2
CD CDo + L'

CDo = zero lift drag coefficient

L'CL 2 = drag due to lift

Each HYFAC vehicle is classified as either an all-body or a wing-body configuration

and a slightly different approach is used for each class of vehicle. A comparison

of typical CD o values is shown as a function of Mach number in Figure 4-23. It

should be noted that the zero lift drag coefficients shown do not include drag due

to the airbreather propulsion system during engine-on operation. The propulsion

system drag, consisting of ram drag, spill drag, bleed drag and leakage drag, are

accounted for as a reduction of gross propulsive thrust. Section 4.h.l discusses

the methodology for analyzing the propulsion system drag.

(U) Subsonic Aerodynamic Drag - For wing-body aircraft the subsonic value for

CDo is obtained by the following relationship:

1

CDo _ L' (LTD) _
max

(L/D)max is read from Figure 4-13. The drag due to lift factor, L', is defined by:
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(U) FIGURE 4-18
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(U) FIGURE 4-19

AND INDUCED DRAG FACTOR - WING BODY CONFIGURATIONS
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.6

(U) FIGURE4-21

TYPICAL CL vs_, VARIATION
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CL

(U) FIGURE 4-22

OPERATIONAL LIFT COEFFICIENT AND ANGLE OF ATTACK LEVELS
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(U) FIGURE 4-23

WING BODY vs ALL BODY DRAG COMPARISON
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where:

L' =N+K

N = theoretical induced drag factor =
•98 w AR

K = additional induced drag factor = .i0.

A typical variation of L' with Mach number for wing-body configurations is shown in

Figure 4-19.

(U) For all-body aircraft the same relationship is used to determine CDo , but

(L/D)ma x is determined from Figure 4-14. The values for L' used for the all-body

vehicle are based on data from a number of typical all-body designs. The average

variation with Mach number based on these data is shown in Figure 4-20.

(U) Transonic Aerodynamic Drag - The zero lift drag coefficient at Mach 1.2

is based on the drag rise correlation given by Figures 4-24 and 4-25 as a func-

tion of vehicle cross-sectional area and length (SF/L_). The drag coefficient at

M = 1.2 is determined by:

= + ACDp SF
CDol. 2 CDosubsonic (--_--p)

(U) For vehicles with scramJet engines the cross-sectional area was defined by:

S F = Areax - Ap

where: Ama x = maximum cross-sectional area of theoretical vehicle

Ap = cross-sectional area attributable to the propulsion system

In this case the drag coefficient is defined by:

= CD + ACDp (_pF) + AC DCDOl. 2 °subsonic Oprop

-Fn

where: ACDoprop = _ (ScramJet Thrust Coefficient)

In the equation above values of q and Fn at Mach 1.2 and twenty thousand feet are

used. Fn/Ac is read from Figure 2-9 in Volume V. Note that Fn is negative at these

conditions and thus results in an additive drag term.

(U) Supersonic Aerodynamic Dra_ - Values of CDo at supersonic and hypersonic

speed are calculated by using:

= 1

CD° 4 L' (L/D)2max

(L/D)ma x is read as a function of Mach number and (VOL)2/3/Sp from Figure 4-9 for

both wing-body and all-body configurations.
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(U) FIGURE4-24

DRAGRISECORRELATIONSUPERSONICCONFIGURATIONS
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(U) Values of L' for wing-body configurations are calculated by using:

where: ',n' = [1/Cb. - T,' ]

L' = I/CL_ - AL'

subsonic

is read from Figure 4-26.

The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 4-19. Since the variation in

L' from one wing-body design to another was found to be quite small, the results

shown in Figure 4-19 were employed for all wing-body designs.

(U) Values of L' for all-body configurations are read from Figure 4-20.

This variation of L' with Mach number is based on data for a number of all-body

vehicles and represents an average curve through the data.

4.3.5 (U) STABILITY AND CONTROL - The stability and control characteristics of

each vehicle have not been evaluated in depth during Phase I. The designs have been

configured, however, with consideration toward achieving adequate stability charac-

teristics at all speeds. Figure 4-27 shows the neutral point location for a num-

ber of hypersonic vehicles. Also shown is the anticipated center of gravity range
for the HYFAC vehicles. This cg variation is felt to be realistic and attainable

by the proper location of equipment within the aircraft and by designing to provide

adequate fuselage area forward of the effective wing apex. The cg range can be

maintained by utilizing fuel management. A control augmentation system is antici-

pated in order to assure desirable handling qualities and precise flight path control.

(U) For rocket equipped vehicles, the engine is canted so that the thrust vec-

tor acts through the center of gravity. Scramjet engines must be placed below the

fuselage in order to use the underside of the fuselage as part of the inlet and exit

systems. Large negative pitching moments can result when the scramJet is initiated.

The negative moment contribution of the scram_et can be used to help trim the basic

aircraft. When the scramjet is not being operated, a nozzle flap is entended at

hypersonic speeds to help reduce the pitching moment difference between scramjet

power-on and off.

(U) Figure 4-28 shows the HYFAC vehicle external control systems. Wing tip

control panels are used for pitch and roll control, as they are more effective at

negative control deflection angles (trailing-edge-up) than elevons, since they oper-

ate in essentially free-stream conditions at all control deflections and angles of

attack. Elevons would tend to lose effectiveness due to the separated flow field

of the wing-body upper surface at hypersonic speeds and moderate angles of attack.

The vehicle vertical fins have been toed-in to increase their effectiveness at low

angles of sideslip. Rudders of the plain flap type are incorporated at the trailing

edge of the vertical tails for directional control. The location at the aft extrem-

ity of the vehicle provides maximum tail length for directional control and the ver-
tical location is consistent with minimizing rolling moment due to rudder deflection.

(U) Speed brakes will be provided for range compression and glide path control

on landing approach. These can be in the form of separate speed brake panels, as

shown in Figure 4-28, or unsymmetric deflection of the rudders can be employed.
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(U) FIGURE4-26

LEADINGEDGESUCTIONPARAMETERWING-BODYCONFIGURATIONS
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Figure h-29 shows the variation of speed brake area to planform area ratio with

(VOL)2/3/Sp for three levels of speed brake effectiveness. These values have been

computed at subsonic speeds for a typical aft fuselage mounted brake.

(U) FIGURE4-29
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4.4 PROPULSION

(U) The fundamental propulsion goal of Phase I was to select appropriate en-

gines to satisfy the flight facility matrix of Figure 4-2. After selecting the

engines, suitable installation in the various vehicles was achieved, fo_!owed by

analysis of installed performance. This section describes the selection process

which was accomplished within the design criteria of Section 4.2, and also particu-

larizes the procedures used to determine installed performance. The actual engine

performance contains considerable data proprietary to the respective engine manu-

facturers, and is presented in Volume V, to permit widest distribution of this

volume.

4.4.1 (C) Engine Contractor Effort in Advanced Propulsion - The first effort under-

taken in selecting propulsion systems for the candidate flight test vehicles was to

contact several propulsion contractors for three purposes: (i) to obtain a current

knowledge of applicable propulsion contractor programs, (2) to obtain data on cur-

rent engines which might have application to the flight test vehicles, and (3) to

acquaint the propulsion contractors with the HYFAC study and the assistance desired

from them. Contained in this section is a description of the principle results of

these meetings and a preliminary assessment of the applicability of the findings to

the HYFAC program.

4.4.1.1 (C) Rocket Engine Programs - Visits were made to Rocketdyne, Pratt and

Whitney Aircraft and Aerojet General in the area of rocket propulsion systems. Of
interest to the HYFAC studies is the advanced design work being carried out by

Rocketdyne and AeroJet in the area of essentially two dimensional exhaust nozzle in-

stallations. AeroJet's approach incorporates a series of rocket motor combustion

chambers situated around the periphery of an oval or rectangular-shaped aft end of

a vehicle. Such configurations may allow more freedom to the vehicle designer in

integrating the rocket propulsion unit into the aft end of the vehicle than is

available with conventional bell nozzles. At a point downstream of the rocket nozzle

throat where the pressures have diminished such that cylindrical sections are

no longer required to minimize weight, the nozzle cross section makes a transition

from a circular to a rectangular cross section in such a way that at the nozzle exit

plane, exhaust over an essentially two dimensional spike configuration is obtained.

Flaps located at the end of the two dimensional spike have been proposed as a means

of thrust vector and roll control. AeroJet reported that they have demonstrated

that the transition from circular cross section can be made with negligible de-

creases in performance and increases in weight, compared to conventional bell nozzle

configurations.

(C) Rocketdyne's approach to the same vehicle base integration problem is to

employ a segmented torroidal aerospike engine to achieve the same two dimensional aft

end nozzle configurations. The spike nozzle configuration , when installed on a

lifting vehicle, experiences unsymmetric pressure loads on the spike. These loads

result in thrust alignment changes which may effect the vehicle control requirements.

These effects have not yet been investigated. An additional advanced configuration

discussed by Rocketdyne employed an axisymmetric torroidal engine in which the in-

terior region of the truncated spike was used to house the exhaust nozzle of an air-

breathing propulsion unit.
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(U) P&WA has reported no comparable effort to the two-dimensional exhaust

nozzle efforts of Rocketdyne and AeroJet. Instead, concentration is being placed

on the LR-129 high chamber pressure L02/LH 2 engine currently under development and
scheduled for PFRT by mid 197h.

(C) Of primary interest to the HYFAC program is the throttleability of the

rocket engines since possible configurations may employ the same rocket engines

for both boost and sustain operation. All contractors visited indicated that a

10:l throttleability ratio is achievable with the engines they are currently inves-

tigating. It is interesting to note, however, that for the LR-129 demonstration

program only a 5/1 ratio is specified. On the J2-S program no throttling is cur-

rently specified in the contract, although the contractor indicates that the engine

is being developed to have throttling capability. The AMPS, Advanced Maneuvering

Propulsion System, rocket motor being developed by Rocketdyne will have an 80:1

throttling ratio. This is achieved by the use of two concentric motors, one torroi-

dal and one conventional bell nozzle motor; each has a 9:1 throttling ratio. The

maximum thrust of the inner, conventional bell-nozzle motor is equal to one ninth

(1/9) the maximum thrust of the torroidal motor. Multiple motor installations, of

course, can be used with any engine type to achieve a wide throttling range. The

AeroJet MIST engine is reported to have a goal of 10:l throttling range with a 9:1

ratio already demonstrated.

h.h.l.2 (C) Turbomachinery Programs - Primary emphasis in current turbomachinery

development for supersonic propulsion is centered on component improvement. With

the exception of the engine programs for the F-15 aircraft and the SST, there is

little effort on assembling such advanced components into a workable system. All

of this effort involves only JP-type fuels. Improved compressor development aimed

at greater compactness via higher stage loading and higher air velocities through

the stages, is in progress at P&WA, GE, and Allison. Combustors operating stoichio-

metrically have been demonstrated by the above three contractors, at combustion

efficiencies near 90%. Increased turbine inlet temperature and decreased cooling

losses are being sought by use of advanced materials and cooling techniques.

Advanced materials include superalloys. Fabrication techniques to produce porous

structures for transpiration cooling are being developed. At GE and P&WA emphasis

is on single-stage turbines, while at Allison both single-stage and two stage de-

signs are in development. Ramburner research has proceeded to the point that

straightforward design and normal development could be undertaken; P&WA has demon-

strated considerable competence in this area as a result of their J58 and JTF17

(candidate SST engine, a duct-burning turbofan) efforts. Nozzle designs adequate

for the needs of turbojets and turboramJets are available, but light weight mechan-

ization still needs development. Nozzle cooling and performance are available now

and only modest development is in progress.

h.&.l.3 (C) Ram_et/ScramJet Programs - The engine contractors contacted in the

area of ramjet and scramJet technology were General Electric, Marquardt, Garrett
and the United Aircraft Research Laboratories. At the Evendale facilities of GE

the CIM, (Component Integration Model), I, II and III, programs were reviewed. In

these programs, an axisymmetric spike, podded, hydrogen fueled, dual-mode-combustion

scramJet configuration is being developed as part of the USAF-GE Contributing Engi-

neering Program AF33(657)-lhh78. Tests have been run under the CIM II program on a

water cooled engine. When heat loss corrections are made to the measured data,
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attractive specific fuel impulse levels have been obtained. In the dual mode com-

bustor of the CIM II configuration stable combustion has been demonstrated through-

out two modes of combustion, as well as in the transition from one mode to the

other. The CIM III program, currently in model design stage, will include tests

on a fuel cooled dual mode combustor configuration designed to operate over the

Mach number range from 4-7. As with the CIM II program, these tests will be con-

ducted at a Mach number of 7. Throughout this program particular attention has

been paid to the materials problem as well as the structural and fabrication prob-

lem. At the energy levels associatedwith Mach 7 flight, structural technology

appears to be progressing at a rate compatible with fuel injection and combustor

technology development. Although GE has placed major emphasis on H 2 fueled engines,

some effort has been placed on the use of ethylene and methane as fuels. Little

experimental effort has thus far been devoted to angle of attack effects on the

performance.

(C) Following a series of Mach 5 tests of a hydrogen fueled, variable geom-

etry ramJet/scramJet in the 1967-1968 time period, emphasis at the United Aircraft

Research Laboratories has been placed on the hydrocarbon scramJets. Emphasis in

scramjet development for military systems has shifted to volume-limited system

applications such as tactical missiles. UARL is pursuing a thorough stepwise com-

ponent development program, which essentially attempts to construct a systematic

base of information and procedures for future hydrocarbon scramJet designs, (AF

Contract AF33(615)-5153). Again, the configurations on which major emphasis have

been placed thus far at UARL have been axisymmetric podded installations.

(C) The HRE program being conducted by the Garrett Corporation (Contract

NAS1-6666) is concerned currently with the ground testing of an axisymmetric podded

configuration. The dual mode hydrogen fueled engine operates in the subsonic com-

bustion mode over the Mach number range from 3-6 and in the supersonic combustion

mode over the range of Mach numbers from 6-8. A translating inlet is used in the

engine starting and stopping process. A component development program has been

successfully completed for all major components. The program has included the

following technology developments: fuel control, fuel distribution, materials,

structures, and fabrication. This program is unique in the importance placed on

the fuel control aspects and the results achieved. The effects of a limited angle

of attack range on engine performance can be minimized by suitable adjustments in

fuel distribution effected by the fuel control system corresponding to entering

flow asymmetries resulting from the angle of attack. Stable combustion in both
modes has been demonstrated as well as in the transition from one mode to the other.

Current plans call for testing a complete water cooled engine in the Plumbrook

Facility in June 1970.

(C) Past scramJet programs at Marquardt have demonstrated the feasibility of

supersonic combustion and the possibility of stable transition from a subsonic com-

bustion mode to a supersonic combustion mode in a dual mode scramJet engine. A

flight test demonstration program was terminated prior to actual flight test pre-

sumably because the possibility of achieving adequate thrust-drag margins was not

demonstrated by ground testing within the time allowed for such ground test demon-

stration. As with UARL, Marquardt's current efforts in the scramJet propulsion

area consists primarily in efforts in the direction of volume-limited systems appli-

cations. In the gas-generator-fueled scramJet program currently underway, the fea-

sibility of burning boron efficiently in a scramJet combustor is being investigated.
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This is a relatively fundamental program to study the mixing and combustion of the

boron fuel-rich exhaust products of a gas generator. In this fuel supply system

hot boron particles are exhausted from the gas generator for subsequent combustion

in a scramJet combustion chamber. A hydrocarbon-fueled scramJet feasibility pro-

gram is also being conducted (AF33(615)-5152) in which piloting and injection tech-

niques are being studied experimentally in the direct connect and free Jet test

modes. Marquardt has recently completed a program investigating structural concepts,

performance, component cooling capabilities and control concepts for a hydrogen

fueled ramjet capable of operating over the Mach number range from 3 to 8. Multiple

cycle, long duration run capability has been demonstrated with flight weight hard-

ware. Run times up to 23 minutes at wall temperatures up to 2300°R (1280°K) have
been demonstrated.

4.4.1.4 (C) Summary - Although rocket engine hardware is under development which

has attractive vacuum specific impulses (storable = 330 sec, cryogenics = 430-460

sec) there is, pending further results of the HYFAC studies, insufficient emphasis

currently being placed on the throttleability of these engines. Attractive install-

ation configurations achievable with the Rocketdyne and AeroJet base integration

concepts may give the vehicle designer more flexibility than heretofore available.

However, much work remains to be done before these configurations are satisfactorily
demonstrated.

(U) The current emphasis on turbomachinery component development without sim-

ilar effort on assembling a compatible engine, means that the availability of a

suitable turbine engine for a hypersonic research vehicle cannot be anticipated

unless such development is undertaken specifically for the test vehicle. Adapta-

tion of an existing or currently-in-development engine, such as the F100, may be
accomplished to fill this need.

(U) Much of the scramJet engine development effort currently in progress is

directed toward axisymmetric podded installations. This is in rather notable con-

trast to the configurations considered by airframe manufacturers to be attractive

in the Mach 8-12 regime. Application studies, such as those from which the poten-
tial operational systems were derived, have indicated that the most attractive

scramJet installations are those which are highly integrated with the overall vehi-

cle. Such configurations attempt to use the vehicle forebody for favorable compres-

sion surfaces and the vehicle afterbody as nozzle expansion surfaces. The technol-

ogies related to fuel control, cooling, materials, and structures developed from

axisymmetric configurations will have application to highly integrated configura-

tions. However, the full scope of the problems associated with asymmetric, highly

integrated airbreathing propulsion units has to date not been approached experi-
mentally.

4.4.2 (U) Selected CEcles - Review of the engine contractors' current efforts,

combinedwith the basic flight facility criteria that technology be state-of-the-

art in 1970-1975, indicated that only a few of the possible propulsion cycles would

be appropriate for HYFAC. In this discussion the word "cycle" is taken in its broad

use of differentiating between, for instance, rocket engines and turbojet engines,

rather than in the narrow sense of the differentiating between a gas-generator-fed

rocket and a preburner type rocket. With this definition, three primary cycles were

chosen: (i) rockets (RKT), (2) turbojet (TJ) airbreathers, and (3) ramjet (RJ)
airbreathers.
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(U) In addition to these basic cycles two modifications and several composite

arrangements were considered. The turbofanJet (TF) cycle (FIOO-GE-IO0) was con-

sidered, where part of the compressed air is bypassed around the primary burner and

turbine, going directly to the afterburner and nozzle. The scramJet (SJ) variation

of the ramjet cycle was also included, where the air is decelerated only slightly,

maintaining supersonic velocities throughout the engine. In considering composites,

the potential improvements in installation and structural efficiency available by

having multifunction components were the desired result. Of the various possible

composites, those involving combining the rocket cycle with an airbreathing cycle

were Judged to involve technology beyond the study limit. This condition occurs be-

cause various engine application studies conducted by MCAIR and others have consis-

tently found other composite engines such as the turboramJet to be more attractive,

and their development in the absence of an attractive application is unlikely. How-

ever, the turboramJet (TRJ) combining the TJ and RJ does exhibit desirable features

using technology consistent with the study criteria, as discussed, for example, in

Reference (2). One further composite was considered, the convertible scramJet (CSJ)/

which provides for subsonic and supersonic combustion with a single inlet-combustor-

nozzle design. Due to the wider speed range available with the CSJ relative to the

SJ, with no loss in maximum speed, the CSJ was used throughout Phase I for those

applications which might have used an SJ.

(U) Thus for Phase I five types of engines were selected: rockets, turbojets

and turbofans, turboramJets, ramjets, and convertible scramJets. Combinations of

these engines were required in some instances to satisfy the complete flight profile

of the candidate flight facilities. The turboramJets and rockets can satisfy both

acceleration and cruise functions; turbojets, ramjets and scramJets must be used in

combination with other cycles to fulfill the mission propulsion requirements.

h._.3 (U) Engine Selection and Description - A variety of possible engine candi-

dates exist within the cycles specified above. Selection among these, first for ap-

plicability to HYFAC missions and then for appropriateness to the airbreathing

Phase I criteria, is described in this section. The airbreathing engines must oper-

ate along the airbreather flight profiles for test vehicles shown in Figure 4- 43.

Rocket engines must be able to operate along both the rocket and airbreather flight

profiles, except the cruise rocket engines on the staged vehicles which need operate

only at cruise altitude.

4.4.3.1 (U) Rocket Engines - In selecting rocket engines for Phase I, a variety

of off-the-shelf and developmental engines were available to fulfill the test vehi

flight requirements. Designs of conceptual status (that is, not currently in acti__

development) were not considered because adequate capability was found in more near

term engines. Nozzle configurations such as the Rocketdyne Aerospike and the Aero-

Jet two-dimensional cluster were not Judged appropriate to Phase I because in-depth

studies beyond the Phase I scope must be performed to determine the possibility of

significant improvements in vehicle performance from using such designs. The use of

bell nozzles provided performance representative of the rocket engines appropriate

to the time period involved and to the study phase.

(U) Off-the-shelf rockets consistent with the propellant restrictions of Sec-

tion _.2 include numerous hydrazine-blend fueled engines ranging from 2,000 to

215,000 pounds (8,900 to 956,000 N ) thrust. However, only two hydrogen-fueled en-

gines are currently available; furthermore, developmental hydrogen-fueled engines are
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expected to be developed at thrust levels considerably above that appropriate to

HYFAC test vehicles. For these reasons it is not feasible to postulate a set of

"off-the-shelf-in-1975" cryogenic rocket engines properly sized for the HYFAC vehi-

cles. Since most of the candidate flight facilities use cryogenic rockets it was

decided to use a rubberized study engine based on developmental technology of the

LR-129, Reference (3). For study consistency and comparison with the advanced cryo-

genic technology represented by the LR-129, it was decided to use a similar rubber-

ized study engine based on MIST/ARES developmental technology for the storable-

propellant rocket (Reference (4)). For the staged vehicle configurations 281 and

282, the LR-129 and MIST scaling limits did not permit the use of small engines,

on the order of 5000 ib (2200 N) thrust. Another Pratt and Whitney rubberized

study engine was used for the cryogenic rocket engine, Reference (5), thus being

consistent with the large engine technology. No similar study was available to

meet the need for a storable propellant engine on the -282 vehicle. An existing

engine, the Bell 8258, Reference (6), was considered. However, the -282 vehicle

did not appear attractive, thus refinement of this small storable engine was not

needed. Thus four rocket engine concepts were selected for Phase I: LR-129, MIST,

Bell 8258, and P&WA PDS-2687 parametric study engine family. As a consequence the

two large-thrust engines are based on equivsulent advanced technology, but the small-

thrust engines have a disparity in that the Bell 8258 is current technology while

the P&WA PDS-2687 engine is based on somewhat advanced technology. This inconsis-

tency is a second order effect and should not effect the final screening results.

(C) The LR-129 is a high chamber pressure (3000 psia, 2070 N/cm2), LO2/LH 2

rocket using a preburner (staged combustion) cycle. Propellants are turbopump fed,

and the chambers and nozzle are regeneratively cooled. A fixed nozzle design was

selected using the P&WA baseline nozzle contour; an expansion ratio of 75 was chosen

as the largest size for which data were readily available and which would not en-

counter separated flow at sea level conditions.

(C) The MIST/ARES (Multipurpose In-Space Throttable/Advanced Rocket Engine

Storable) study engine is also a high chamber pressure (2800 psia, 1930 N/cm _)

engine using a preburner cycle, with NeOh/Aerozine 50 propellants, which are turbo-
pump fed. The secondary combustion chaT_ber and the basic nozzle are transpiration

cooled while the nozzle extension is radiatively cooled. A nozzle expansion ratio

of 50 was chosen as the largest value for which performance data were available

and which will not have separated flow at sea level.

(C) The Bell 8258 is a low chamber pressure (120 psia, 83 N/cm 2) engine with

pressure fed N20h/Aerozine 50 propellants. All components are ablatively cooled;

the nozzle expansion ratio is 40.

(U) The P&WA PDS-2687 study engine is based on RL-10 technology: LO2/LH 2

with chamber pressure of approximately 500 psia (3h5 N/cma), regeneratively cooled,

with a modified expander cycle to drive the turbopumps. A nozzle expansion ratio

of lO0 was selected for Phase I; since for use on the -281 vehicle, rocket opera-

tion is not needed below 140,000 ft (h2.7 km) altitude, a high expansion ratio can

be used without encountering separation.

(U) For all of these rockets, throttling capability was assumed to be avail-

able as needed to meet the test vehicle flight profile. Figure 4-30 depicts these

rocket engine configurations.
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(U) FIGURE 4-30
ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS- ROCKETS AND TURBOJETS
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4.4.3.2 (C) Turbojets and Turbofans - In selecting turbojets/turbofans for

Phase I it was decided that they should operate on hydrogen fuel, since all of the

test vehicles using TJ/TF acceleration engines have hydrogen-fueled cruise engines.

Thus separatc tankage would not be required. However, it was realized that the

development cost of a new, stoichiometric hydrogen turbojet could not be Justified

for the HYFAC acceleration function. Therefore, it was decided to use the perfor-

mance of existing and developmental TJ/TF if operated with hydrogen to a turbine

inlet temperature of 2200°F (650°C) and a stoichiometric afterburner. Such modifi-

cations of seven engines were considered: The J79-17, YJ93-3, J58, and GEh/J5P

turbojets, and the TF30-P-12, FI00-GE-100, and FI00-PW-100 turbofans; see Figure

4-30.

(U) The basic J79-17 is an afterburning turbojet with a compressor pressure

ratio of 12, used in the F4 and A5 series aircraft. Other versions of the engine

have been used in the B58 and FI04 aircraft; the engine was developed for JP4 and

JP5 fuels, and has been operated to Mach 2+. The basic YJ93-3 is an afterburning

turbojet with compressor pressure ratio of 9 and has been used in the BT0 aircraft

with JP5 and JP6 fuels, to Mach 3. The basic J58 is an afterburning turbojet with

a compressor pressure ratio of 8 and has a complex inlet bypass/engine bleed

installation on the YFI2 aircraft. JP7 fuel is used, and it has operated in excess

of Mach 3. The basic GE4/J5P is an afterburning turbojet being developed for the

supersonic transport at Mach 2.7 with gro%_h to Mach 3.0. The fuel is similar to

JP5, and the compressor pressure ratio is 12.
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(C) The basic TFBO-P-12 is an afterburning turbofan having a bypass ratio of

1.O with a compressor pressure ratio of 17; it is used in the Flll aircraft with

JPh and JP5 fuels, to Mach 2+. The basic F100-GE-100 and F100-PW-IO0 are after-

burning turbofans with bypass ratios at .9 and .?, respectively, and compressor

pressure ratios of 2h and 21, respectively. Design maximum Mach number is 2.5 for

standard day conditions. All of the turbojets and turbofans described are equipped

with variable geometry exhaust nozzles for efficient operation across a wide speed

range; however, the J58 and TF30 nozzles as currently configured use blow-in-door

ejector nozzles. For proper operation of these designs, considerable compromise in

vehicle configuration may be required In the vicinity of these nozzles, so that

their applicability to HYFAC is limited.

h.h.3.3 (C) TurboramJets - In selecting turboramJets, none are anticipated to be

"off-the-shelf in 1975", but the necessary basic technology is expected to be

available then. From the various proposed engines resulting from the several

studies performed in the past few years, two designs were selected as representing

the field of candidates. For the speed range up to Mach h.5, using JP-type fuel,

the General Electric GEI4/JZ8, Reference (7), was chosen. For the speed range up

to Mach 5-8, using LH2, the General Electric GE5/JZ6C, Reference (8), was chosen.

Both of these are wraparound TRJs, with the annular RJ concentric to the central TJ.

Both use separate but concentric nozzles for RJ and TJ. The engines operate the TJ

to it maximum allowable speed per the engine specification: Mach 3.5 for the JZ8

and Mach 3.75 for the JZ6C. The RJ is operated from Mach 1.0 to cruise speed. The

JZ8 is air-cooled throughout, while the JZ6C is fuel-cooled. Figure h-31 depicts

the TRJ designs.

(C) FIGURE 4-31

ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS - TURBORAMJETS, RAMJETS, AND SCRAMJETS

GEt4/JZ8 TRJ GE5/JZ6C TRJ MA-145 Ramjet

MA-188 Scramjet
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4.h.3.4 (U) Ramjets and ScramJets - In selecting ramjets and scramJets, only a

small number of proposed designs are available. Of these, none will be avaialble

in 1975 unless a development program were undertaken now; however, the fundamental

technology is expected to be available then. 0nly one simple ramjet design is now

available, the Marquardt MA145, Reference (9). This ramjet design is hydrogen

fueled, stoichiometric, and fuel cooled with cooling adequate to permit significant

throttling at Mach 6 cruise. An axisymmetric configuration is used with a trans-

lating-plug nozzle. Currently, scramJet designs proposed by engine manufacturers

are almost exclusively axisymmetric designs, intended for podded installation.

Considerable effort previous to the HYFAC study has been devoted to finding an

efficient vehicle using podded scramJet, but with little success. It has been

found that a highly integrated configuration is necessary. As a consequence during

a previous MCAIR study for USAF, considerable coordination between MCAIR and

Marquardt resulted in a scramJet concept suitable for a highly-integrated vehicle,

the MA188, Reference (10). With this as a basis the requisite vehicle underbody

contours were developed for efficient inlet and nozzle operation, producing the

vehicles of Reference (ll). For Phase 1 of the current study, the integrated con-

vertible scramJet vehicle of Reference (Ii) was used. The convertible scramJet

was selected over a possible point-design scramjet in order to provide wider opera-

tional flexibility. This greater flexibility of the CSJ is available for no cost

in specific impulse or engine weight; a 40 psi (.2 N/cm2) loss in specific thrust

(FN/A c) at cruise is overcome by increasing the capture area of the CSJ. The CSJ

inlet starts at Mach 3.5 at which point the transition from external compression to

mixed compression occurs. The CSJ is then ignited and operates in ramjet mode from

Mach 3.5 to 6.0. Transition to scramJet mode is accomplished at Mach 6.0 and super-

sonic combustion is maintained from Mach 6 to 12. The CSJ is also operated during

transonic acceleration from Mach 1.0 to 1.8, with the inlet unstarted, as a means of

pressurizing the base region and thus reduce transonic drag. Allocation of vehicle

load as either aerodynamic forces or propulsion forces is described in Section _.3.

Figure 4-31 depicts the RJ and CSJ configurations.

4.4.3.5 (U) Boosters - In selecting boosters for the staged vehicles, data were

gathered for six candidates: Little Joe, Thor, Poseidon, Minuteman, Atlas, and

Titan, Figure 4-32. Comparing these various systems to the requirements of the

flight facility matrix, it was determined that the Thor could boost the Mach 6

cruise vehicles as desired, and the Atlas could boost the Mach 12 cruise vehicles.

4.4.3.6 (U) Pairing Engines to Flight Facilities - In comparing the propulsion

requirements of the various flight facilities to the capabilities of the several

engines described above, and using the initial sizing approach of Section 4.9.1,

the pairings presented in Figure 4-33 were chosen. Salient characteristics of the

selected engines are presented in Figure 4-34. These pairings were maintained

throughout Phase I. Additionally, some attention was directed at determining the

utility of incorporating off-the-shelf rockets and off-the-shelf JP-fueled turbo-

Jets, wherever possible. The potential list of those currently-available engines

paired to the appropriate flight facility is given in Figures 4-35 and 4-36. Char-

acteristics of the engines are presented in Figures 4-37 and 4-38.

4.4.4 (U) Engine-Airframe Integration - Efficient integration of the selected

engines with the airframe configuration is necessary to develop attractive vehicles.

For the rocket powered vehicles, installation at the aft end with unimpeded exhaust

k
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(U) FIGURE 4-32
BOOSTER CONFIGURATIONS

_Jrr_L J¢;_ 2T

L ,P\

l" \

2,

area is the primary requirement for rocket performance. This has been satisfied in

all Phase I flight facilities while maintaining alignment of the rocket thrust vec-

tor close to the vehicle center of gravity, keeping control requirements small.

h.h.5.1 (U) Airbreather Engine Location - For all of the airbreathing configura-

tions previous studies indicate that significant utilization of the vehicle pres-

sure field will lead to the most attractive vehicles by increasing inlet recovery

and air mass flow capturing capability. Maximum benefit of this pressure field

generally is obtained by installing the engine beneath the vehicle at approximately

half to two-thirds of the vehicle length aft of the nose. Locating the engine in

the fuselage belly region then offers several specific advantages:

o Maximum use of forebody pressure field to improve inlet recovery and

capture capability

o Use of afterbody base surface as nozzle exhaust expansion area

o Longitudinal vehicle center of gravity (c.g.) control

Care must be exercised to insure that the vertical offset between engine thrust and

vehicle c.g. does not become excessive; the engine weight itself helps meet this

criteria by causing the c.g. to be relatively low.

A4C_JE_L _lJl_A*_Arr
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VEHICLE

-200

-201

-205

-206

-207

-210

-211

-212

-213

-214

-220

-221

-231

-232

-233

-234

-250

-251

-252

-253

-254

-255

-256

-257

-270

-271

-280

-281

-282

-284

-285

,(U) FIGURE4-33
ENGINEMATRIX

ACCELERATION

TJ TRJ RKT BOOSTER

CRUISE

TRJ RJ CSJ

m

m

JZ8

JZ8

JZ6C - -

JZ6C - -

- LR-129 -

- JZ6C - -

- JZ6C - -

MOD.FI00 - - -

- - LR-129 -

- - LR-129 -

- THOR

- THOR

MOD.YJ93 -

- - LR-129 -

- - LR-129 -

- - LR-129 -

- - LR-129, -

J2S

- - LR-129 -

- - LR-129 -

- - MIST -

- - LR-129 -

- - LR-129 -

- - MIST,HID -

MOD.FIGO - - -

LR-129 -

LR-129 -

- ATLAS

- ATLAS

- ATLAS

LR-129 -

LR-129 -

JZ8 - -

JZ8 - -

JZ6C - -

JZ6C - -

- MAI45 -

JZ6C - -

JZ6C - -

- MA145 -

- MAI45 -

- MAI45 - -

- MAI45 - -

m

m

n

- (1)
- (1)

- (1)
- (1)

- (1)

RKT

.- _

LR-129

m

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129,J2S

LR-129

LR-129

MIST

m

MIST, HID

- LR-129

(1)

(1)
- PDS-2687

- BELL 8258

- LR-129

- LR-129

(i) MCAIR design based on previous study, Reference (13).

f
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(C) FIGURE 4-34
ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

Cycle

Rockets

r_rboJe_s

_boram_ets

Reu_4et

LDesi_nat lon I

LR-129

PDS-2687

MIST

BELL 8258 i

FIOO-GE-100

YJ93

GEZ_/JZ8 I
GES/JZ6C

MA-145-XCA

3onvertible I

5cramJe_
I

Boosters Atlas

Thor I

So_ce ,

PWA

PWA

AeroJet

Bell

GE

GE

GE

GE

M_r_uardt

McDonnell

GD

McDonnell

DousiLe

[ Fuel

H2

H2

Aerozine

5O

AerOline

_o

H 2

H 2

JP

H2

H 2

H2

to2/_

LO2/RP

rther

)xiCizer P9 6 Scal%ble Thrust(Vae

psia (N/cm 2) klb (kN)

)2 3000 (2070) 75 50-1000 (222-h450)

)2 50o (3h5) zoo 1-50 (h._-222)

f20h 2800 (1930) 50 25-600 (111-2670)

_20k 120 (83) _o 3.5 (15.5)

Remarks

A parametric

study engine

Pressure-fed

_LS 'Thrust A_Plicatlon

27 klb _ FI5 Engine

32 klb (i_2 kN) B70 Engine

00%) SlS Thrust
klb (205 kN)

_3 klb (236 kN)

(16o%)Ac'
27"_6 sq £t (2.53 sq m)

19.7 sq ft (1.83 sq m)

Modified to H 2 fuel

w/o weight penalty;

TIT - 2200°F, (650°C)

stoichiometric after-

burner

(iOO%) A_=15 sq ft

(1.39 sq =)

_er engine

I

r (100%) At-50 sq ft
(h.65 sq =)

_90 klb SLS thrust (1780 gN)

_70 klb SLS thz_mt (757 kN)

As generated from

previous study

St_e-andL_J[L'ff"

Single sta_e

__Nmm.L AI_AAm'F
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i(C) FIGURE 4-35

ROCKET ENGINE APPLICATIONS

ICONFIG.

-207

-213

-214

-232

-233

-234

-250

-251

-252

-253

I

-254

-255

-256

PHASE I STUDY BASIS

SCALED

ENGINE

-271

-281

(VTO Boost)

-282

i= (_0 Boost)

-284

-285

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR- 129

LR-129

MIST

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

LR-129

PWA PDS-2687

Beli-8258

LR-129

LR-129

TVA C REQUIRED

KLB (_)

64.5 (286.9)

94.4 (433.3)

16084.9 (306.5)
•5 (464.8)

i
I

1112.2 (499.1)

1144 (640.5)

i195 (86'7.4)
!

222.6 (990.2)
1

199 (885.2)

473 (2104.0)

202.8 (902.1)

i
:264.5 (1176.6)
i

1374 (1663.6)
t

;217 (965.3)
I
i

_248 (1103.2)

6.2 (27.6)

i 5.1 (22.7)

I

illl (493.8)

POTENTIAL "OFF-THE-SHELF" ENGINES

TOTAL TVA C

KLB (_U--NO. NAME

67.5 (300.3)

111.5 (496.0)

9O (400.3)

67.5 (300.3)

3 RLIOA

5 RLIOA

RLIOA

3 RLIOA

5 RLIOA

4 RLIOA

6 RLIOA

5 RLIOA

7 RLIOA

9 RLIOA

i J2
i J2S

i0 RLIOA
i J2
i J2S
9 RLIOA
i J2
i J2S

5 LR-91

3 LR-87-3

9 RLIOA

i J2

i J2S

12 RLIOA

i J2S

4 LR-91

3 LR-87-3

2 LR-87-5

2 HID

i J2

I J2S

I J2S

2 Beli-8258

5 RLIOA

! 111.5 (496.0)

i 90 (400.3)
E

: 135 (600.5)
111.5 (496.0)

, 157.5 (700.6)
I

i 202.5 (900.8)

t 230 (1023.1)
230 (1023.1)
225 (1000.8)
230 (1023.i)
230 (1023.1)

! 202.5 (900.8)

i 230 Ii023.1)
230 {i023.1)

500 (2224.1)

: 450 (2001.7)

202.5 (900.8)

230 (1023.1)

i 230 (1023.1)
270 (1201.0)

i 265 (1178.8)

i 400 (1179.3)

! 450 (2001.7)
i 430 (1912.7)

i 410 (1823.7)

I 230 (1023.1)
i

230 (1023.1)

265 (1178.8)

i

7

r

{ 111.5

1 202.5

1 230

230

193 (858.5) 9 RLIOA

i J2

i J2S

(31.1)

(496.0)

(900.8)
(1023.1)

(1023.1)

Iv, I li/11.11 i 18"_
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(C) FIGURE4-36
TURBOJETANDTURBOFANENGINEAPPLICATIONS

CONFIG.

-212

-231

-257

FN,SLS,uninst, reqfd i

k ib (_)

33.6* (i_9.5)

56* (2h9.1)

6h.l (285.1)

TOTAL FN AVAIL.NO. ENGINES ENG. NAME

k ib (kN)

2 379-17 35.8

2 YJ93 56.0

1 GEh/J5P 67.0

2 J58"* 63.2

(159.2)

(2U9.1)

(298.0)

(281.i)

FUEL

JP

JP

JP

JP

Conversions of available J-P fueled engines

-212

-231

-257

33.6" (ih9.5)

56* (2h9.1)

6_.I (285.i)

1 J58 36.6 162.8

2 YJ93 6h.h 286.5

2 FI00-PW-100 5h.8 2h3.8

2 FIOO-GE-IO0 53.6 238._

2 -J79-17 LI.6 (185.0)

2 YJ93 6h.h (286.5)

H 2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

* Estimated

** F N < FN (req'd)

I
!ENGINE

J2

J2S

!RL-IOA-3-8

LR-87-3

La-87-5

La-gl-5

KM-GM-52

AJ-10-137

,LR-81-11

_58

(C) FIGURE4-37
CHARACTERISTICSOF "OFF-THE-SHELF" ROCKETENGINES

zsp(VAC)
TVAC PROPELLANTS D max L WT

Ib in In DRY/WET _ sec I(,) (=)

02/H2

02/_2

230K

(1023K)
230K, 265K

(1023K, ll79K)
22.5K

(lOO.ZK)
ISOK

(66TK)

215K

(956K)
100K

(_SK)
_SK

(2OOK)
21.5K

(95.6K)
16.OK

(71.2K)
I 3.5K

(i5.6K)

8O

(203.2)
8O

(203.2)
39.702/"2

(100.8)

N2Oh/Hydrazine h3.1
(109.5)

N20h/Hydrazine _3.1

(lo9.5)

N20h/Hydrazine 66.2
(168.1)

IRFNA 16/22.0

(_0.6/55.9)

98.h

I(79.5)
HID _05K o2/H2 5o

(_z2K) (127)

* Engine: lh8 ib (67,i kg)

Propulsion System: Dry 672.5; Wet 2131 ib

(305.2) (966) kg

(cm) ib

116 3_92/3653 27.5 _26

(29_.6) (158_/165T)
116 _OSO/_2tYT hO _31

(29_.6) (1837/1917)

70.2 3501..A. 57 _
(178.3) (159)

1290115_8 8 2_576.1
(193.3) (585/702)

1376/1672 8 2877_.3

(188.7) (6251758)
ii0.i 1102/1238 15-h9.2 308

(279.7) (50015.62)
19.5/127.81 h.15 225

(49"5/32_'_)777/823 6-62.5 1 311

I (352/37_) _ 29383.0 ] 296/30B E5

(210.8) I(13_/i£0) I| 30651.O _ 202/N.A. kO

102 1997/2217 B 296

O/F I

5"5 I
, 5.5

I 5.01

2.251

! 1.93_

3-_

2.0 12.5T

2.23

N.A. • no_ available
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ENGINE

J79-17

TF30-P-12

YJ93-3

J58

GE4/J5P

F100-GE-100

FIO0-PW-IO0

(C) FIGURE 4-38

CHARACTERISTICS OF "OFF THE SHEL "" TJ AND TF EN GINES

TYPE FUEL 1 MAX. LENGTH

TJ

TF

TJ

TJ

TJ

TF

TF

THRUST

FN (SLS)

lb (_)

17,900 (79,623)
"20,800 (92,523)

20,150 (89,632)
*23,400 (104,o88)

28,000 (124,550)
*32,200 (143,233)

31,600 (140,564)
*36,600 (162,805)

67,000 (298,031)
*77,200 (343,403)

22,650 (100,752)
"26,8oo (119,212)

22,954 (102,104)

*27,400 (121,881)

JP

H2

JP

H2

JP

H2

JP

H2

JP

H2

JP

H2

JP

H2

DIA.

in (cm) in (cm)

39.06 (99.211208.7 (530.1)

!

l 9.6 (126.0) 234.2 (594.9)

I 55.9 (1_2.o)

70 (177.8)

F

'1
I

d

W_IGHT

237 (602.0)

286.4 (727.5)

90 (228.6)1308 (782.3)

_5.6 (115.8) 166.8 (223.7)

45.0 (11_.3) i190.3 (483.2)

ib (kg]

3835 (!740
I

i

13967 (1799

!5220 (2368

, 7200 (3266
[

! 11303(5127

I 2693 (1222

2711 (1230

I ............ [

Estimated thrust of hydrogen-fueled conversions of available JP-fueled engines.

(U) The turbojet installation presents a slightly more complex condition since,

although the preceding discussion could provide a suitable turbojet installation be-

neath the basic vehicle lines, the need for a cruise engine in addition to the TJ

causes a belly space installation problem. This was resolved bj placing the cruise

engine in the belly position and burying the TJ within the vehicle. The turbojet in-

let operates satisfactorily without significant forebody effect. The cruise engine

inlet, which operating at the higher Mach number has the greater need for beneficial

forebody influence, receives the full forebody benefit after TJ shutdown.

4.4.4.2 (U) Inlet Installation - The best combination of inlet recovery, overall

installed weight, drag, shock interactions, landing gear design, etc., is achieved

by two-dimmensional inlet design, as has been shown by several previous studies,

for example, References (2) and (12). Overhead ramp and back-to-back vertical

ramp designs have been considered with the overhead ramp being selected because

of less shock interactions and good recovery for a wide range of pitch sTugles.

For test vehicles which are usually single engined, the horizontal ramp does not

entail a bifurcated inlet design. For Phase I a fixed capture area, overhead

ramp inlet design developed for an earlier turboramJet study was used for all TRJ

systems. This inlet design employs mixed compression, with a maximum geometric

contraction ratio of 9:1 including a maximum internal contraction ratio of 4.8:1.

For ramjets a similar inlet was employed. For turbojets a two-dimensional ramp was

used, mounted so that it moves to close off the TJ duct at speeds above TJ shut-

down; this design has variable capture area capability. Both of these designs

have variable throat area capability achieved by positioning the duct ramps.

Figure 4-39 shows these inlet installations schematically.
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(U) The scramJet inlet is highly integrated with the vehicle in that most of

the vehicle forebody lower surface is used as compression surface, Figure h-39 •

However, forebody geometry cannot be significantly varied without serious detriment

to vehicle aerodynamics and volumetric efficiency. Therefore, second and third ramp
incidence and location, and cowl lip location, are the primary variables used to

achieve inlet recovery and capture area.

4.4.4._ (U) Nozzle Installation - For the turbojets, nozzle installation is pri-

marily aimed at providing sufficient exhaust area for TJ operation while not compro-

mising cruise engine operation. This has been achieved by use of a moveable panel

in the aft body surface which closes the TJ exhaust duct after TJ shutdown to provide

a large, smooth expansion surface for the RJ or SJ cruise engine, Figure 4-39.

TurboramJet nozzles used are those provided by the engine manufacturer: axisymmetric,

with no provision for use of the vehicle aft surface as expansion area, due to the

difficulty of doing so within practical weight allowances. The scramJet nozzle com-

prises the entire vehicle aft undersurface for expansion area, as the SJ is two-

dimensional and a favorable integration can be achieved with only modest weight
increase.

h.h.h.h (U) Engine Performance - For the various engines used in the flight facil-

ities, Figure h-2 , the installed engine performance was determined. However, some

of these data are proprietary to the respective engine manufacturers. To permit

this volume the widestpossible distribution and simultaneously keep the propulsion

performance data united, all of the actual engine performance data and its develop-
ment are presented in Section 2 of Volume V.

h.h.h.5 (C) Significant Propulsion Results - Appropriate engines were selected

for all of the candidate flight facilities, and installed performance of these

engines was determined. The selected engines satisfy the basic Phase I premise

that propulsion for the flight facilities be commensurate with the 1975 state-of-

the-art. Six rocket engines, two turbojets, two turboramJets, one ramjet, one
scramJet, and two boosters were selected:

o Rockets: LR-129, MIST/ARES, Bell 8258, P&WA PDS-2687, J2S, HID

o Turbojets: YJ93-3, FI00-GE-100 (modified to H2 fuel)

o TurboramJets: GEIh/JZ8 (JP fuel), GE5/JZ6C (H2 fuel)

o Ramjet : MAIh5-XCA

o Convertible scramJet : (MCAIR)

o Boosters: Thor, Atlas

Selection and installation of these engines was accomplished in a manner to permit

an objective evaluation of the various flight facilities. The engine selection

was accomplished after extensive consultation with engine contractors to determine

current status and future efforts in advanced propulsion, which assured selecting
propulsion systems representative of the available candidates.
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(U) Figure 4-39

Engine Installations
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h.5 STRUCTURES

(U) The objective of the structures effort during Phase I of this study was

to select representative structural design concepts for evaluation in the vehicle

design/cost synthesis process. To do this, the results of many previous studies
have been used as aids.

(U) The initial concepts for the Phase I vehicles were selected with the

primary consideration being "minimum risk" which is defined as the least amount of

uncertainty consistent with low cost and high performance materials and methods.

The concepts used in Phase I for initial facility screening are described herein:

(U) Primary Structure The primary structure in all aircraft is considered to

be aluminum, skin-stringer construction. This is not to say that every piece is

made of aluminum but that the entire primary structure is made of the most efficient

flight quality material available at the current time. This includes aluminum,

titanium, steel, and some superalloys.

(U) The use of advanced materials and fabrication techniques will be studied

later in the program. This will result in an assessment of the required develop-

ment and the value of such development on the research vehicles. The materials

that will be considered include fiber reinforced composites and some advanced

superalloys, e.g. AF2-1DA, Haynes Alloy 188. Fabrication techniques including

welding, brazing and diffusion bonding will be studied to show the impact on the

research facility.

(U) Inlet Structure The inlet structure is made of titanium alloy because of

its attractive combination of low weight and high temperature capability. The

inlet structure is insulated from the thermal environment of the Mach h.5-6 air-

craft by a passive insulation and a superalloy shield and is insulated from the

Mach 12 environment by an active cooling system using the fuel as the coolant.

(U) Control Surfaces Studies have shown that the control surfaces are more

efficiently designed as hot structure since the thickness of the insulation system

significantly reduces the structural _epth or increases the aerodynamic drag pro-

ducing an adverse effect on the vehicle performance. The control surfaces on the

Mach _.5-b aircraft are constructed of superalloys while the Mach 12 vehicles will

have a refractory metal construction.

(U) Leading Edges The leading edges, like the control surfaces are made of

hot structure, superalloy for the Mach 4.5-6 aircraft and refractory metals for the

Mach 12 aircraft. The leading eages are constructed in a stiffened sheet form with

built-in capability for relative expansion.

(U) Thermal Protection System The thermal protection system consists of a

passive insulation and an external heat shield for the Mach _.5-6 aircraft with

internal insulation in the propellant tanks. The Mach 12 vehicles have two options

that are adaptable; l) passive insulation and heat shield combination, 2) a com-

bination of passive insulation and water wick along with a heat shield. Either

option utilizes internal insulation for propellant tanks.
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(U) Studies as to the desirability and type of thermal protection syste_ have

been performed for many different vehicles (both operational and test vehicles).

The results are affected by several factors, the most significant of which are

speed-altitude and time. For this reason, recommendations on thermal/structural

concepts will not be made until the final test vehicles have been selected. Sev-

eral concepts will be considered throughout the study inclusing passive, active and

no insulation.

(U) Fuel Tank - Integral fuel tank and fuselage structure is used in all the

aircraft with the exception of Models 200, 201, 290, 291, and 292. These aircraft

are designed to use JP type fuels and will have a combination of integral and non-

integral tanks. Internal insulation is used in all vehicles except 290, 291, and

292 which have a low temperature environment. All cryogenic fuel tanks incorporate

a bladder of a material such as Kapton-H or H-Film to prevent leakage into the

insulation.

(U) Windshield and Nose Cap These items constitute a minor part of the air-

craft weight; however, their development and design is necessary for each of the

high speed aircraft. No windshield is required in the unmanned aircraft.
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4.6 THERMODYNAMICS

4.6.1 (U) EXTERNAL SURFACE TEMPERATURES - Preliminary isotherms for a typical

Mach 6 and Mach 12 research vehicle are presented in Figures 4-40 and 4-41

respectively. As noted on these figures, upper surface temperatures are repre-

sentative of an end-of-boost condition where the vehicle angle of attack is zero,

whereas, lower surface temperatures are representative of a 3.5 g maneuver condi-

tion. For the Mach 6 aircraft, upper surface temperatures are generally less

than ll00°F (866°K), the maximum allowable temperature of titanium shingles.

During Mach 6 operation with maneuver load factors up to about 3.5 g's, the lower

surface can be adequately protected with Rene'41 shingles. Past studies have shown

that a large portion of the upper surface of a Mach 12 operational aircraft, 200-

300 ft (61-91.5m) in length, can be protected with titanium shingles. However, du_

to the shorter lengths, about 100 ft (30.5m), of a Mach 12 research aircraft, only

about 1/3 of the upper fuselage surface can utilize titanium shingles, the remainder

being composed of a temperature resistant superalloy. With the exception of engine

inlet ramps and areas adjacent to stagnation regions, lower surface temperatures

during the 3.5 g maneuver at Mach 12 are less than 2800°F (1811°K), the maximum
allowable temperature for.columbium.

4.6.2 (U) THERMAL PROTECTION - The following paragraphs present the approach

used to determine thermal protection requirements and considerations which lead

to the selection of an active (water wick) system for the Mach 12 class of air-

craft. Research aircraft in the Mach 4.5 to 6 range are all configured with a
passive system.

(U) Thermal protection requirements were determined based upon a step input

of surface temperature and an effective flight time as graphically illustrated in

Figure 4-42. Radiation equilibrium, based upon turbulent heating conditions and a

surface emissivity of 0.8, was used to determine surface temperatures. The aero-

dynamic heating environment experienced during a typical Mach 12 airbreather accel-

erator flight (see Figure 4-42) results in an equivalent temperature pulse of 2100°F

(1422°K) for 25.6 minutes, and lll0°F (872OK) for 33.4 minutes, on the aircraft's

lower and upper surface respectively. These same temperature pulses were also used

in sizing the thermal protection system for rocket boosted configurations, since

the shorter boost time associated with a rocket does not significantly reduce the
total heat input for the mission.

(U) Based upon the above defined step input of temperature, passive thermal

protection requirements were determined per Schneider's two-layer plate solution

for one-dimensional heat conduction (Reference 25). Insulation thicknesses in

non-fuel areas were sized based upon a maximum backside plate (2 PSF, 9.8 Kg/m 2, of

aluminum structure) temperature of 300°F (422°K). Passive insulation requirements

in LH 2 fuel tank areas were sized to limit integral tank wall temperatures to 250°F

(394°K), dictated by maximum temperature capabilities of the internal cryogenic
foam insulation, and an acceptable heat leak to the LH 2 fuel of 100 BTU/ft c hr
(31.5 watts/m2].
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(U) FIGURE 4-42

EQUIVALENT STEP INPUT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE
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(U) Active (water wick) thermal protection requirements were determined

based upon steady state conditions and the previously defined step inputs of

surface temperature. With the water wlck concept the structure and LH 2 tank wall

are nearly isothermal throughout the mission such that structural heat sink

effects are negligible. As with the passive concept, active TPS requirements for

the fuel tank were again based upon an average heat leak to the LH 2 fuel of 100

BTU/ft2hr (31.5 _atts/m2).

(U) For a typical Math 12 research aircraft, thermal protection weights

and thicknesses for an active (water wick) and two passive systems are presented

in Figure h-h3. These initial results incidate that the active system is supe-

erior, both on a unit weight and unit thickness basis, to either of the passive

approaches. The resultant saving in TOGW (estimated to be in the order of 10%

to 15%), suggests the use of a water wick thermal protection system for all

Mach 12 research aircraft.
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(U) FIGURE 4-43

COMPARISONOF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE INSULATION WEIGHTSAND THICKNESSES
(257 -Mach 12 Research Aircraft)

ACTIVE SYSTEM

Shingle

Passive Insulation

Air Gap

Water and Wick

Insulated Structure

PARAMETER

Weight - PSF (Kgm/m 2)

o Lower

o Upper

o Average
Thickness - In.(CM)

o Lower

o Upper

o Average

INSULATION

o.25 (1.22)
0.i0 (0.49)

0.65 (1.65) i

0.25 (0.6351

AIR GAP

m

m

m

0.25 (0.635

0.25 (0.6351

WATER & WICK

0.5o (2.44)
o.25 (1.22)

O.lO (o.255
o.o5 (o.13)

TOTAL

0.75 (3.66)

0.35 (1.71)
0.55 (2.69)

) 1.oo (2.54)

0.55 (i._0)

0.78 (1.98)

PASSIVE SYSTEM

N N

Xi _ _ _ Z'kJ

/"U"

Shingle

Passive Insulation

PARAMETER

q_

*PASSIVE i

Insulated Structure

m

*PASSIVE 2

Weight - PSF (Kgm/m2)

o Lower

o Upper

o Average

Thickness (Xi) - In.(CM)
o Lower

o Upper

o Average

1.04 (5.o9)

0.55 (2.69)
0.80 (3.90)

4.15 (10.53)

2.20 (5.60)

3.18 (8.10)

2.10 (10.25)

1.15 (5.61)

1.63 (7.95)

2.1o (5.33)
0.86 (2.Z8)
1.48 (3.75)

* System i and 2 sized to provide near minimum weight & thickness, respectively.

I
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h.7 PROPELLANT SYSTEM

(U) The Phase I flight facility propellant system study effort included

selection of baseline fuels, fuel properties and design criteria as listed in

Figure h-7. The fuel selection was based on investigation of a typical hydrocar-

bon (JP-5), storable rocket propellant combination (N20h/AERO-50) and cryogenic

propellant combination (LO2/LH2). Propellants were considered to be at their nor-

mal boiling point for cryogens and 70°F for storables to provide maximum use of

available experience and minimize operational requirements. This also provides

greater operational flexibility as an aircraft fuel system designed for NBP opera-

tion can utilize subcooled fuel with little or no modifications. The impact of

fuel loading temperature on the flight vehicle is reflected in the areas of

tank pressure, minimum attainable ullage, propellant mass loaded, and vehicle
performance.

(U) The internal tank pressure level must be sufficiently higher than the

fuel vapor pressure to inhibit excessive fuel vapor loss and provide adequate head

pressure to effect the transfer of the propellant. With NBP propellants the mini-

mum pressure at takeoff is approximately 16.7 psia (ll.5N/cm 2) which provides a

net 2 psi (1.38N/cm 2) margin over the vapor pressure. At the end of cruise the

pressure will increase to account for bulk heating of the fluid. For ground pre-

flight conditions, the tank pressure is relatively insensitive to fuel vapor pres-

sure since a pressure greater than lb.7 psia (10.1 N/cm 2) must be maintained to

prevent potential structural damage resulting from negative pressure differentials.

At cruise altitude an internal tank pressure of 16.7 psia (ll.5N/cm 2) results in

essentially a 16.7 psi (ll.5N/cm 2) pressure gradient across the tank wall. For

large vehicles, minimum ga_e materials can be used for internal pressures to approx-

imately l0 psig (6.89 N/cm_). Maximum tank pressure levels for minimum gage con-

struction for the research vehicles will be greater due to their smaller overall

size and resulting smaller tank radius, potentially allowing use of NBP with little

or no weight increase due to pressure. Tankage void volumes as listed in Figure h-h

account for fuel volume loss due to installation of lines, pumps, baffles, and other

hardware mounted inside the tankage. The values chosen were based upon analysis

of similar tankage situations. Ullage requirements reflect the thermodynamic con-

dition of the fuel and vapor space. For JP systems where the fuel temperature upon

loading is considerably below the boiling point temperature, ullage values of 1%

can be realized. When considering propellant at their NBP an additional factor

must be included in the minimum attainable ullage to account for bubble entrainment

in the bulk fluid. In typical NBP cryogenic tankage this bubble entrainment accounts

for an increase in ullage volume of approximately i. 5% giving a total ullage of P. 5%,

(U) During Phase II, design criteria for subcooled propellants will be devel-

oped, vehicle performance as a function of propellant density determined, and crit-

ical subsystem requirements as affected by the use of subcooled propellants identi-

fied. In addition to reduced internal tankage pressure levels and possible reduc-

tion in tank wall material thickness, advantages are to be gained in reduced ullage,

higher fuel density, and longer unattended ground hold, which result in increased

overall vehicle performance. Performance improvements can be reflected in either

increased range and test time or reduced vehicle size. The effects of varying

fuel density in a fixed volume will be used to establish sensitivities for both an
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NBP and subcooled design. In this way the performance can be thoroughly evaluated

as a function of density allowing selection of the more versatile and cost effec-

tive design. A similar point design analysis for the potential operational system

M2, showed a range increase of 16% in changing from NBP density of 4.42 lbm/ft 3

(70.9 Kg/M3) to a subcooled fuel density of 4.66 lbm/ft3 (74.7 Kg/M3) for a con-

stant volume/constant payload design.

(U) Subsystem design and operational requirements which are affected by the

use of subcooled fuel include the necessity for active pressurization during ground

hold to prevent loss of positive tank pressur% ground support systems to maintain

the subcooled state, and propellant delivery equipment.
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_.8 AVIONIC SUBSYSTEMS

(U) Synthesis of the flight research vehicles developed during the Phase I

study effort included definition of avionic subsystems applicable to these vehicles.

The state-of-the-art utilized is conmlensurate with initiation of the vehicle

development in the 1970-1975 time period. A primary source of applicable avionic

state-of-the-art data has been avionic vendor interfaces with MCAIR during recent

extensive avionic definition studies for the F-lh and F-15 programs. Figure h-hh

illustrates the baseline avionic complement defined for the manned flight research

vehicle candidates. These subsystems may be characterized as low risk, the majority

being either fully developed or well along the development cycle. Areas requiring

special attention are the development of high temperature antennas suitable for

flush mounting and air data measurement techniques compatible with MI2 flight.

Experience gained in such test vehicle programs as the ASSET and the X-15 indicates

low risk design solutions to the aforementioned areas are possible. Unmanned

flight research vehicles being studied require a general augmentation of the

avionic complement. The major impact involves increased digital computer capabil-

ity; deleted voice communication, displays and manual controls; augmented autopilot

and data link; navigation system redundancy; and inclusion of interface conversion

equipment for automation.

h.8.1 (C) NAVIGATION - The primary test vehicle navigation function is served by

an inertial navigation system. Typical position accuracy of this type system when

used in subsonic and supersonic vehicles is 1 nm/hr (1.8 kilometers/hr). This

reflects the usual time dependent gyro drift impact upon the position error, which

increases with navigation time regardless of the distance covered. When used at

the hypersonic velocities of study test vehicles operating up to Mach 12, the

inertial system position error is more appropriately described as a percentage of

distance traveled. The reduced flight time and increased flight distance makes

the inertial heading alignment errors dominate over the time dependent gyro drift

errors. For these high velocity conditions, a position accuracy of 0.15 percent

of distance traveled results. Velocity data is also developed by the inertial

system, typically to an accuracy of 3 feet per second (9.1 meters/see).

(U) The integrated Inertial Flight Data System (IFDS) in the X-15 was used

primarily for measurement of velocity, attitude, and altitude. Compared to current

inertial navigators it represents a somewhat austere mechanization. Representative

of 1956-1957 state-of-the-art the analog mechanization relied upon B-52 doppler

radar for initial velocity inputs and upon the B-52 compass system for initial

heading. No gyrocompassing capability was included, although a later digital ver-

sion derivative from the X-20 program provided ground based gyrocompassing. Velo-

city error specification for downrange and crossrange was 50 feet per second

(15.2 meters/see), more than an order of magnitude greater than current state-of-

the-art. Position accuracy was not emphasized since the pilot primarily monitored

velocity and altitude to meet the desired flight profile.

(U) Energy management and flight director functions are served for the HYFAC

test vehicles by digital computer mechanization for vertical trajectory control and

horizontal footprint prediction. TACAN provides position updating data to the

inertial navigator. It is capable of range determination to the cooperating sta-

tion to an accuracy of 1.5 nm (2.8 kilometers).
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(U). FIGURE 4-44

FLIGHT FACILITY AVIONICS

FUNCTION EQUIPMENT

Navigation

Communication

Flight Sensors

and Control

Inertial Navigator

Heading: 0.Ol°/hr - Position: i nm (1.8 km) or 0.15%

hr hr

Roll, Pitch: i0 arc sec - Velocity 3 fps (9.1 met)

sec

Energy Management/Flight Director

Digital computer - Vertical trajectory control -

Horizontal footprint prediction

Tacan

Range accuracy: 1.5 nm (2.8 km) out to 300 nm (560 km)

Bearing accuracy: 0.5 ° to 1.5 °

Acquisition time: 3 sec

UHF Communication

250 nm (460 km) line-of-sight voice/data system

3500 channels; 225-400 MHz

HF Communication

Beyond line-of-sight voice/data system

Solid state tuning 2-30 MHz in i00 Hz steps

AM single sideband; frequency shift keying

Data Link

Two way link for control/reply messages

D/A and A/D conversion for avionics interface

Beacons

X and K band'systems to augment radar skin track
a

Antennas

Flush antennas compatible with;

Tacan ILS

Altimeter Beacons

UHF Communication

HF Communication

Attitude and Heading Reference

Backup for inertial navigator

Directional gyro - free or slaved to compass

Vertical gyro - slaved to accelerometer sensors

All attitude - effective Schuler computation

Air Data

Nose tip comparative orifice technique for angle of attack,

side slip, and dynamic pressure.
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(U) FIGURE 4-44 (Continued)

FLIGHT FACILITY AVIONICS

.,, al

FUNCTION

Flight sensors
and Control

(continued)

Controls and

Displays

Radar Altimeter

EQUIPMENT

Pulsed radar - leading edge tracking

Static accuracy - 0.2%

Dynamic accuracy - static + 1.5% altitude rate

ILS

Localizer receiver - 108.1 to lll.9 MHz

Glide slope receiver - 329.3 to 335.0 MHz

Marker beacon receiver - 75.0 MHz

Autopilot

Three axis stability augment - Triple redundant

First failure operational - Second fail-soft

Control Panels

Inertial UHF Communication Attitude/Heading

Autopilot HF Communication Data Link
Tacan Beacon Built In Test

Indicators

Altitude

Velocity

Acceleration

Airspeed

Compass

Energy Management

Horizontal Situation

Attitude/Director

Comm. Frequency

Digital Data

Flight Path Angle

Angle of Attack

Dynamic Pressure
Mach Number

Vertical Velocity
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(U) The X-15, operating over a relatively short 300 nm (556 kilometers) test

range, did not require precision flight director or energy management mechaniza-

tions. Rogers Dry Lake, ll nm (20 kilometers) long and 5 nm (9 kilometers) wide,

is easily discernible at 160 nm (296 kilometers) range while flying Mach 6 at

100,000 ft altitude (30,500 meters). Therefore, visual cues to the landing point

were available shortly after the end of the 80 sec boost profile.

2.8.2 (U) COMMUNICATION - The UHF subsystem for the HYFAC test vehicle provides

voice and data communication in the 225-200 MHz frequency band. It is utilized

for line of sight transmissions out to approximately 250 nm (b6h kilometers).

Long range communication beyond the line of sight limitation is achieved by the

HF subsystem, working in the 2-30 MHz frequency band. The data link subsystem,

utilizing communication equipment for automatic data transmission, contains the

circuitry for control messages to the aircraft, reply messages from the aircraft,

and D/A A/D converters for interface with other avionic subsystems. Beacon tran-

sponders are also included to augment ground based radar tracking of the test vehi-

cle, particularly during the glide landing phase of the flight. All of the RF

transmitting/receiving subsystems require antennas compatible with the test vehicle.

A Mach 12 flight environment will not allow sharp protrusions such as antennas

beyond the mold line. Therefore, flush antennas capable of elevated temperature

operation are included for UHF Communication, HF Communication, Beacons, ILS, TACAN

and Radar Altimeter subsystems.

(U) The X-15 communication functions were achieved with an avionic state-of-

the-art approximately 15 years behind that for the study test vehicles. Over this

period transitions have developed from vacuum tubes to transistors, transistors to

integrated circuits, and integrated circuits to large scale integration. The X-15

UHF equipment for voice communication with the ground and SSB high frequency equip-

ment for communication with support aircraft represent functions similar to those

for the study test vehicles. They will be achieved, however, at reduced weight

and volume penalties and increased reliability due to progress in the state-of-the-

art.

h.8.3 (U) FLIGHT SENSORS AND CONTROL - The HYFAC test vehicles utilize an atti-

tude and heading reference subsystem to sense aircraft orientation in earth refer-

enced coordinates. This data is redundant with and serves as a backup to similar

orientation data obtained from the inertial navigator. Air data is obtained with

a nose tip located orifice array. Comparison of orifice pressure measurements

yields angle of attack and sideslip data, while dynamic pressure is derived from

total pressure measurements. Barometric altitude data may be obtained in the high

velocity regime by combination of dynamic pressure data with inertially measured

velocity to determine air density.

(U) The X-15 air data system was very similar, using a 6.5 inch (16.5 cm)

diameter null seeking nose sphere to measure angles of attack and sideslip. Pres-

sures measured with this system enabled derivation of airspeed and Mach number data.

Altitude data, conventionally obtained on lower speed vehicles with static pressure

measurements, could not be obtained in this fashion on the X-15. Instead, altitude

was obtained from the inertial system by double integration of the vertically

oriented accelerometer data. Early analog mechanizations produced lb,000 ft

(2270 meters) errors by the end of typical 500 second flights. Later redesigned

analog and digital mechanizations reduced the altitude error to within _000 ft
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(1220 meters). The longer flight times associated with the HYFAC test vehicles

reduce the attractiveness of the open loop inertial technique of integration to

obtain altitude. Instead, the dynamic pressure/inertial velocity technique pre-

viously described will provide a time independent solution for altitude.

(U) The X-15 pilot relied primarily upon visual cues to accomplish the

descent and landing phases of flight. With Rogers Dry Lake in view for the major

portion of the glide phase, he would seek a high key altitude above the landing

area. Depending upon his velocity at the key point, he would perform a predeter-

mined descending turn leading to a correct landing approach. The mechanization

for the HYFAC test vehicles reduces this dependency upon flight skill and visual

cues. The greater distance and increased velocity of these vehicles support a

philosophy of command guidance during the critical let down and landing phases.

A radar altimeter and ILS system provide data necessary for onboard automatic

computation of guidance commands. The radar altimeter provides tape line altitude

above the terrain, utilizing pulse radar techniques with leading edge tracking of

the reflected signals. ILS localizer, glide slope and marker beacon functions

further define the final approach geometry.

(U) The major function of an autopilot in hypersonic vehicles such as the

X-15 is in stability augmentation. In many flight conditions these vehicles are

difficult to control without the aid of an automatic system. Two of the X-15

vehicles used simple damper systems, while a third was used to test a redundant

autopilot system with adaptive automatic gain control. This system also closed

attitude, heading, and angle of attack hold outer autopilot loops around the basic

stability augmentation inner loop. An additional feature, probably not required

for the HYFAC test vehicles, was capability for a smooth transition between aero-

dynamic control and reaction control. The autopilot included in the HYFAC test

vehicles mechanizes stability augmentation in all three axes of control. It uses

three redundant channels to provide normal operation following a first failure and

fail-safe action after a second failure. Outer loops may also be closed about the

stability augmentation system to provide automatic control to a specified flight

profile.

_.8.h (U) CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS - The X-15 program used a concept of displaying

to the pilot his current flight conditions so that he could determine the control

action required. Flight experience has shown that pilots generally missed the

planned maximum altitude by less than 5000 ft (1520 meters). This was acceptable

for X-15 operations, where the flight plan simply specified a desired peak altitude.

However, capability for closer control of the entire mission profile is desired for

the HYFAC test vehicles. For this a command guidance concept is included in the

display configuration. Control panels have been included providing all necessary

pilot interface for control of the avionic subsystems. Similarly, indicators for

conventional functions such as horizontal situation, attltude/director, and air

data have been provided. Additional indicators unique to the flight profile of

this type test vehicle have also been provided. They include display of inertially

derived parameters such as true velocity and flight path angle; and energy management

type display of achievable footprint for the glide phase of flight. An energy

management display of this type was tested during the X-15 program, but was not

considered a requirement for successful X-15 performance.
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4.9 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

4.9.1 (U) PERFORMANCE GROUND RULES - Performance ground rules were established

early in the study for the sizing of the various category test aircraft. Mission

definition, propulsive system sizing, and aerodynamic assessment are the main

factors considered in establishing these ground rules.

Mission Definition

o Two base mission operation is assumed.

o Accelerate and climb to constant test Mach number at (L/D)ma x equilibrium
altitude.

o Cruise at test" Mach number for 5 minutes.

o Descend with zero fuel usage.

Reserve: Isp is reduced by 5% throughout mission to provide for differ-

ences between estimated air vehicle performance and flight test

operational performance.

Configurations using rockets for acceleration and climb follow the flight path for

minimum fuel. Configurations using airbreathers for acceleration and climb follow

a prescribed flight path which provides the highest dynamic pressure consistent

with several structural and thermodynamic constraints. These flight paths are

compared in Figure 4-45. All air drop missions are initiated at Mach number 0.8 and

35,000 ft (10.68 kilometers) altitude.

Propulsive System Sizing (Ref. Section 4.2)

o All aircraft engines are rubberized except where designated.

o For rubberized rocket engines, vacuum thrust to takeoff gross weight

ratio is 1.5.

o For rubberized airbreather engines sea level static uninstalled thrust to

takeoff gross weight ratio is 0.942.

o For ramjets the installed thrust is equal to the drag at start of cruise.

o For convertible scramJets the capture area is = .045 Sp for all-bodies

= .040 Sp for wing bodies

Aerodynamic Assessments

o (L/D)mo at cruise altitude is considered to be a function solely of

(VOL)2/J/Sp and Mach number.

o Rocket thrust inclination effect on L/D is neglected.

MCDONNELL AIRCRAirr
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(U) FIGURE 4-45
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For rocket aircraft, accel-climb velocity drag losses are assessed from

a closed form correlation based on initial vacuum thrust to weight ratio,
initial wing loading, zero lift drag and induced drag factor at Mach 1.2.

For airbreather accel-climbs, aerodynamic variations with Mach number and

angle of attack are considered; (non-linear effects on lift are not
considered).

4.9.2 (U) PROPULSION UTILIZATION & PERFORMANCE - During Phase I, both airbreather

and rocket propulsion systems were evaluated. The propulsive airbreather systems
used are: turbojet (TJ), ramjet (RJ), turboramJet (TRJ), and convertible scram-

Jet (CSJ). The rocket systems used are either integrated into the aircraft design

(RKT) or are a separate system, utilized as a launch vehicle (STAGED) for the air

vehicle. Some of the air vehicles are designed with combinations of propulsive

systems which are utilized for either the acceleration-climb or cruise phase of

flight. The propulsion system used for each flight phase is designated for all air

vehicles on the performance comparison chart, Figure 4-56.

(U) For aircraft using two propulsion systems, an engine operational Mach

range is established. This operational Mach range is shown on the propulsion system

utilization chart, Figure _-46, showing the manner in which each engine is utilized.
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(U) FIGURE 4-46

PROPULSION SYSTEM UTILIZATION FOR AIR VEHICLES WITH TWO PROPULSION SYSTEMS
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0--3.5 (TJ)
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RKT CSJ 0-*12.0 (RKT) 12.0 (CSJ)

STAGED CSJ 0-_12.0 (STAGED) 12.0 (CSJ)

STAGED RKT 0-_12.0 (STAGED) 12.0 (RKT)

For the turboramJet-powered vehicle the TJ is operated up to Mach 3.75, which is

the TJ limit according to engine specifications. The RJ is operated from Mach 1.0,

the lower specification limit of the RJ, to Mach 6.0. For the turbojet-accelerated

vehicles, the TJ is used as the sole thruster up to Mach 3.5, which is assumed to be

the TJ limit. Above 3.5 the cruise engine, either a ramjet or convertible scramJet,

is used as the sole thruster. The ramjet thus operates from Mach 3.5 to 6.0.

Similarly, the convertible scramJet operates from Mach 3.5 to 12.0. The subsonic

combustion mode is employed from Mach 3.5 to 6.0, and the supersonic combustion

mode from Mach 6.0 to 12.0. Converting from subsonic to supersonic combustion mode

at Mach 6 maintains near-maximum thrust. In addition to the operation just

described, the CSJ is also operated in the transonic flight region (Mach 1.0 to 1.8).

In this region the inlet is unstarted and net thrust is negative, but the exhaust

serves to fill the scramJet nozzle and thus improve acceleration by reducing base

drag. A schematic is shown in Figure 4-47 which illustrates the turbojet - convert-

ible scramJet installation. During turbojet operation the turbojet inlet door is

extended, causing air to pass through a variable capture area, variable contraction

ratio, inlet into the turbojet. The scramJet is retracted at this time. During

scramjet operation the turbojet inlet is retracted and the exit is closed, causing

air to enter into the scramJet in its extended position and providing an efficient

expansion surface for the exhaust. For the transonic flight region where both

engines operate simultaneously, the TJ inlet door is extended and the scramJet

module is extended.

(U) The installed engine performance was determined for the various engines

used in the flight facilities study. However, the majority of these data are pro-

prietary to the respective engine manufacturers. To permit this volume the widest

possible distribution and simultaneously keep the propulsion performance data

MCDONNELL AIRCRAIrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-47
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united, all of the actual engine performance data and its development are pre-
sented in Section 2 of Volume V.

4.9.3 (U) TRAJECTORY ANALYSES - The trajectory analyses performed during the

Phase I studies are described in this section. The design mission consists of the

acceleration-climb, five minute crulse,and the descent phases together with maneuvers

utilized to obtain minimum range. Each phase is discussed in turn.

Acceleration-Climb Phase

(U) For the acceleratlon-climb phase of flight, four different methods of

launch were considered: horizontal takeoff, vertical takeoff, staged vertical
takeoff and air launch.

(U) The vehicles using the horizontal takeoff launch method were performed

using two different climb profiles. The rocket accelerator vehicles used the climb

profile for minimum fuel usage. For airbreathers, the climb was performed with

fixed Mach-altitude profiles. The two types of profiles are compared in Figure

4-45. The alrbreather profile consists of a takeoff and dash at sea level to 0.8

Mach number, a climb at 0.8 Mach number to an altitude of 20,000 feet (6.1 kilo-

meter_, an acceleratlo_ through the_tran_onlc regime at th_s altitude to a dynamic
pressure of 2000 lb/ft _ (9.576 x lO * N/m_). (The structural design of the

airplane is based on a dynamic pressure of 2500 psf (11.97 x lO k N/m2).) From this

point the Mach-altltude profile varied according to engine characteristics and test

Mach number. For turboram_ets, the 2000 q limit is flown until the 150 psi
(1.OB4 x l06 newtons/meter 2) engine duct pressure limit is reached; flight continues

utilizing this limit. For convertible scramJets, the 2000 q limit is flown until

the upper surface temperature limit of ll00°F (59B°C) is reached; flight is then

continued along this limit.

(U) The vertical takeoff configurations utilize rocket power. These vehicles

are flovn vertically until a velocity of 170 knots (315 kilometers/hr) is attained.

From this point, climb performance is determined using the correlations based on

minimum fuel climb trajectories.

MCDONNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) The staged vertical takeoff configurations are performed using the Thor

launch vehicle for Mach 6 test vehicles and the Atlas launch vehicle for Mach 12
test vehicles.

(U) The air launched vehicles used either the B-52 or C-5A as the carrier

aircraft. Initial launch altitude and Mach number are 35,000 ft (10.68 kilometers)

and 0.8 respectively. The air launch climbs for rocket powered vehicles are per-

formed using correlations based on minimum fuel climb trajectories. For air-

breathers the air launch climb is performed using the fixed Mach-a!titude profile

shown in Figure 4-45. The air launch climb consists of an acceleration at 35,000

feet (10.68 kolometers) altitude through the transonic regime to the 2000 q limit.

From this point the same Mach-altitude profile as flo_ by the horizontal takeoff
airbreather is followed.

Five Minute Cruise Phase

(U) The cruise phase of flight for all vehicles is performed holding Mach

number constant for five minutes at (L/D)ma x equilibrium altitude.

Descent Phase

(U) For the descent phase of flight the data shown in Figure 4-48 are used

for all configurations. Time, altitude, and distance are presented as a function

of velocity for various wing loadings. The descent phase was performed unpowered

at (L/D)ma x. These data reflect the maximum glide range potential of the aircraft.

Minimum Ranse Maneuver

(U) Typical minimum range profile maneuvers for Mach 4.5, 6.0, and 12 missions

are presented in Figures 4-49 through 4-51 (altitude and crossrange vs downrange).

These profiles are performed assuming 3.5g power-off wind-up-turns, limited by

angle of attack at high altitudes. A 180 degree heading change defined turn comple-
tion. Altitude, Mach number, and heading variation with time for these maneuvers

are also presented in these figures. At turn completion the remainder of flight

is unpowered, at (L/D)max.

4.9.4 (U) VEHICLE SIZING TECHNIQUE - The techniques employed in sizing the vehi-

cles for the design mission described in Section 4.9.3 are presented herein.

Basically, the sizing approach requires matching the total propellant volume re-

quired to complete the design mission with the total propellant volume available in

a given configuration. Different methods of accomplishing this were employed

depending upon the mode of acceleration - rocket or airbreather.

Sizing Techniques - Rocket Accelerators

(U) A closed form solution was used to size rocket accelerators for the given

mission requirements. This solution enabled larger number of aircraft to be evalu-

ated in the performance matrix. The closed form solution was found to be quite

adequate for sizing the vehicles when compared to a point mass trajectory solution.

itlCI_NNELL AIRCI_Alrr
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(U) FIGURE4-51
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where

Assume Weight Empty, OWE

Solve for Cruise Weight Fraction,

Wc At Test

InS--WE= (LlO)maxzsp Z-I[_[ V2 ] 21
RE+ZIg J

At Test = 5 min = 300 sec

(L/D)max = cruise maximum lift to drag ratio

I = specific impulse
sp

V = actual test velocity at (L/D)ma x equilibrium altitude

RE = radius of Earth

Z = (L/D)ma x equilibrium altitude

g = local acceleration of gravity

WC/OWE, using the Brequet range equation
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(c) Solve for initial Cruise Weight, Wc

Wc
We = o_ OWE

(d) Determine velocity losses during acceleration and climb assuming initial

takeoff gross weight, TOGW, from correlations, Figures h-52 through 4-54.

where Drag loss AVD = tl Dm dt

Gravity loss AV G = tl g sin dt

t2 PAe dt
Pressure loss AVp = tl -_-

_ t2= (Tvac-PAe)
Maneuvering loss AVM tl (cos a -1) dtm

These correlations are based on approximately 50 acceleration-climb profiles for

minimum fuel usage obtained by a steepest descent trajectory optimization program.

The correlations were developed from previous studies wherein T/W and W/S were in

the same range as those of this study. In the development of the correlations,

values of performance parameters affecting the velocity losses were obtained. These

parameters were then curve-fitted to the trajectory data.

(e) Determine ideal velocity requirement

Videa I = V + AVD + AVG + AVp + AVM

Vinitial, used for air launch vehicles, is equal to 778, ft/sec

(238.65 m/sec)

(f) Determine acceleration and climb Weight Fraction, TOGW/W C from the

classical rocket equation.

in TOGW = VIdeal

WC g I sp

TOGW

TOGW = WC W C

MCDOItlNmLL AIR_#Alrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-52
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(U) FIGURE4-53
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(g) Steps c thru f are then iterated until the assumed TOGW and WFUEL are
consistent with the assumed OWE, i.e.,

TOGW = OWE + WFUEL

(VOL)FuEL = WFUEL/p FUEL

(h) Obtain Fuel Volume available from design and weights charts

(VOL)FuEL /

OWE

(i) Plot the Fuel Volume Required Point calculated in Steps a through g and

draw a straight line * from this point through origin. The Required Empty Weight

and Fuel Volume are found at intersection of this line and the Volume-Available

Curve.

_Required

f 7 l_-_-----Point from Step (g)

/_ l--Available

I/ ,
OWE

(VOL)FUEL

Takeoff Gross Weight is then found by converting fuel volume to fuel weight and

adding to OWE.

(U) A comparison of the velocity losses obtained by the closed form solution

and steepest descent optimum solution is presented in Figure h-55 for a Mach 12 All

Body, Rocket Configuration -250.

following tabulation:

Other parameters of interest are shown in the

Closed Form

Solution

Steepest Descent

Optimum Solution

Velocity % ft/sec 12,975 12,720

Altitude % ft 142,900 143,645

Time _ sec 206 202

Cruise Weight _ Ib 37,045 38,375

It is seen that the correlation between the two methods of calculation is very good.

* NOTE: This simplification is possible for approximate calculations using rocket

thrust since the specific impulse, Isp, can be assumed to be essentially constant.

MCDONNELL AIRCRAF'r
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(U) FIGURE4-55
SIMPLIFIED METHODVERIFIED BY DETAILED TRAJECTORYANALYSIS

CLOSEDFORMSOLUTIONvs STEEPESTDESCENTOPTIMUMSOLUTION
Configuration -250
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Sizing Technique - Airbreather Accelerators

(U) A closed form iterative computer program trajectory solution was used in

the sizing of airbreather accelerators for the given mission requirement. The

program solution utilizes the energy method for the determination of trajectory

parameters and assumes small angle approximations. The basic input along with

vehicle characteristics is a fixed altitude-Mach profile. Small increments along

the profile are specified and the incremental energy difference AE is determined.

E=Z+V 2

2g

AE = E2 - E 1

An acceleration is then determined assuming a weight differential AW 1

TAVG - DAVG
a --

wAvG

The time differential of energy is then

and the incremental time between energy levels is

AE
At =--

A new weight differential is then determined

AW 2 = WAt

The program then compares AW 2 to AWl; if the difference is within l0 lb (4.536 kg)

the program accepts a solution and continues; if the difference is greater the

program iterates until the test conditions are satisfied.

(U) The sizing technique for airbreather accelerators is outlined below:

(a) Determine Climb Profile

ALT

M

(See Section 4.9.3 on Climb

Acceleration Phase)

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(b) For 3 different size vehicles (scaled from a point design aircraft) calcu-

late the takeoff gross weight using:

TOGW = OWE + Vf pf

Vf O.W.E.

Sp Sp

(c) Using aerodynamic and propulsion data for each configurazzon find the

fuel weight required for acceleration and climb for each takeoff gross weight using

the closed form iterative trajectory solution.

(d) Solve for cruise weight fraction (WW = Wc/OWE) using Brequet range equa-
tion in the same manner as used in step (b) f6r rocket propulsion.

(e) Use the results of steps (c) and (d) to find required fuel volume:

Vf = Wf climb + Wf cruise

Pf

(f) The Intersection of the volume required curve and volume available is the

proper vehicle size.

Available

Sp

4.9.5 (U) PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - A summary of the sizing results together with

some typical mission profiles obtained during HYFAC Phase I air vehicle performance

studies is presented in this section. In addition, the results of several prelimi-

ns_y tradeoff studies are presented. These studies include the effect of changing

the design Mach number, the effect of using an off-the-shelf rocket, the effect of

changing the phasing sequence between rocket and scramJet engine utilization, and

the effect on test Mach number of limiting flight testing to single-base operation.

Preliminary data are also presented on the takeoff and landing characteristics of

the air vehicles.

MCDONNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) Sizing Results - The geometric and physical characteristics of the various

research aircraft, when sized to meet the design mission, are tabulated in Figure 4-56.

It is noted that no data are presented for several of the designs investigated, n_mely

Configurations -201, -206, -211, -212, and -231. These particular vehicles have

insufficient thrust to overcome the transonic drag rise associated with the body shape

and flight profile employed. Therefore they cannot accomplish the design mission,

as presently configured. However, this is not to say that all-body airbreathing

accelerators cannot be employed, since engines with greater T.W and/or flight profiles

involving dive maneuvers to overcome the transonic drag rise can be utilized. The

all-body shape selected in the design of these vehicles was chosen because it repre-

sents the most efficient means of providing the large fuel volume required for cryo-

genic fuel. However, the transonic drag rise associated with these shapes is high

compared with that of wing-body vehicles, as is shown in Figure 4-23. This of little

consequence when the thrust available is sufficiently large, as, for example, when

rocket engines are employed to accelerate the vehicle. However, when airbreathing

accelerators, of the size selected in this study (T/W = .942), are utilized, as in

the case of the subject configurations, the wing-body shape with its greater aero-

dynamic efficiency appears to be a better choice. This is illustrated in Figure 4-57.

For these reasons, Configuration -257, originally an all-body, HTO, Mach 12, air-

breather design, was changed'to a wing-body shape incorporating the F100 turbojet

engines with a design T/W of 1.0.

(U) Wing-body configurations were also found to have an advantage over the

all-body shapes when storable.propellants were employed rather than cryogenic fuel.

This is not too surprising since the all-body shape was derived from the standpoint

of volumetric efficiency to provide the large volume required by cryogenic fuel.

When storable propellants, with their increased density, are utilized in an all-body

design, excessively high wing loadings result, as for example in Configuration -253.

For this reason Configuration -256, a wing-body design, was included in the concept

matrix. This resulted in a reduced wing loading, but one that is still quite high,

as is evident in Figure 4-56.

(U) The effect of design Mach number on the vehicle size is shown in

Figure 4-58 for both air launched and horizontal takeoff vehicles. The configu-

rations listed in this figure use rocket propulsion in the acceleration and climb

and airbreather propulsion in cruise.

(U) When airbreather accelerators are used, the variation of air vehicle size

with design Mach number appears to be quite different as indicated in Figure 4-59.

The shape of the fairing shown may not be valid, since the MD = 4.5 design uses JP

fuel whereas the MD = 6.0 and 12 designs use LH 2 fuel. More visibility on the

effect of design Mach number will be forthcoming in Phase II.

(U) The effect of several design alternatives on both takeoff gross weight

and operating weight empty is illustrated in Figure 4-60. It is seen that

although airbreather propulsion systems result in lower takeoff gross weights at

MD = 12, the OWE is substantially higher than with rocket accelerators; the air-

plane size is appreciably lower with air launched vehicles than HTO vehicles; the

all-body design is preferable to wing body design if rocket accelerators are used;

storable propellants are not competitive with cryogenic hydrogen from an aircraft

weight and size standpoint ; there is little weight difference between HTO and VTO

vehicles; and, finally, there is very little difference in size between manned and

unmanned vehicles.
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706

(U) FIGURE 4-58

EFFECT OF DESIGN MACH NUMBER AND LAUNCH MODE ON VEHICLE WEIGHT
USING ROCKET FOR ACCELERATION; AIRBREATHER FOR CRUISE
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(U) FIGURE 4-59
EFFECT OF DESIGN MACH NUMBER ON AIR VEHICLE WEIGHT

USING AIRBREATHER PROPULSION

Launch Mode: HTO Config. Type: WB
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EFFECT OF VARIOUS DESIGN VARIABLES ON AIR VEHICLE GROSSWEIGHT
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(U) Mission Profiles - Typical mission profiles for Mach h.5, 6, and 12 test

aircraft are presented in Figures h-61 through h-63. A comparison of the rocket

and airbreather configuration mission profiles is included for the Mach 6 and 12

design aircraft. Trajectory parameters presented are altitude, Mach number, dis-

_ance, angle of attack, flight path angle, and gross weight as a function of time.

(U) Tradeoffs - Although many tradeoff studies will follow in Phase II, a few

preliminary studies were conducted in Phase I in order to provide better direction

in certain areas.

(U) Figure 4-64 shows the effect on aircraft size of switching from a

rubberized LR-129 rocket to an "off-the-shelf" J2S rocket. It is seen that the

penalty for this substitution is rather severe at M = 12; however, no size increase

is incurred if the test Mach number is reduced from 12.0 to 10.75. The primary

factors involved in the performance differential are a reduced specific impulse due

to lower chamber pressure in the J2S; a 1690 lb (765 kilogram) engine weight in-

crease; and an off-the-shelf fixed size engine rather than an engine sized for the

specific mission.

(U) A trade study was conducted to determine the best utilization of a rocket/

convertible scram_et (RKT/CSJ) engine combination during the acceleration-climb

portion of flight. Configuration -232 was utilized for this investigation. The

effect on vehicle OWE and TOGW was determined for the following engine schedules

employed in boosting the vehicle to Mach 12 cruise conditions:

o Single engine operation, rocket only.

o Individual engine operation, RKT o__rrCSJ, with mode switching at Mach 3.5,

8.0 and 12.0.

o Dual engine operation, RKT an___dCSJ, with CSJ ignition at Mach 3, 8, and 12.

The results of the study are tabulated in Figure h-65 and presented graphically in

Figure 4-66. Initially, the airbreather climb profile of Figure h-h5 was employed

for all cases except the baseline, rocket-only, operation. Since this flight path

is not optimum for rocket operation, an additional case of dual engine operation

was performed. Here, the rocket climb profile was employed for a rocket boost to

Mach 8, followed by CSJ ignition and dual engine acceleration, at constant altitude,

to the airbreather flight path, and hence on to Mach 12 cruise conditions. The

results indicate that the lowest vehicle OWE is achieved with a rocket-only boost

along the rocket climb profile shown in Fixate h-hS. Dual engine operation with

CSJ ignition occurring at Math numbers greater than 8.0, followed by a constant

altitude transition from the rocket flight path to that of the airbreather, results

in nearly the same OWE and TOGW as the single engine rocket-only boost. The lowest

TOGW values are obtained when individual engine operation is employed for boosts

along the airbreather flight path and rocket engine usage is limited to Mach numbers

less than 7.0. The more limited the rocket usage, the lower the TOGW.
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(U) FIGURE 4--..63

FLIGHT PROFILE MACH 12o0, HTO ROCKET vs AIRBREATHER ACCELERATOR
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(C) FIGURE4-65a
ROCKETUTILIZATION TRADEOFF ONM- 12 AIR LAUNCHEDMISSION
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(U) FIGURE 4-66

ROCKET AUGMENTATION REDUCES OWEFOR CONVERTIBLE SCRAMJET VEHICLE
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(U) The effect on test Mach number of limiting flights to single base opera-

tion was investigated using Configuration -25h; a Mach 12 design with a rocket

engine for acceleration and a convertible scramJet for cruise. For the study, the

same total fuel volume required for two base operation was assumed for single base

operation. Test Mach number was then lessened until the fuel required to perform

single base missions was equal to the total fuel available. The trajectory data

of Figure h-67 show that a Mach 12 design with a convertible scramJet can be flight

tested to a Mach number of 8.8 using a single-base operation if the test run is made

on the outbound leg of the mission. A description of the single base maneuver is

given on the trajectory plot. Pertinent weight data comparing single base operation

to two base operation is tabulated below:

ROCKET

OWE TOGW CLIMBFUEL CSJ FUEL

TO TEST MACH

Single base operation
(Test Mach= 8.8)

36,h60 ib i12,080 ib 69,060 ib 6,560 ib

(16,538 kg) (51,030 kg) (31,325 kg) (2,967 kg)

Two base operation

(Test Mach= 12)

36,h60 ib 135,180 Ib 97,500 lb 1,220 ib

(16,538 kg) (61,316 kg) (hh,225 kg) (553 kg)

It is interesting to note the TOGW for single base operation is 23,100 ib (10,286 kg)

lighter than the two base operation TOGW. The lighter TOGW results because a por-

tion of the propellant volume normally used for liquid oxygen (LOX) in the two base

operation (required for rocket climb from Mach 8.8 to 12) is used to carry liquid

hydrogen (LH 2) for the CSJ return to base maneuver.

(U) Takeoff and Landing - Figure h-68 shows preliminary takeoff or landing

speed data on the HYFAC vehicles. The speeds are based on a takeoff or landing

angle of attack of 15 ° with a corresponding CL of .h0. The curve does not include

any thrust effects. Further analysis of the takeoff characteristics of these

vehicles will be performed.

(U) Figure h-69 shows a comparison between the estimated landing approach

(L/D)ma x of the all-body HYFAC vehicles and that of several research aircraft.

This chart indicates that landing (L/D)ma x of the HYFAC vehicles should be at

least as good as that of the current lifting body research vehicles.
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(U) FIGURE4-68
TAKEOFF ANDLANDINGSPEED
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(U) FIGURE 4-69

(L/D)MAX COMPARISON CLEAN CONFIGURATION (GEAR UP)
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h.10 FLIGHT_ OPERATIONS AND TEST REQUIREMENTS

(U) Examination of the research objectives defined in Section 3 indicates

that a flight research aircraft can provide a significant contribution to the devel-

opment of future hypersonic aircraft. Such a vehicle must itself be subjected to

some pre-flight development flight testing prior to delivery for research testing.

The research program will require both broad program and detail flight planning.

This will consist of pre-flight development mission and data acquisition planning.

The following paragraphs describe some of the requirements that will be imposed on

the flight research aircraft.

h.10.1 (U) Flight Development Requirements - Before the design mission flight

profile can be flown, it will be necessary to undergo a period of flight development

with the test vehicles. These development requirements are dictated by:

o The use of new or novel designs and devices

o New flight regimes

o Inability to completely predict scale effects

o Integration of components

o Full scale integrated performance evaluation

o Unexpected problem areas

o The necessity to develop operating procedures.

Development testing will involve both the vehicle contractor and the Government.

The magnitude of their respective development efforts would vary depending on which

flight facility concept is employed. This selection would have a strong influence

in defining that amount of testing needed to provide confidence in the system per-

formance prior to initiating the research flights in consideration of system relia-

bility and costs involved. Manned vehicles would probably be subjected to more

development flights than the unmanned vehicles with the staged unmanned craft being

subjected to the least number of development test flights.

h.10.1.1 (U) Contractor Development Requirements - A contractor flight development

program is anticipated when a manned flight facility is employed. The development

efforts would be directed toward verifying air worthiness; developing the vehicle

and establishing reliability of its systems to achieve the design mission; and de-

fining operating procedures and piloting techniques. The flight envelope would be

expanded only to that degree necessary to meet these objectives. Specific test

categories are:

o Airframe - structural integrity

- aerodynamic performance

o Propulsion - engine installation, systems, and operation

- fuel system

- inlet performance (for airbreathers)

litCDOItlI_ELL AIRI_RAIrI"
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o Secondary Power Systems - electrical

- hydraulic

- pneumatic

o Flight Control Systems - manual
- automatic

Aircrew Stations - instruments

- environmental system

- crew equipment

- emergency egress

Mission and Traffic Control - communications

- navigation

- flight director
- antennas

4.10.1.2 (U) Government Development Requirements - The government development

effort would primarily be concerned with expanding the flight envelope to the

design mission limits by incremental increases in performance. Associated with the

envelope expansion would be the development of:

o Additional piloting techniques and pilot training

o Additional reliability of the vehicle and vehicle systems.

4.10.2 (U) Data Acquisition Requirements - One of the primary objectives of a

flight research facility will be the acquisition of quantitative data. These data

will provide:

o Information on the operational environments and problems associated with

sustained hypersonic flight.

o Information relative to the design of operational hypersonic systems.

o Information to detect and solve problem areas during the development

test phase.

o Information necessary to perform the flight missions.

o Information essential to the safety of the vehicle and crew.

(U) Research and development flight programs employing a limited number of

test vehicles usually involve a relatively low number of total test flights (in

comparison with development of operational aircraft). It will therefore be nec-

essary to provide an instrumentation system with the following design considerations:

o Sufficient quantity of measurements to provide a high data return per

flight.

j_
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o High degree of reliability to insure minimum loss of data through mal-
functions or design deficiencies.

o Qualification of components considering the extreme environments to which

they may be exposed.

o Packaging density compatible with the weight and space limitations of
the vehicle.

o Compatibility with automatic data reduction methods to permit rapid assess-
ment of test results.

o Capability of providing real-time data to the ground during flight.

o Redundancy for critical parameters.

o Maintenance and rapid turnaround time.

4.10.3 (U) Mission Planning - Phase I mission planning involved definition of

the mission profiles for the research flights and identification of suitable

test ranges. This planning allowed early evaluation of the gross applicability of

the flight vehicles to contribute to the accomplishment of the research objectives.

(U) All candidate flight research vehicles were designed for 5minutes

of cruise time at design Mach numbers of 4.5, 6.0, or 12.0. Maximum and minimum

range profiles were defined for each type of flight vehicle utilizing the Phase I

ground rules presented in Section 4.2. Initially, both single-base and dual-base

operations were investigated. Single-base operations appeared to require an appre-
ciable increase in vehicle size, weight, and cost for all Mach 12 vehicles and the

Mach 6 rocket powered vehicles; therefore, for the initial evaluations dual-base

operation was assumed. During Phase II, vehicle sensitivities will be more accur-

ately evaluated at which time single-base operations may prove feasible for the

design mission of some systems as well as intermediate missions for all systems

during the development phase. A preliminary survey of possible test ranges has

been completed. Suitability of these test ranges was based on presently available

flight vehicle performance and generalized criteria such as airbase facilities,

test range features, and availability of test support equipment.

4.10.3.1 (U) Mission Profiles - The mission profiles were composed of three basic

segments which defined the total mission profile for each flight research vehicle.

o Acceleration and climb to cruise altitude and Mach number

o Cruise distance based on 5 minutes at cruise Mach number

o Descent to touchdown

(U) The maximum range profiles were determined by considering a straight line

descent based on a maximum L/D flight path. The minimum range profiles were obtained

by considering 3.5 g power-off wind-up turn to landing. The minimum range profile
is illustrated in Figure 4-70 in which minimum range is defined as the third side

MC_O_E4.L AIIIfCRAI=7"
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of the triangle formed by a straight line consisting of the acceleration and climb

plus cruise distance and a line from the end of cruise to the point at which the

aircraft would contact the ground at the end of the 3.5 g wind-up turn.

(U) FIGURE 4-70
EXAMPLE MINIMUM RANGE PROFILE

Acc. & Climb

Phase

Mlnlmum Range

Q

Cruise Phase

i Cross Range

3.5 g wind-up turn to
touchdown

(U) Several generalized mission ground rules were assumed. First, the

distance required for acceleration and climb is equal for HTO and VTO type takeoffs,

provided the test vehicles have the same Mach number and engine type. Second, the

air-dropped vehicles are launched at "zero" ground track distance from the takeoff

base. Third, the missions for Mach 0.9, Mach 2.0, and Mach h.5, and variable

stability flight vehicles are single-base operations from Edwards AFB since these

missions are similar to present day test operations and require no unique analyses.

A summary of the mission performance and research aircraft capability for maximum

and minimum range profiles of the Phase I candidate flight vehicles is presented in

Figure 4-71.

h.i0.3.2 (U) Candidate Test Ranges - Investigation of possible test ranges was

conducted as part of mission planning to assure that flight mission performance

was compatible with continental U.S. (CONUS) test facilities. Several test ranges

were investigated for the Mach 6.0 and 12.0 flight vehicles considered in this study.

The Mach 0.9, Mach 2.0, Mach h.5, and Variable Stability vehicles are assumed to

operate from Edwards Air Force Base.

(U) Edwards Air Force Base was considered as the center of operations and

the landing site. This approach was adopted primarily because of flight safety

considerations. Also, Edwards is currently equipped with many of the support faci-

lities required to handle this type of program. Using Edwards as the landing site

is feasible for all the candidates except the staged Mach 6 vehicles.

(U] The test range selections were based on the following criteria.

o Existing facilities

(i) Runway length and load capacity

(2) Adaptability for vertical launch systems

(3) Fuel storage facilities

(4) Personnel faailities and equipment

(5) Security requirements
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Test

Mach

4.5

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

(UI FIGURE 4-71
MISSION PERFORMANCE AND RESEARCH AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY

Type of Accel & Climb Cruise Dist. Max. L/D Max. Range Min. Range m

Launch Type Pwr. nm/km nm/km Descent Dist. nm/km nm/km

nm/km

HTO TRJ 40/74 225/417 200/370 465/860 265/490

AIR TRJ 260/480 295/546 325/602 880/1645 555/1028

AIR RKT 130/240 295/546 325/602 750/1390 425/785

HT0 TRJ 260/480 295/546 325/602 880/1645 5551'1028

HTO RKT 130/240 295/546 325/602 750/1390 425/785

Staged RKT 130/240 295/546 325/602 750/1390 425/785

AIR RKT 130/240 595/1102 1450/2680 2175/4020 725/1340

HTO/VTO RKT 130/240 595/1102 1450/2680 2175/4020 725/1340

HTO/VTO TJ/CSJ 800/1480 595/1102 1450/2680 2845/5260 1395/2580

VTO RKT 130/240 595/1102 1450/2680 2175/4020 725/1340

Staged RKT 130/240 595/1102 1450/2680 2175/4020 725/1340

Cross Range*

nm/km

30/56

46/85

46/85

46185

46185

46/85

340/630

340/b30

340/630

34O/630

340/630

HTO = Horizontal Ta/(eoff

AIR = Air Dropped

VTO = Vertical Takeoff

TRJ = TurboramJet

RKT = Rocket

TJ = Turbojet

CSJ = Convertible Scram_et

3.5 g wind-up turn

o Test range features

(I) Availability of suitable emergency landing sites downrange

(2) Availability of tracking station

(3) Population density and land/water interfaces

(4) Expected weather conditions

(5) Restricted areas and designated airways

(6) Altitude above sea level of air bases

(7) Landing foot-print for rocket launch vehicles

o Support equipment

(I) Necessary facilities and equipment for mother aircraft for air-

dropped vehicles

(2) Necessary equipment to support launch operations of vertical boosted

systems

(U) Candidate test ranges resulting from the Phase I survey are summarized

in Figure _-72 and the test range recommended for each class of flight research

vehicles are identified. Further definition of these ranges is contained in the

U.S. maps of Figures 4-73 through 4-76. Test sites selected as candidates

for flight operations (identified on the maps) are those military bases with at

least a I0,000 foot (3048 meters) runway capable of supporting 300,000 pound

(136,077 kg) aircraft equipped with twlnutandem landing gear.
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(U), FIGURE 4-72

TEST RANGE SUMMARY

MISSION

LASS

Homestead

to Edwards

(primary)

Subranges of

the primary range

(1) Dyess

to Edwards

(2) Cannon

to Edwards

(3)' Cape Kennedy

to Edwards

(4) Cape Kennedy

to Barksdale

Loring

to Edwards

Edwards Operations

_ch 4.5

HTO

TRJ

MACH 6 MACH 12

Airlaunched Staged Airlaunched

and HT0 Rocket and HTO

TRJ Rocket Rocket Scramjet

X

X

X

Staged MACH 0.9

& VTO & 2.0

Rocket

X

X
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(U) FIGURE 4-73

CANDIDATE TEST RANGES FOR ROCKET ACCELERATED MISSIONS
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(U) FIGURE 4-75

CANDIDATE TEST RANGE FOR AIRLAUNCHED AND HTO ROCKET

ACCELERATED MACH 6 MISSIONS
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(U) FIGURE 4-76

CANDIDATE TEST RANGE FOR SCRAMJET ACCELERATED MACH 12 MISSION
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(U) A primary test range was established from Homestead Air Force Base to

Edwards Air Force Base, shown in Figure 4-73, which is capable of supporting

missions of at least 2050 nm (3?97 km) in length. Therefore, airlaunched and HTO

rocket accelerated Mach 12 missions can be flown over this range. Definition of

this primary test range allows other shorter missions to be flown utilizing bases

along the range. Dyess Air Force Base is 25 nm (46km) north of the range at a

distance of 915 nm (1695 km) from Edwards Air Force Base. This distance is suitable

for airlaunched and HTO turbojet accellerator Mach 6 missions, as shown in Figure

h-74. Cannon Air Force Base lies 80 nmi (150 km) north of the primary range at a

distance of 720 nm (1B30 km) from Edwards Air Force Base. Therefore, it is possible

to fly both airlaunch and HTO, rocket accellerator Mach 6 missions over this sub-

range, as illustrated in Figure 4-75.

(U) Major reasons for selecting this primary range are as follows:

o Flights are over less densely populated land areas or the Gulf of Mexico,

although not far offshore.

o Many possible landing sites.

o Suitable for different mission lengths.

o Good access to facilities because of many suitable military installations

along the range.

o Good weather most of the year.

(U) Staged and VTO missions can be launched westerly from Cape Kennedy. The

staged Mach 12 mission covers 2100 nm (3889 km) and the flight vehicle can be re-

covered at Edwards Air Force Base. The staged Mach 6 mission is 670 nm (12hl km)

in length and Barksdale Air Force Base in Louisiana is suitable for recovery. This

allows the booster to land in the Gulf of Mexico and still ground-recover the

flight test vehicle. In addition, the tracking facilities of the primary range can

be utilized. The other principal test facility presently used for large vertical

boosters is Vandenberg Air Force Base. However, launch from Vandenberg necessitates

water recovery of the vehicles because they must be launched westerly over the

Pacific and the vehicles do not have the capability to return to the launch point.

A promising alternate range for this mission is the former Matador/Mace corridor

from White Sands to Wendover Air Force Base.

(U) The HTO Mach 12 airbreather accelerated mission is a special case because

of its extreme length of 2845 nm (5260 km). It is possible to fly a variation of

this mission from Loring AFB to Edwards AFB, provided a turn is made over Minot AFB

in North Dakota. This test range, illustrated in Figure 4-76, would require flight

over Canada. Weather could also be a major problem for winter operations.

(U) Only straight line flights are considered over the primary test ranges

except for the Mach 12 airbreather accelerated vehicle. Straight line flights are

preferred because turns do not generally result in any additional desirable test

ranges. Major problems generated by making a turn are illustrated in Figures 4-77

through 4-80. A requirement for CONUS landing for the airlaunched and HT0 Mach 12

rocket accelerated missions results in a 200 to 200 nm (370 to 7hO km) penetration
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(U) FIGURE 4-77

ALTERNATE CANDIDATE TEST RANGES FOR AIRLAUNCHED/

HTO ROCKET ACCELERATED MACH 12 MISSIONS
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(U) FIGURE 4-78

ALTERNATE CANDIDATE TEST RANGES FOR AIRLAUNCHED/
HTO ROCKET ACCELERATED MACH 12 MISSIONS
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(U) FIGURE 4-79

ALTERNATE CANDIDATE TEST RANGES FOR AIRLAUNCHED/
HTO ROCKET ACCELERATED MACH 12 MISSIONS
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(U) FIGURE 4-80

ALTERNATE CANDIDATE TEST RANGES FOR AIRLAUNCHED TRJ
ACCELERATED MACH 6 MISSION
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of Canada unless a turn is made, as shown in Figure 4-77. The mission depicted is

a takeoff from Edwards AFB, five minutes steady state at Mach 12, and a landing

in the area shaded. A more easterly launch path results in the landing area out-

lined in Figure 4-78, with Eglin AFB as a prime recovery base candidate. The main

problem with this range is that the flight vehicle must overfly densely populated

areas. Figure 5-79 shows the same mission as the two previously discussed except
turns are made to the left. This mission is designated to provide a landing area

that includes Kincheloe AFB; however, this flight profile also overflys densely

populated areas.

(U) Figure 4-80 illustrates that even Mach 6 flight vehicles cannot easily

return to their launch base. Therefore, all hypersonic flight vehicle profiles

described for Phase I are based on dual-base operations except the Mach 0.9, Mach

2.0, Mach 4.5, and variable stability flight vehicles which operate single-base.

(U) Another test range considered was the X-15 test range; however, to accom-

modate the Mach 12 vehicles the range would have to be extended to the north and

require a turn. Several problems are associated with this approach. The facilities

already existing are not at suitable distances from Edwards AFB'to allow use of the
horizontal takeoff mode. The weather becomes more of a problem the farther north

the range is extended. And finally, this range would be unsuitable for the staged

type of vehicles because of the safety factors created by overland staging.

4.10.h (U) MISSION SUPPORT - The following paragraphs describe the major areas

of support which have been identified for the Phase I flight facility missions.

4.10.4.1 (U) Vehicle Transporation - The operational basing concept recommended

as the baseline operation for this study considered Edwards Air Force Base as the

center of operations and the landing site. Therefore, use of a C-5 aircraft to

transport the vehicle from Edwards to the launch site is included in the operational

plan. Additional reasons dictating the need for a C-5 are to transport the vehicle

from the point of manufacture to the test site, and to retrieve the vehicle from an
intermediate field in the event of an emergency landing. The personnel and support

equipment required to launch the test vehicle can also be carried by the C-5. The

air launched vehicles are designed to be carried by the C-5 so no size problem

should be encountered for the air launched vehicles or smaller horizontal takeoff

test vehicles. Some of the larger horizontal takeoff vehicles may require a special

pylon on the C-5 to allow them to be canted in roll attitude from a horizontal

position, and others may be too large to be transported intact by the C-5. Further

analysis of the transportation problems will be performed during Phases II and III

only if these large vehicles survive the elimination process.

4.10.h.2 (U) Ground-Monitor and Tracking System - A ground monitoring system will

perform an important role in support of flight operations. The ground stations will

utilize voice communications, radar data for space positioning, and selected channels

of telemetered data from the test vehicle in order to perform the following functions:

o Monitor the airframe and subsystems operation during flight.

o Advise the pilot of heading/altitude corrections and position during

the flight.

MCDONNELL AIRCRAI:T"
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o Monitor and evaluate stability and control parameters.

o Monitor the pilot's physiological environment.

o Provide the pilot with assistance and information in the event of an

emergency or problem.

o Direct air search and rescue operations in the event of an emergency.

(U) The primary test range between Homestead AFB, Florida and Edwards AFB,

California may not have the necessary facilities along the flight path to meet

the support requirements assumed for Phase I. These requirements are:

To maintain tracking, voice communications, and telemetry coverage on the

test vehicle from lift-off to touch-down, including landings at intermediate

points in the event of an emergency.

o To provide these data in real time to the operations center at Edwards AFB.

(U) A preliminary survey indicates that existing radar facilities may be

adequate to meet the mission requirements for tracking. Existing telemetry

receiving facilities at Edwards AFB, Fort Huachuca, Holloman AFB, Houston Space-

craft Center, and Eglin AFB can cover the mission once the test vehicle has reached

high altitude and during the let-down and landing at Edwards. It would be necessary

to install a receiving station at the launch site to cover the mission during the

takeoff phase. If UHF or VHF telemetry is employed, a minimum of five (5) receiving

stations would be required assuming a 350 mile (560 km) radius of coverage for

each station. An alternate approach would be to employ high frequency (HF)

telemetry with a receiving range of up to 1000 miles (1609 km), thereby reducing

the minimum stations to three (3) and possibly two (2). There are several candi-

date methods of transmitting the real-time data to Edwards. These include:

o A micro-wave relay network setup between the receiving stations.

o A hardline system from the receiving stations.

o Airborne relay system.

o Relay via satellite.

Additional studies will be conducted during Phase I! and III to define the optimum

ground tracking and data system considering both effectiveness and costs. Also,

maintenance facilities including LH 2 availability and support equipment will be

studied during Phase II and III.
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4.11 WEIGHT AND BALANCE

(U) Evaluation of a matrix of vehicle configurations, power plants, propel-

lants, structural concepts, etc., requires that each individual weight estimate be

correct in order that the right combination of parameters can be synthesized into

the optimum vehicle. Within a given class of designs it is sufficient to have only

the correct weight trend so that the minimum weight points can be determined.

However, when different classes of vehicles are compared together, such as "all

body" compared to "wing body" or "protected structure" compared to "unprotected

structure", it is necessary that the absolute weight be correct so that the more

attractive class can be selected with confidence.

(U) The feasibility of sustained hypersonic cruise aircraft is directly re-

lated to weights in terms of physical size and economic impact. For these reasons

MCAIR has made numerous independent weight studies to determine the lightest practi-

cal structural concepts for vehicles subjected to aerodynamic heating. These

studies covered flight speeds ranging from Mach No. 3 to Mach No. 12, as well as

orbital velocity. Additional unpublished studies were conducted by the weight

department in conjunction with other appropriate technical groups to determine

minimum weight concepts for environmental control systems, power generating and

transmission systems, propulsion systems for acceleration as well as cruise, and

flight path schedules.

(U) Figure h-81 illustrates vehicle structural weight variation with tempera-

ture. Aluminum structure is generally lighter than titanium structure below h00°F

(260°C) because its lower strength and density results in a better match between

strength and stability than does titanium. There are particular cases where tita-

nium is lighter than aluminum, such as fatigue critical components or highly loaded

tension structures with little or no load reversal. Above h00°F (260°C), depending

upon the individual components, titanium structure becomes lighter because of the

rapid reduction in weight to strength ratio of aluminum with increasing temperature.

Titanium remains the lightest structural material up to 900°F (260°C) at which point

the metallurgical stability limit is reached and titanium is unattractive. Some

titanium alloys have been developed for use above 900°F (260°C), but are not con-

sidered state-of-the-art at this time. The next lightest material is Rene' 41, a

nickel alloy, that can be used to 1550°F (840°C). Use of Rene' 41 above this tem-

perature is not recommended because of intergranular corrosion. Alloys for use

above 1550°F (840°C) are limited to L-605, a cobalt alloy, T. D. nickel-chrome, and

refractory metals such as columbium. Either T° D. Ni-Cr or L-605 will result in a

significant weight penalty. For example, structure made of these alloys is nearly

double the weight of Rene' 41 and will be almost four times the weight of a similar

aluminum structure designed at room temperature. Columbium, as well as other

refractory metals, requires a disilicide type coating over all exposed areas to

prevent oxidation. Coating life is presently limited which means the primary struc-

ture would have to be dismantled and recoated periodically. Therefore, the use of

Columbium is limited to easily replaced items such as shingles and liners in the

inlet as well as non-load-carrying structure such as leading edges of wing and con-

trol surfaces.

(U) The shaded band in Figure 2-81 shows the relative weight trend of pro-

tected structure. The structural temperature is maintained between 70°F (180°C)

and approximately 300°F (Ih9°C) by a thermal protection system (TPS). The TPS can
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(U) FIGURE4-81
RELATIVE AIRFRAMEWEIGHTvs TEMPERATURE
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be either an active system which absorbs heat through phase changes, such as boiling

water, or a passive system using insulation to lower the temperature from the mold-

line to the structure. A high emissivity shingle is used to protect the insulation

and cooling medium and to reradiate 95% of the incident heat back into the atmos-

phere. Figure 4-82 is a comparison of the unit weights for 8 different thermal pro-

tection systems. The additional weight of the thermal protection system is about

equal to the weight of the primary structure. However, this concept is competitive

weightwise with unprotected structure in the IO00°F (537°C) range and is definitely

lighter beyond 1550°F (840°C) - 1600°F (868°C)"

(U) The protected structural concept has several other inherent features which

contribute to minimum weight designs, such as:

Internal vehicle temperatures are maintained at reasonable levels so that

additional insulation is not required in the fuel bays, cabin, and equipment

compartments. Hydraulic, electrical, avionics, etc., systems operate within

existing state-of-the-art levels and no additional weight is required for

high temperature operation capability.

o Thermal stresses in the primary structure are minimal. Airframe distortions

which result from temperature gradients from the windward to the leeward

sides are precluded when the protected structure concept is used. Weight

penalties for creep design or oxidation resistance are not required.

(U) However, there are areas where protected structure cannot be used, such as

leading edges, vertical and horizontal tails, and control surfaces, because of their

limited depth. The thermal protection system (shingle, insulation, etc.) thickness

is a minimum of 1.45 inches per side. Control surface loads are generally higher

during low speeds when the surface is cool than they are at high speeds when the
surface is hot. This results in the control surface weight being established by

maximum load with the surface near room temperature.

4.11.1 (U) BASIC STRUCTURE WEIGHT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY - The structural weight

estimation methods used in this study to determine the weight of the wing, tails,

fuselage, landing gear, air induction, and engine section are a modified statistical

type, as opposed to analytical or comparative methods. These estimation methods

were developed independently by MCAIR and are documented in Reference (13).

(U) Our weight estimation equations were developed by setting up a mathemati-

cal model of an idealized structure for each component, i.e., wing, horizontal tail,

vertical tail, etc., and then adding weight penalties for cutouts, control surfaces,

wing folds, and so on. As an example, the wing was assumed to be a cantilevered box

beam which reacted the applied bending moments, torques, and shears. An equation

was then written which described the material required to react the load as a func-

tion of the torque box span, depth, taper ratio, sweep back angle, and planform area.

This same type of approach was first offered by Shanley, and a more thorough dis-

cussion can be found in Reference (14). The weight of the theoretical box beam thus

derived was then compared to an actual one of identical dimensions and loads to de-

termine how much additional weight was required for fasteners, Joints, splices,

access doors, minimum gage material, and other non-optimum design features. By cor-

relating the mathematical torque box model to many actual torque box weights, it was

possible to develop a weight estimation equation that yielded a realistic weight and
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(U) FIGURE4-82
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responded correctly to changes in loads, geometry, and size. The same modeling

technique was used to develop equations for the remaining items that make up the

wing weight such as:

o Leading and trailing edge structure

o Leading and trailing edge control surfaces and support structure

o Landing gear well and back-up structure

o Fuel system provisions

o Wing fold structure

o Air induction cavity structure

o Engine cavity structure

o Bending relief - engines

- landing gear

- fuel

(U) There are 27 equations involving 67 different parameters used to estimate

the wing basic structure weight, excluding heat protection. The other structural

components, i.e. tail, fuselage, etc., are estimated with the same depth of analysis

and with equations derived in the manner previously discussed. In total, the struc-

tural weight estimates require 93 equations which contain 253 parameters. However,

the depth of the analysis is rewarded by its accuracy which has been computed to be

within -3.35% to 3.81% for la with 50% confidence, as illustrated in Figure 4-83.

(U) The general equations listed below are those used by MCAIR to estimate the

primary structure weight of the wing, tails, fuselage, landing gear, engine section

and air induction. Thermal protection system weight, high temperature structure and

other supplemental structural weight items are accounted for by a separate analysis.
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(U) FIGURE 4-83

MCAIR STRUCTURAL WEIGHT ESTIMATION METHOD
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4.ii.i.i (U) Wing Group Weight Estimation Equations -

13

Estimated Weight = Z

i = i

¥i Basic Shell = Yle + Ytb + Yte

Yle (Leading Edge) = k (Wg nz/Sg ) n (Sle)

Ytb (Torque Box) = k (Stb)

Yte (Trailing Edge) = k (Wg nz/Sg) n (Ste)

Bending Material and Misc = + + +
2 ¥bm ¥rl ¥re Yrf

Ybm (Bending Material)

I(Wg - Ww) nz +--Ln]
= k

t r
L

¥rl (Bending Relief-Landing Gear) = -k

n

)n )n )n
(b/cos 8 (I + _ (Stb

(Wlg nz)/t r (bl/COS e) n

¥re (Bending Relief-Engine) = -k (W e nz)/t r (he/COS @)n

Yrf (Bending Relief-Fuel) = -k (Wf nz)/t r (bf/cos e)n
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[
Y3 Duct Provisions = k (NI) (Ld)

74 Engine Provisions (Submerged)

= k (T) n (NI) + k (L1 D) n (NI)

+c]n2C1 (p) n

2

¥5 Fuel System Provisions = K 1 (G/N2)n (N2)

Y6 Main Landing Gear Provisions = k (q)n (Sl) + k (Fg L2) n

n )nY7 Expanded Root Thickness = -k (Wg nzb/Cos 8) (ta/tr)n (br/COS e

¥8 Wing Fold Provisions

= k Wg z opo

tf Sg

n

+ K2 [ bo )Ic-_s8 (k Wo + Wt

79 Catapult Back-up = Yhp + Ytp

7hp (Holdback Provisions) = k (Wc)(nx)

7tp (Tow Provisions) = k (Wc) (nx)

YlO Control Surface Provisions = 7a + 7t + 71 + 7s I + Ysb + 7sP

Ya (Aileron and Actuator Provisions) = k Wa + k (La)n

Yt (T.E. Flap and Actuator Provisions) = k (Wft)n

71 (L.E. Flap and Actuator Provisions) = k (Wfl)n

7sl (Slat Provisions) = k (W)n
S

7sb (Speed Brake Provisions) = k (Sb)
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Ysp (Spoiler Provisions) = k (S)s

Wg nzS o sin 0 (bs/COS e) ] n
¥11 Sweepback "Kick" Load = k tb Sg I

Y12 Trailing Edge Surfaces = Ybs + Yb + Yh + ¥ + Ys e

¥bs (Basic Shell) = k (Scs)+ k (Shc)+ k (Shs) N 3

n

Yb (Drive Ribs and Chord Wise Bending) = K 3 (SM/t m) (Cm)N 3

Yh (Hinges and Front Beam) = K (HM) n (ba)N 3

Ys (Supports) = K h (Ybs + Yb + ¥h )

Ye (Special Increment) = Balance Weights, B.L.C., etc.

= +YeYI3 Leading Edge Surfaces Yf + Ys

Yf (Flap Structure) = k (Wg nz/Sg) n (ba)(Cm)n

Ys (Hinges and Supports) = Kf Ys

Ye (Special Installations) = B.L.C., etc.

Symbols, Wing

b Span, Wing - Ft.

b a Span, Hinge Line, Per Surface - Ft.

b/cos 0 Span, Structural, Along Maximum Thickness Line - Ft.

be/COS 8 Span, _to C.G. of Engine - Ft.

bf/cos e Span, _to C.G. of Fuel - Ft.

bl/COS e Span, _ to C.G. of Landing Gear - Ft.

bo/cOs e Span, Outer Wing Structural, Along Maximum Thickness Line

br/COS 8 Span, Expanded Root Section - Ft.

- Ft.

/
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.........

Ld

h-,

L 1

5 2

n

bs/cos 0 Span, Structural, Outboard of Sweep Break Along Maximum

Thickness Line - Ft.

C1 Circumference, Duct-Fwd - Ft.

C2 Circumference, Duct-Aft - Ft.

Cm Chord, Mean Surface - Ft.

Dc Diameter, Engine Compartment - Ft.

Fg Load, Maximum Ultimate Vertical/Strut - Lb x l0 -3

G Wing Fuel Capacity - Gallons

HM Hinge Moment, Ult. - In. Lb x l0 -3

k Constant of Proportionality (these values differ for each equation)

K1 Constant, Fuel Storage
= 0.6, Fuel Cells

= 0.3, Integral Tanks

K2 Constant, Wing Fold Actuation
= 31.2, Hydraulic

= h5.5, Electric

K3 Constant, Control Surface Actuation Point
= 0.h6, Actuated @ HL

= 0.23, Actuated @ Approximately .5 C.

-- 1.50, Actuated @ HL and one end of surface.

= 1.00, Actuated @ HL and both ends of surface.

K_ Constant, Control Surface Supports
= 0.18, Ailerons, Speed Brakes and Spoilers

-- 0.20, Flaps

Load, Ultimate Actuator - Lb x l0 -3

Length, Duct Along CL- Ft.

Load, Ultimate Horizontal Tail - Balancing - Lb x l0-3

Length, Engine Compartment - Ft.

Length, Main Gear Extended - In.

Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

nz Load Factor, Ultimate Vertical
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N1

N 2

N3

P

P
a

q

Sb

Scs

Sg

Shc

Shs

S1

Sle

So

Sop

Ss

Stb

Ste

ta

tb

tf

tm

tr

T

Load Factor, Ultimate Catapult

Number of Engines

Number of Fuel Tanks/Aircraft

Number of Control Surfaces

Pressure, Ultimate Duct - psi

Load, Axial @ Root - Lb x 10-3

Maximum Dynamic Pressure - psf

2
Area, Speed Brake/Aircraft - Ft.

2
Area, Conventional Structure/Surface - Ft.

2
Area, Gross Wing - Ft.

Area, Honeycomb Structure/Surface - Ft. 2

Area, Half Shell Structure/Surface - Ft. 2

Area, Main Landing Gear Door/Aircraft - Ft. 2

Area, Fixed Leading Edge/Aircraft - Ft. 2

2
Area, Gross Outboard of Sweep Break - Ft.

2
Area, Outer Wing/Panel - Ft.

2
Area, Spoiler/Aircraft - Ft.

2
Area, Torque Box/Aircraft - Ft.

Area, Fixed Trailing Edge/Aircraft - Ft. 2

Thickness, Actual Root (Expanded Root) - Ft.

Thickness, Sweep Break - Ft.

Thickness, Wing Fold Line - Ft.

Thickness, Mean Hinge Line - In.

Thickness, Root - Ft.

Thrust/Engine - Lb x 10-3
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Wc

%

Wfl

Wft

Wg

Wlg

W o

Ws

wt

ww

k

8

Y

4.11.1.2

Y1

Y2

Weight, Aileron Structure, Less Balance Wts. - Lb

Weight, Catapult Gross - Lb x l0 -3

Weight, Engine, Per Aircraft = Lb x l0-3

Weight, Wing Fuel, Per Aircraft - Lb x l0 -3

Weight, Leading Edge Flap, Per Aircraft - Lb

Weight, Trailing Edge Flap, Per Aircraft - Lb

Weight, Design Gross - Lb x l0-3

Weight, Landing Gear, Per Aircraft - Lb x l0-3

Weight, Outer Panel, Per Aircraft - Lb x l0 -3

Weight, Slat, Per Aircraft - Lb

Weight, Tip Tank, Including Trapped Fuel/Aircraft - Lb x l0 -3

Weight, Wing Structure, Per Aircraft - Lb x l0 -3

Taper Ratio (Tip Chord/Root Chord)

Sweep Back Angle of Maximum Thickness Line

Weight, Estimated - Lb

(U) Horizontal Tail Group Weight Estimation Eauation

5

zh
Estimated weight = i = 1

Basic Shell Structure = Yle + Ytb + Yte

Yle (Leading Edge) = k (Lh K/Sh )n (Sle)

Ytb (Torque Box) = k (Stb)

(Trailing Edge) = k (Lh K/Sh)nYte (Ste)

Bending Material & Misc.

[KLh + Wh nz] n )a n= k - tr (b/cos e)n (1 + k (Stb)
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L h K S o Sins (bs/COS e)/y 3 Sweepback "Kick" Load = k tb Sh J
¥h Elevator Back-up = k We

¥5 Hinges and Actuator Support Fitting = k (La) n

Symbols _ Horizontal Tail

b/cose Span, Structural, Along Maximum Thickness Line - Ft.

bs/cose Span, Structural, Outboard of Sweepbreak Along Maximum Thickness

Line - Ft.

L
a

n

nz

Sh

Sle

So

Stb

Ste

Constant of Proportionality _these values differ for each equation)

Factor, Unsymmetrical

= 1.5 Along Buffet or Stall Line of V - n z Diagram, 1.15 Elsewhere 2

Load, Ultimate Actuator - Lb x l0 -3

Load, Ultimate Horizontal Tail - Design - Lb x 10 -3

Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

Load Factor, Ultimate Vertical

2
Area, Gross Horizontal Tail - Ft.

2
Area, Leading Edge - Ft.

Area, Gross Outboard of Sweepbreak - Ft.

Area, Torque Box - Ft. 2

2
Area, Trailing Edge - Ft.

tb Thickness, Sweepbreak - Ft.

tr Thickness, Root - Ft.

We

Wh

Weight, Elevator (Less Balance Wts) - Lb

Weight, Horizontal Tail - Lb x 10 -3

Taper Ratio
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Sweepback Angle of Maximum Thickness Line.

Y Weight, Estimated - Lb

4.11.1.3 (u) Vertical Tail Group Weight Estimation Equations

6

Estimated Weight = Z ¥i
i=l

Y1 Basic Shell Structure = Yle + Ytb + Yte

Yle (Leading Edge) = k (Lv/Sv)n (Sle)

Ytb (Torque Box) = k (Stb)

n

Yte (Trailing Edge) 8 k (Lv/S v) (Ste)

)n )n )nY2 Bending Material and Misc. = k [Lv/tr )n (b/cos 8 (I + _ (Stb

Y3 Sweepback "Kick" Load = k Lv So (bs/C°S 8) sin

tb Sv

Lv (bo/C°S e)Sop n

Yh Vertical Tail Fold = k tf Sv + K ( k W o b /cos e)o

¥5 Rudder Back-Up = .25 (Wr)

Y6 Rudder = Ybs + Yb + Yh + Ye

¥bs (Basic Shell) = k (Scs) + k (Shc)+ k (Shs) N

¥b (Drive Ribs & Chordwise Bending) = K1 (HM/t)n (Cm) N
m

Yh (Hinges and Front Beam) = k (HM) n (b) N

Yc (Special Increments) = Balance Weights, Dampers, etc.

Symbols I Vertical Tail

b Span, Rudder Hinge Line - Ft.

b/cose Span, Structural, Along Maximum Thickness Line - Ft.

bo/cose Span, Structural, Outboard of Fold Along Maximum Thickness Line - Ft.

bs/cose Span, Structural, Outboard of Sweep Break Along Maximum Thickness
Line - Ft.
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C m

HM

k

K

K I

Lv

n

[J

S

SiLo

Shs

Sle

S O

SoD

c,

tb

S v

tb

tf

t m

t r

Wo

Wr

Chord, Mean Control Surface - Ft.

Hinge Moment - In. Lb x l0 -3

Constant of Proportionality (these values differ for each equation)

Constant, Actuation

= 31.2 - Hydraulic Actuation

= 41.5 - Electric Actuation

Constant, Rudder Actuation Point

= .46 Actuated @ HL

= .23 Actuated @ Approximately .5C

= 1.50 Actuated @ HL and @ One End of Surface

= 1.00 Actuated @ HL and @ Both Ends of Surface

-3
Load, Ultimate Vertical Tail - Lb x i0

Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

Number of Control Surfaces

2
Area, Conventional Structures - Ft.

2
Area, Honeycomb Structure - Ft.

Area, Half-Shell Structure - Ft. 2

2
Area, Leading Edge - Ft.

2
Area, Outboard of Fold - Ft.

2
Area, Outboard of Fold - Ft.

2
Arca, Torque Box - Ft.

Area, Trailing Edge - Ft. 2

2
Area, Total Vertical Tail - Ft.

Thickness, Sweepbreak - Ft.

Thickness, Fold - Ft.

Thickness, Mean Hinge Line - In.

Thickness, Root - Ft.

Weight, Folding Panel - Lb x 10 -3

Weight, Rudder (Less Balance Weights) - Lb

Taper Ratio

Sweepback Angle of Maximum Thickness Line
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YI

Y2

v3

Y_

Y5

Y6

Y7

Y8

Y9

YI0

YII

Weight, Estimated - Lb

(U) Fuselage Grog Weight Estimation E_ations

15

Estimated Weight = Z Vi
i=l

Shell = k (q)n (Sf)

Cockpit Provisions = k (Vc)n (I + Pc )n

Bending Material = Y_ + Yfs + Yah + Yav + Yae + Yes

Yfv (F_d - Vertic_ Bending) = k (nl2/dl) (Wf) (nz)

Yfs (Fwd - Side Bending) = k (L1 x L2/d 3) (_)

y_ (Aft - Horizontal Tail Bending) = k (L22/d2) (_)

Yav (Aft - Vertical Bending) = k (L22/d2) (Wa) (nz)

Yae (Aft - Engine Bending) = k (L32/d2) (We ) (nz)

Yes (Aft - Side Bending) = k (L22/d3) (_)

Nose L_ding War Provisions = k (q)n (and) + k (Fn L4 )n

Main L_ding GeM Provisions = k (q)n (Smd) + k (_ L5 )n

Wing Reaction = k (Wg nz b/cos e)

Fuel System Provisions = K 1 (Gf/NI)n (NI)

?= . (Pd)n
2

Engine Provisions - Submerged = Ym + Yc + Yb

Ym (T_ust Reaction) = k (T) n (N2)

Yc (Cavity Prov.) = k (L7 Dc N3 )n

Yb (Blast Area- E_aust)= k (_)

Tail Provisions = k (_)n

Arresti_ _ Provisions =k (Da)
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Y12 Catapult Back-Up = Yhp + Ytp

Yhp (Holdback Provisions) = k (Wc) (nx)

Ytp (Tow Provisions) = k (Wc) (nx)

YI3 External Store Provisions = K2 (Ws)n (N4)

Ylh Windshield, Canopy and Mech. = k (Sc)n (1 ÷ Pc )n

Y15 Speed Brakes and Supports = k (Ssb)n (Lb)n (N6)

S_nnbols, Fuselage

b

C1

C2

Da

Dc

dl

d2

d3

Fn

Fm

Gf

k

K 2

LI

L2

L3

Lh

Span, Wing - Ft.

Circumference, Duct - Fwd - Ft.

Circumference, Duct - Aft - Ft.

Drag, Ultimate Arresting Component - Lb x l0 -3

Diameter, Engine Cavity - Ft.

Depth @ Main Spar, Effective - Fwd Fuselage - Ft.

Depth @ Main Spar, Effective - Aft Fuselage - Ft.

Width @ Main Spar, Fuselage - Ft.

Vertical Load Per Strut, Nose Gear - (Max. Ult.) - Lb x l0 -3

Vertical Load Per Strut, Main Gear - (Max. Ult. ) - Lb x l0 -3

Capacity, Fuel - Fuselage -Gals.

Constant of Proportionality (these values differ for each equation)

Constant, Fuel Tank:

Tray Supported = 0.40

Fus. Supported, Air Force = 0.75; Navy = 0.95

Constant, External Store:

Air Force = 8.5

Navy = 12.6

Length, Fwd Longeron - (Main Spar to Nose) - Ft.

Length, Aft Longeron - (Main Spar to Tail Pivot) - Ft.

Length - (Main Spar to Engine C.G. ) - Ft.

Length Per Strut, Nose Gear - (Extended) - In.
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L5

L6

LT

LA

L
v

n

n X

n Z

NI

N2

N 3

_5

_6

Pc

Pd

q

Sb

Sc

Sf

Snd

Ssb

T

Vc

Length Per Strut, Main Gear - (Extended) - In.

Length, Air Intake Duct - Ft.

Length, Engine Compartment - Ft.

Load, Tail - Applicable - Lb x l0 -3

Load, Horizontal Tail - (Ult.) - Lb x l0 -3

Load, Vertical Tail - (Ult.) - Lb x 10-3

Load Per Speed Brake - (Limit) - Lb x l0 -3

Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

Load Factor, Catapult - (Ult.)

Load Factor, Vertical - (Ult.)

Number of Fuselage Fuel Tanks

Number of Fuselage Mounted Engines

Number of Engine Cavities

Number of Fuselage Store Stations

Number of Air Intake Ducts

Number of Fuselage Speed Brakes

Pressure, Differential - Cockpit - (Ult.) - psi

Pressure, Air Intake Duct - (Ult.) - psi

Pressure, Dynamic - (Maximum) - psf

2
Area, Blast - Engine Exhaust - (Gross) - Ft.

2
Area, Canopy- (Gross) -Ft.

Area, Wetted- Fuselage - (Less Canopies) - Ft. 2

2
Area, Main Landing Gear Doors - (Total) - Ft.

2
Area, Nose Landing Gear Doors - (Total) - Ft.

Area Per Speed Brake - Ft.2

Thrust Per Engine - (Maximum) - Lb x l0 -3

Volume, Cockpit - Ft.3
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W a

Wc

W e

Wf

Wg

W s

0

Y

4.11.i. 5

Weight, Aft of Main Spar - (Less Fuel & Engines) - Lb x lO -3

Weight, Catapult - Design Gross - Lb x 10 -3

Weight, Engines - (Total) - Lb x 10 -3

Weight, Fwd of Main Spar - (Less Fuel) - Lb x 10 -3

Weight, Design Gross - Lb x 10-3

Weight, External Store - Design - (Per Station) - Lb x 10 -3

Sweepback Angle @ 50% Chord Line

Weight, Estimated - Lb

(U) Alighting Gear Group Weight Estimation Equations

7

Estimated Weight = Z Yi
i=l

Main Gear

¥i

Y2

¥3

Structure = Ys + Ybb + Ya + Yf

Ys (Struts) = k (m I + kh) n (RB)n (E Fg) n (Km) (N)

Ybb (Bogey Beams) = k (Dt)n (Fg) n (N)

Ya (Axles) = k (Wt)n (Fg) n (N)

yf (Attach Ftgs) = k (ys)n

Running Gear = Yw + Yw + Yt + Yas

)nYw (Wheels) = k (F/Nw)n (Dw)n (Wf (Nw)

7b (Brakes) = Kb (KE) nb

Yt (Tires)

Tubeless = k (D t + Dw )n (W t + D t - Dw) n (Fo)n (Nt)

Low Profile = k (D t + Dw )n (W t + D t - Dw) n (Fo)n (Nt)

Air Weight - Estimated

Yas (Anti-Skid Device) = Estimated

Controls = k (YI + Y2 )n
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Nose Gear

_ Structure = _s + _f

(Struts) = k (L1 + .3Lh) n (RB)n (E Fg) n (Km) (N)Ys

Yf (Attach Ftg) = k (Ys)n

Y5 Running Gear = Yw + Yt

Yw (Wheels) = k (F/Nw) n (Dw) n (Wf) n (Nw)

Yt (Tires)

Tubeless = k (Dt + Dw)n (Wt + Dt - Dw)n (Fo)n (Nt) x l0 -3

Low Profile = k (Dt + Dw) n (Wt + Dt - Dw) n (Fo) n x l0 -h

Air Weight = Estimated

Controls = (Yh + Y5 )n_ 6

Special Weight Increments

Y 7 Miscellaneous

(Special Attachment Gear, Tip Skids, Tall Bumper, etc. )

Alighting Gear Symbols

Dt

Dw

E

F

Fg

r o

k

Diameter, Tire - (Max. Outside) - In.

Diameter, Wheel Bead Ledge - In.

Efficiency, Material = (Mat'l Denslty/Mat'l Allow. ) - In. -1 x lO 6

Load, Total Wheel - (Maximum Ult. ):

= W L nL - Lb x l0 -3

= wmnt -nb x Z0-3

Vertical Load per Gear - (Maximum Ult. ):

Ground Condition - Lb x l0-3

Landing Condition - Lb x 10-3

Operating Load/Tire - (Maximum) - Lb_

Constant of Proportionality (these value_ differ for each equation)

Constant, Brake:
Air Force = h.6

Navy = 11.8
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K C

L1

L2

L3

Lh

n

%

nL

nt

N

Nt

Nw

RB

S

VSL

VTD

Wf

W L

Constant, Nose Gear Controls:

Air Force = 1.20

Navy = 0.53

Material Factor, Outer Barrel:
Steel = 1.O0

Alum. = 0.82

Kinetic Energy, Landing - (Design) - Ft.-Lb x lO-6

)2= 58.7 Ft/Knot 2 (WL) (VsL @ Stall Speed OR

= 44.3 Ft/Knot 2 (WL) (VTD)2 @ Touchdown Speed

Length, Extended Gear - (Trunnion to Axle) - In.

Length, Collapsed Gear - (Trunnion to Axle) - In.

Length, Brace Distance - (Trunnion to Drag Brace Ftg.)- In.

Length, Strut Above Trunnion - In.

Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

Exponent, Brake:"

Air Force = 1.176

Navy = 0.91

Load Factor, Landing- (Ult.)

Load Factor, Taxi - (Ult.)

Number of Struts/Aircraft

Number of Tires/Aircraft

Number of Wheels/Aircraft

Drag Brace Ratio:

Ground Condition = L2/(L 2 + L3)

Landing Condition = (L1 - .5S)/(L 1 + L3 - .5S)

Stroke, Total Gear - In.

Speed, Stall - (Power-Off) - Knots

Speed, Touchdown - Knots

Width, Wheel Flange - In.

Weight, Landing Gross - Lb x 10 -3
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Wt

¥

4.li.I.6

YI

Y2

Y3

Y4

v5

Y6

Weight, Maximum Gross - Lb x 10-3

Width, Tire, Maximum Section - In.

Weight, Estimated - Lb

(u) Engine Section or Nacelle Group Estimation Equations

6

Estimated Weight = Z Yi
i = 1

Mounts-Thrust Reaction = k (We)n (T) n (Ne)

Tracks = k (We)n (Lt) (Ne)n

Nacelle Shell = k (q)2 (Nn) (Sn)

C + C2 (pd)n
Air Induction Provisions = k (Nn) (L@) [ 2

Cavity Provisions = k (Dc L7 Nn )n
nW n

Pylon & Provisions = k (q)2 (SpNp) * k ("h) (Hp) (Sp) n (Np)

Tp Cose

Symbols-Engine Section or Nacelle Group

CI

C2

D
C

k

L6

L7

n

N e

Nn

Y

Circumference, Fwd Duct Face - Ft.

Circumference, Aft Duct Face - Ft.

Diameter, Engine Compartment - Ft.

Height, Pylon (Wing/Fuselage to Nacelle)

Constant of Proportionality (these values differ for each equation)

Length, Pylon - Ft.

Length, Air Induction Duct - Ft.

Length, Engine Cavity - Ft.

Length, Engine Removal Track - Ft.

Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

Number, Engines

Number, Nacelles

Weight, Estimated - Lb
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4.11.1.7 ('j) Air Induction Group Weight Estimation Equations

Estimated Weight =

Inlet Lip = k(CI)(N)K T

8

Z Yi
i =i

YI

Y2 Duct Liner = k(S !)

¥3 Duct Structure = k(L1)(c1)n(p1)n(KVR)(N)(KT)

Y4 External Ramps = k(S2)(p2)n(N)(KT)

Y5 Internal Ramps = k(S3)(p3)n(N)(KT)

Y5 Actuation & Mechanism = k(85)

76 Duct Liner Insulation = KI(S1)N

Y7 Auxiliary Air Doors = k(N)(KT)

Y8 Bellmouth and Controls = k(C2)(P1)n+K

Symbols, Air Induction

C Circumference, Inlet - Ft.

CI Circumference, Duct - Average - Ft.

C2 Circumference, Engine Face - Ft.

k Constant of Proportionality (these values differ for each equation)

K1 Constant, Duct Liner

= 1.00 when M= = 3.0

= 3.15 when M_ > 3.0

KT Constant, Material, Temperature, and Failure Mode Distribution

KVR Constant, Ramp Displacement

L1 Length, Duct Structure - Ft.

n Exponent (these values differ for each equation)

N Number of Ducts

P1 Pressure, Maximum, Duct (Ultimate) - psi

P2 Pressure, Maximum, External Ramp (Ultimate) - psi
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P3

S1

S 2

$2

Np

Pd

q

Sn

Sp

T

Tp

We

Wh

e

Y

Pressure, Maximum, Internal Ramp (Ultimate) - psi

2
Area, Duct Liner - Ft.

2
Area, External Ramp - Ft.

2
Area, Internal Ramp - Ft.

Number, Pylons

Pressure, Air Intake Duct - (Ult) - psi

Pressure, Dynamic (Maximum) - psf

2
Wetted Area, Nacelle - Ft.

2
Planform Area, Pylon - Ft.

Thrust, Maximum Static Sea Level (Uncorrected) - Lb x l0-3

Thickness, Pylon (At Frontal View) - Ft.

Weight, Engine - Lb x 10 -3

Weight, Engine(s) plus Thrust Reverser(s) Hanging From Pylon - Lbs/1000

Forward Sweep Angle of Pylon at 50% Span

Weight, Estimated - Lb

4.11.2 (U) WEIGHT ESTIMATION METHODS FOR STRUCTURE OPERATING AT ELEVATED TEMPERA-

TURE AND FOR THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM - No statistical weight information is avail-

able for sustained cruise aircraft in the Mach h to Mach 12 range. Therefore, our

statistical weight estimation methods were modified by the method of Reference lh

to account for the weight penalties associated with structural components operating

at elevated temperatures. By using proven statistical weights estimation methods

and then modifying the results to account for temperatures, materials, and structural

arrangements, we feel that the accuracy of the basic method is retained in the final

estimate. The procedure outlined in Reference 15 develops a weight coefficient

for various materials as a function of equilibrium temperature and a failure mode

distribution which is representative of the particular structural item being inves-

tigated. Application of the weight coefficient to the basic estimate (which is

predicated on aluminum structure designed at room temperature) results in a weight

which reflects the appropriate material and design conditions.

(U) Figure _-8h shows a typical weight coefficient plot for Ti-6Al-hV at

various temperatures. The failure mode distribution has a significant effect on

the coefficient. Therefore, failure modes were determined for various structural

components such as wing, vertical tail, horizontal tail, fuselage, and so on, as

indicated on the graph. Distribution of the failure mode percentages was based on

the parameters that normally design each item. The failure mode distribution can

be altered by changing the structural concepts which in turn has a significant

weight effect.
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(U) FIGURE 4-84

Ti-6AI-4V - WEIGHT COEFFICIENT vs TEMPERATURE
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(U) This method was used to estimate the weight savings for using titanium

in the carry through and lower torque box skin of a variable sweep wing and a boron

composite stabilator. These items were then fabricated and weighted as part of a

MCAIR advanced structures program.

(U) Figure h-85 is a comparison of the estimated weight using 7075-T765

aluminum and Ti 6AI-6V-2Sn ANN which shows a weight savings of 258 ibs. The

third column is the actual weight, which shows that our estimated weight was

within 20 ibs of the actual weight. The aluminum weight was determined by the

estimation equations presented in Section h.ll.l. These weights were then modi-

fied by the methods previously described to arrive at an equivalent titanium

weight.

(U) FIGURE 4-85

TITANIUM WING WEIGHT COMPARISON

Aluminum Titanium Actual

Component ib (K_) ib (Kg) ib (Kg)

Carry Through Assembly

Outer Wing Assembly

Pin and Bushing

8oh (365.o)
787 (357.o)

58 (26.3)

615 (279.0)

718 (326.0)

58 (26.3)

630 (285.5)

700 (317.5)

hl (18.6)

Tot al 16h9 (7h9.o) 1391 (632.0) 1371 (622.0)

j-
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(U) A boron/epoxy composite stabilator was built under the advanced structures

program and demonstrated significant weight improvement over a comparable aluminum

structure. Figure h-86 presents the estimated stabilator weights for aluminum

skin-stringer and for Boron/Epoxy full depth honeycomb structure.

(U) FIGURE 4-86

ICOMPOSITE STABILATOR WEIGHT COMPARISON

Weight Status Torque Box Weight - LB (kg)

Aluminum

Boron/Epoxy Estimate

Boron/Epoxy Actual

383 (173.5)

275 (12h.8)

289 (131.0)

h.ll.3 (U) ENGINE WEIGHT ESTIMATION - Through vendor cooperation, data has been

obtained to enable MCAIR to perform accurate engine weight estimation. Various

types of engines are used in this phase of the HYFAC study. Engine weights have

basically been obtained from quotes or curves derived from the various vendors.

Analytical or statistical modifications for installation and thrust vector control

actuation not included in vendor weights have been made where necessary.

h.ll.3.1 (U) Convertible Scram_ets - Figure h-87 depicts convertible scramJet mod-

ule weight as a function of the maximum pressure in the combustor section and module

width. The inlet and nozzle sections are designed by their respective pressures

which are considerably lower than that of the combustor section, but their weight is

included in the module weight. This estimation procedure, with each module estimated

separately, was developed from our experience in the HSVS study, Reference (16). By

summing the modules required for given thrust, the total weight of the convertible

scramJet is obtained. Besides accounting for scramJet structure this estimation

includes a regenerative cooling system, fuel injectors, and ramp mechanism. The

back-up and mounting structure is estimated with the body, while trapped fluids

appear in the useful loads.

_.ii.3.2 (U) Turbojets - The weight for the installed turbojet was obtained directly

from the vendor. A weight of 2300 lb (10h3.3 kg) was used for the installed F100-
GE-100.

_.ii.3.3 (U) Turboram_ets - The weight for the GE 5/JZ6C and GE lh/JZ8 turboramJets

were derived as a function of uninstalled thrust as depicted in Figure h-88, and

Figure h-89. The vehicles in this phase were sized for an uninstalled thrust to

weight ratio at takeoff of .952. The weight quoted is the complete installed engine
weight.

h.ll.3.h (C) Rockets - The rocket weight for LR-129 and MIST/ARES rockets are

derived as a function of vacuum thrust. Rockets were sized for the vehicles at a

T/W ratio at takeoff of 1.5. Figure h-90 depicts the LR-129 rocket weight versus

vacuum thrust. Figure h-91 shows a similar curve of engine weight versus vacuum

thrust for MIST/ARES rocket. The weights for these rockets include the installed

engine with trapped propellants, the necessary wire harnesses, instrumentation,

spin-up system and thrust vector control situation. Additional engine instrumenta-

tion is carried with the instrument group.
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(U) FIGURE4-87

SCRAMJET MODULEWEIGHTTRENDS
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400O

(U) FIGURE 4.88
GE 5/JZ6C ENGINE WEIGHT vs

UNINSTALLED THRUST
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(U) FIGURE 4-90
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(U) FIGURE 4-89

GE 14/JZ8 ENGINE WEIGHT vs

UNINSTALLED THRUST
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MIST/ARES ROCKET WEIGHT vs

VACUUM THRUST
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(U) The weight of the J2S engine is fixed for all configurations.

lowing breakdown was obtained for this engine:

Rocket Engine

Accessories

Restart Accessories

Weisht - Ib (kg)

3235 (1461.4)

565 (256.3)

250 (i13.4)
4050 (1837.1)

The fol-

4.11.4 (U) SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATION - System weight estimates were based primarily

on statistical methods because the systems were not thoroughly defined during this

phase. Our system estimation methods reflect weights based upon generalized terms

such as basic takeoff and flight design gross weights, wing area, dynamic pressure an@
ultimate load factor. Fixed weights were used for instruments, electrical, elec-

tronics, environmental control system and furnishings due to their invariance

between configurations.

4.11.4.1 (U) Fuel System Group Weight Estimation - The fuel system group estima-

tion was divided in three basic components, distribution system, propellant

supply system, and helium pressurization provisions. Included in the distribution

system are boost pumps, vent and pressurization and dump and drain subsystems as

well as ground fueling points, valves and ducting. The propellant supply system

includes lines and valves for propellant supply, while the turbo pumps are

included in the engine weights. The number of tanks, fuel ducting length,

numbers of engines and takeoff gross weight are the sizing parameters for the

distribution system while the propellant supply system is sized primarily by the

maximum fuel flow rate. The following are the equations used for the fuel system

estimation for Phase I HYFAC study. Helium pressurization provisions include

the helium bottle, heater and controls with an external shell to insulate the

helium keeping the temperature of helium constant as liquid hydrogen is used in

the tank. Reference (17) equations for uniform internal pressure in a spherical

shell and external pressure on a spherical shell were used for estimating

thicknesses of the helium bottle and the external shell for insulation,

respectively. The following equations were used in fuel system estimation:

Estimated Weight =

3

r.

i = i
Yi

¥1 Distribution System = Ybp + Ysd + Ycv + Ygf + Yvp + Ydd

Ybp (BoostP s) --WTO (NT +

Ysd (Fuel System Ducts) = k (NT + NE) + k (LD)

Ycv (Control Valves) = k (WTO) + k (NT)

Yvp (Vent and Pressurization) = k (WTo + K2) LD + k (NT)

Y dd (Dump and Drain ) = k (WTO + K3 ) LD + k (ND )

j/
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Y2 Propellant Supply System = y£ + Yv

Y£ (Lines) = _ * k (F)

Yv (Valves)=K 5*k (F)

¥3 Helium Pressurization Provisions = Ynb + Ync + Ys

Ynb (Helium Bottle) = k 014wrl2t 1

Vnc (Heaters and Controls) = 25 ib/ll.3 kg

Ys (External Shell for Insulation) = k p2hvr22t2

Symbols, Fuel System

F Maximum Fuel Flow Rate - ib/sec

k Constant of Proportionality (these

values differ for each equation)

K1 Constant, Boost Pumps

K2 Constant, Vent and Pressurization

K 3 Constant, Dump and Drain

Kh Constant, Propellant Supply Lines

K5 Constant, Propellant Supply Valves

Length of Fuel Ducting - ft

ND Number of Drains

NE Number of Engines

NT

PI

Number of Fuel Cells

Burst Pressure, Helium Bottle - psi

P2

rI

r2

tI

t2

WT0 Weight, Takeoff Gross

V Weight, Estimated - Ib

Pressure, External Shell - psi

Radius, Helium Bottle - in.

Radius, External Shell - in.

Thickness, Helium Bottle - in.

Thickness, External Shell - in.

4.11.4.2 (U) Hydraulic System Estimation Equations - The hydraulic system for

the HYFAC study in Phase I was sized primarily by theoretical wing areas, design

gross weight and maximum dynamic pressure. The following equation was used:

S_mbols, H[draulic System

k

n

q

y = k (Sw) n (Wg) n (q)n

Constant of Proportionality

Exponent

Maximum Dynamic Pressure - psf

Sw Area, Theoretical Wing - ft 2

Wg Weight, Flight Design Gross - ib x 10 -3

y Weight, Estimated - ib
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h.ii.4.3 (U) Surface Control Szstem Estimation Equations - The surface control

system for the Phase I HYFAC study was sized by parameters similar to the hydraulic

system. The control system weight is derived as a function of wing area, design

gross weight, load factor, and maximum dynamic pressure, as shown in the following

equation:

y = k (Sw) n (Wg) n (Nz) (q)n

.S_vmbols2,Surface Controls System

k Constant of Proportionality

n Exponent

N z Load Factor, Ultimate Vertical

q Maximum Dynamic Pressure - psf

Sw Area, Theoretical Wing- ft2

Wg Weight, Flight Design Gross - ib x 10 -3

y Weight, Estimated- ib

4.11.4.4 (U) Electronics Group Weight Estimation - The component list for the

electronic group was compiled by MCAIR on the basis of mission and payload require-

ments for the HYFAC vehicle. The following is the electronic group weight used

for Phase I of the HYFAC study.

SUBSYSTEM Weight - ib (kg)

Inertial Navigation 76

Attitude & Heading Reference 35

Energy Management/Flight Director 61

Air Data Computer 36

TACAN 25

UHF Comm. 21

HF Comm. 58

Radar Altimeter 13

Data Link 47

Beacons 9

Ant ennas 27

ILS 8

Autopilot 54

Controls 36

Displays 60

Wiring and Racks, etc. 149

(34.5)
(15.9)
(27.7)

(16.3)

(11.3)
(9.5)

(26.3)

(5.9)

(2z.3)
(4.0)
(12 2)
(3 6)
(24 5)
(16 3)
(27 2)
(67 7)

TOTAL 715 (324.2)

I
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h.ii.2.5 (U) Electrical Group Weight Estimation - Electrical system weights in-

clude the generator(s), transformer/rectifier, and main bus. Distribution wiring

weights is accounted for in the electronics group weights. Based on the given elec-

trical loads, a weight of 300 ib (136.0 kg) was allocated for the electrical system
for all vehicles in Phase I.

2.11.2.6 (U) APU-Startin5 System Estimation - The APU system is derived in two

separate increments. Figure h-92 shows an increment for APU-start system based on

the combined weight of hydraulics and surface controls. Figure 2-93 depicts another

increment for APU-start system based on the electrical power requirements of the

HYFAC vehicle. The weights for APU-start system include a dual liquid hydrogen

fueled unit including combustor, turbine and power takeoff shafts and liquid

oxygen tanks and installation.

2.11.2.7 (U) Instruments Group Estimation - The weights for instruments were

derived from the X-15 report, Reference (18). One exception is the air data com-

puter which is included in the electronic group.

Flight System

Cabin System

Propulsion

APU System

Pitot System

Installation

TOTAL

Weisht - ib (kg)

79 (35.8)

7 (3.2)
57 (25.9)
15 (6.8)
2 (1.8)

175 (79.2)

h.ii.2.8 (U) Furnishings Group Estimation - The weight for all furnishings is

taken directly from the X-15 report, Reference (18). The fire detection system is

accounted for in the fuel system.

Weight - ib

Seat & Installation 300

Pressure Suit PROV. 8

Oxygen Installation 18

Thermal Installation & Trim 52

Instrument Boards, Consoles, 20

Control Stands

TOTAL bOO

(136.0)

(3.6)

(8.2)
(2_.5)
(9.1)

(181.h)
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(U) FIGURE 4-92

HYDRAULIC & SURFACE CONTROLS WEIGHT vs APU START

SYSTEM WEIGHT AND APU PROPELLANT SYSTEM WEIGHT
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4.ii._.9 (U) Environmental Control System - From information available in the X-15

report and previous studies at MCAIR, an ECS weight of 250 lb (113.4 kg) has been

developed. This weight includes nitrogen and helium tankage, pressure regulators

and sealing, ducting, plumbing, controls and supports.

4.11.5 (U) USEFUL LOAD ESTIMATION - Weights for useful load items were based on

fixed amounts derived for the HYFAC mission. One exception is vented trapped fuel

which is varied as a function of LOX for rocket aircraft or LH2 for airbreathing

wehicles. The helium was sized by the total volume of propellant at takeoff.

4.11.5.1 (U) Crew Equipment - Based on the HYFAC mission and previous studies for

a one man crew flying in this environment indicates a weight of 240 lb (108.9 kg).

Included in this weight is the man and his provisions.

4.11.5.2 (U) Payload - A fixed weight of i000 ib (453.6 kg) was allocated for pay-

load for all HYFAC vehicles. The 1000 lb (h53.6 kg) includes electronic gear to

perform the desired research of the HYFAC mission.

4.ii.5.3 (U) Vent Propellant - This is the amount of fuel which in the gaseous

state is vented in order to maintain pressure equalization in the tanks. The fol-

lowing estimation was allocated for vented propellant:

Rockets (LH2/LOX) = .005(WTLoX)

Airbreathing (LH 2 only) = .02(WTLH2)
Vehicles

4.11.5.4 (U) Helium Pressurization - This is the helium to pressurize and inert

the propellant tanks. The helium is stored at 5 psi _.327x 104 N ) at a temperature

of 40°R (22.22°K). The following gas equation is used to determine the weight of

the helium necessary: PV
N= --

ZRT

where: P = 720 lb/ft 2 (3.327 x 10 2 N /m 2)

V = Volume of Propellant - ft3 (m3)

Z = 1.0 (compressibility factor)

R = 386.2 _ (2080 m-N )
lbm-R _ kg--_

T = 40°R (22.22°K)

N = weight helium - Ib (kg)

4.11.6 (U) APU FUEL - The APU fuel required is derived from the same sizing curves

which sized the APU start system, see Figures h-92 and h-93. Two parameters were

considered for sizing the amount of APU fuel needed. One increment is based on the

electrical power required,

MC_O_E4.4. _l_4rF
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4.12 FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY COSTS

(U) The development of total program costs for each flight research vehicle

considered in Phase I are presented in the following sections:

(U') Six cost models were used for the flight research vehicle cost analysis,

in order to distinguish between the operational differences of the vehicles. These

differences are; control mode, launch concept, and recovery mode, as summarized in
Figure 4-94.

(U) FIGURE 4-94
FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE COST MODELS

Cost Model Control Mode Launch Concept Recover_T Mode

(i) Manned HTO Land Recovery

(2) Manned Air Launch Land Recovery

(3) Manned VTO Land Recovery

(4) Unmanned HTO Land Recovery

(5) Unmanned Air Launch Land Recovery

(6) Unmanned Staged Land/Water Recovery

(U) All program costs are presented in a standardized format patterned

after the formats presented in References 19 and 20 employing three major cate-

gories: RDT&E (Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation), Investment and

Operating Costs. The RDT&E category covers the basic development of a flight

research vehicle using a minimum cost-to-fly approach. The investment category

contains the costs involved in production of the aircraft (usually 3 vehicles)

and ancillary equipment for the flight research program. Finally, the operating

category includes all costs involved in conducting the flight research program.

(U) The cost-estimating task of Phase I has provided some insight into the

driving cost elements of a flight research program. A number of the significant

factors contributing to the program costs are identified as:

(a) Air frame DCPR weight - A majority of the cost estimating relationships

employed in the RDT&E and Investment cost categories are a direct function of the

research vehicle DCPR weight. DCPR weight is defined as the empty weight of the

airplane less (i) wheels, brakes, tires and tubes, (2) engines, (3) starter, (4)

cooling fluid, (5) rubber or nylon fuel cells, (6) instruments, (7) batteries and

electrical power supply and conversion equipment,(8) electronic equipment, (9)

air conditioning units and fluid, (10) auxiliary power plant unit and, (ll)

trapped fuel and oil.

(b) Percentage of advanced materials used in the airframe - Advanced materials

are approximately ten times more expensive than conventional materials and have a

major effect on the cost of the thermal protection system. However, when employed

I
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in the airframe structure the improved strength-to-weight properties of these ad-

vanced materials can result in reduced airframe size and weight and, possibly, a

lower investment cost.

(c) TyRe of 9ropulsion system employed - Rocket and ramjet propulsion systems

are of lower cost than turbojet, turboramJet, scramJet and convertible scramJet

propulsion systems. Engine development costs form a large part of the total pro-

gram cost.

(d) Control mode - Unmanned vehicles in general are lighter in weight than

corresponding manned vehicles. This weight decrease results in decreased airframe

and miscellaneous subsystem costs. However, the cost of the additional avionic

equipment required for unmanned vehicles tends to negate the effect.

h.12.1 (U) APPROACH AND DEFINITIONS - A cost format was selected which provides

visibility to the significant program cost elements. Although the costs must be

considered preliminary, the results are sufficiently accurate to assure valid com-

parisons of the candidate flight research vehicles. Program cost ground rules and

assumptions, a summary of the historical cost background data used and definition of

the cost format elements are discussed in the following sections.

h.12.1.1 (U) Costing Ground Rules and Assumptions - Program cost ground rules and

assumptions were selected to effect economy while retaining reasonable design con-

fidence, and to establish a basis for deriving the investment and operating costs.

The ground rules and assumptions selected appear reasonable and consistent with past

flight research programs.

(U) Ground Rules - Basic cost estimating ground rules adhered to throughout

the HYFAC Phase I study are as follows:

(a) Minimum cost-to-fly program (experimental shop approach similar to ASSET

program).

(b) Soft tooling.

(c) Static and fatigue testing limited to element tests rather than full scale
models.

(d) Limited reliability program.

(e) "Zero Defects" program not employed.

(f) Limited pre-delivery flight test program.

(g) Maximum use of existing equipment.

(h) Maximum use of existing facilities.

(i) Three flight research test vehicles in the program (similar to the X-15).

(J) A separate flight hardware airframe is provided for structural testing.

RqCD_RfRli'4.4. ,41Jt_AP_IW=T
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(k) Seven spare propulsion systems for each configuration (similar to X-15).

(1) Five-year flight research program (similar to the X-15) for all configura-

tions except the staged configurations. These configurations are allocated a two-

year program.

(m) HT0 vehicle programs are allocated 225 total flights, with each vehicle

performing 15 flights per year.

(n) Air launched and VTO vehicle programs are allocated 180 total flights with

each vehicle performing 12 flights per year. This assumes a lower utilization rate
for these launch modes.

(o) Staged vehicle programs are allocated 8 total flights distributed between

the 3 vehicles.

(p) All costs are in 1970 dollars and include allowance for prime contractor

earnings of lO percent,

(U) Costing Assumptions - The following assumptions were used in the develop-

ment of the program costs.

(a) For the VTO concepts, an additional vehicle would be required to be used

in the pre-delivery flight test program for system verification and man rating. The

vehicle would not be used in the operational test program and was priced at two-

thirds of the investment cost of the manned vehicle.

(b) All flight research vehicles would be transported by air from the recovery
sites to the launch sites.

(c) Edwards AFB would be the recovery site for all configurations with the

exception of the Mach 6 staged configurations. Barksdale AFB would be the recovery

site for these vehicles.

(d) The B-52 is used to launch the Mach 6 configurations while the C-5A is

used to launch the Mach 12 configurations.

(e) SAC bases or Cape Kennedy would be used as launch sites for all configura-

tions.

(f) Flight tests in the pre-delivery flight test program were not provided for

the unmanned staged configurations.

(g) All vehicles would use their total propellant including reserves, during

each mission.

(h) All vehicles would be refurbished at Edwards with the exception of the

Mach 6 staged vehicles, which would be refurbished at Cape Kennedy.

(i) Thor launch vehicles would be used to launch the Mach 6 staged configura-

tions while Atlas launch vehicles would be used to launch the Mach 12 staged con-

figurations.
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(J) Existing Thor and Atlas launch facilities at Cape Kennedy would be used

for launching the Mach 6 and 12 staged configurations.

(k) Two launch aircraft would be provided for all air launch configurations.

4.12.1.2 (U) Historical Cost Background - Both MCAIR and external historical cost

background data sources were used in the cost analysis study. MCAIR historical

background sources included the F-4, XF-85, XF-88, XF-2H, XF-3H, XFD-1, Model llg,

ASSET, BGRV, Mercury, and Gemini programs while the external sources include the

X-15, HL-10, PRIME ana DYNASOAR programs. Of the four external sources used, the

X-15 program provided the most applicable type of information. Two X-15 reports

(References 20 and 21) proved extremely helpful in the cost analysis, especially in

the development of operating costs. In addition to this historical cost data, cost

background data was obtained from applicable MCAIR and external studies (References

22, 23 and 24). Also, cost data obtained from GE, Pratt & Whitney, Marquardt and

North American Rocketdyne was used in the development of propulsion RDT&E and in-
vestment costs.

4.12.1.3 (U) Definition of Cost Model Categories and Elements - Program costs are

divided into three cost categories each containing a number of elements as follows:

(1) RDT&E, (Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation), (2) Investment, and

(3) Operating.

(U) The RDT&E cost category consists of 6 cost elements: (i) Airframe Design

and Development, (2) Tooling, (3) Avionics Development, (4) Propulsion Development,

(5) Support Equipment Design and Systems Integration, and (6) Ground Test Facili-

ties. The Airframe Design and Development cost element consists of 5 sub-elements:

(A) Airframe Design, (B) Miscellaneous Subsystems Design and Development, (C) De-

velopment Tests (including wind tunnel), (D) Test Hardware, and (E) Pre-Delivery

Flight Test.

(U) The Investment cost category consists of h cost elements: (1) Flight Ve-

hicles, (2) Support Costs, (3) Launch Platform Costs and (4) Launch Vehicle Costs.

The Flight Vehicle element is broken down into 4 sub-elements: (A) Airframe,

(B) Miscellaneous Subsystems, (C) Propulsion and (D) Avionics. Support costs in-

clude AGE, Training Equipment, Initial Stocks, Initial Training and Initial Trans-
portation.

(U) The Operating cost category consists of lO cost elements: (1) Range

User Costs, (2) Escort Aircraft and Logistics, (3) Vehicle Refurbishment Costs,

(4) Propellent Costs, (5) AGE Maintenance, (6) General Prupose Maintenance Support

(7) Transportation Costs, (8) Pilot Pay and Support Personnel Pay, (9) LaunchPlat-

form Operating Costs and (lO) Launch Service Costs.

4.12.1.3.1 (U) RDT&E Cost Elements and Definitions

(1) Airframe Design and Development - Includes: airframe design, miscella-

neous subsystem design and development, development tests, test hardware and pre-
delivery flight test costs.
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(A) Airframe DesiKn - Includes the cost of the design engineering effort

for the basic structure and for the integration of the following

associated items: landing gear, secondary power, environmental

control, crew escape, propulsion and flight control equipment, fur-

nishings, flight control equipment, furnishings and equipment and

other airborne equipment.

(B)

(c)

Miscellaneous Subsystem Design and Development - Includes the vendor

and contractor development costs for propellant distribution and

pressurization, power supply, hydraulic, electrical, auxiliary power,

cockpit furnishings, flight controls and environmental control system.

Development Tests (Includes Wind Tunnel) - Includes the cost of low

speed, polysonic and hypersonic wind tunnel tests conducted and the

associated material and labor costs. Also, the following ground

tests are included:

o Structural static test of the entire aircraft (structural test

vehicle included in cost of this test element)

o Pressurization fatigue test of the cockpit section

o Fuel system tests

o Structural and material development tests

o Bench tests and other miscellaneous tests

(D)

o Dynamic tests

Test Hardware - Includes the experimental construction effort re-

quired for the fabrication of test hardware and associated material

cost.

(E) Pre-Deliver¥ Fli_ht Tests - Includes engineering and technician
labor cost, travel and per diem allowances, pilot compensation, ma-

terial costs, propellant costs, vehicle transportation costs and

launch platform operating costs. Flight checkout will be sufficient
to determine air worthiness of the aircraft.

(2) Tooling - Includes the labor and material costs associated with the soft

tooling required to build the flight test research vehicle airframe. Also, includes

the tooling required for the launcher where applicable.

(3) Avionics Development - Includes the cost of design, development hardware,

and tooling required.to integrate the guidance, navigation, communication, and

flight instrument systems in the research vehicle.

(4) Propulsion Development - Includes the cost of design engineering testing

hardware, materials, fuels, and tooling required for a new propulsion system. For

off-the-shelf propulsion systems, only the cost of integrating the propulsion

system(s) into the airframe are considered.
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(5) Support Equipment Desi_n and Systems Integration - Includes the design

costs of the equipment used in the maintenance shops, the ground handling equipment,

and the system checkout equipment. Also includes the cost of integrating the

research instrumentation package with the flight research vehicle and safety

studies.

(6) Ground Test Facilities - Includes the modification of existing facilities

and the cost of new facilities required for the flight test research vehicle. Wind

tunnels, propulsion test facilities and structural test facilities are included in

this category. It was found that the only facilities required for the HYFAC pro-

gram were those associated with the propulsion system development.

_.12.1.3.2 (U) Investment Cost Elements and Definitions

(1) Flight Vehicles - Includes the cost of liaison engineering, manufacturing

labor, materials, quality control and procurement and installation costs associated

with contractor GFE and subcontracted items for the following subsystems:

(A) Airframe

(B) Miscellaneous Subsystems - Includes the auxiliary power unit, instru-

ments, hydraulic systems, electrical system, cockpit furnishings,

air conditioning, nose landing gear, main landing gear, fuel system

and engine controls.

(C) Propulsion

(D) Avionics

(2) Support Costs - Includes the cost of soft tooling, liaison engineering,

manufacturing labor, materials, quality control and procurement and installation

costs associated with GFE and subcontracted items for the following categories:

(A) AGE

(B) Training Equipment

(C) Initial Stocks - Includes spare engines and AGE spares.

(D) Initial Training - Includes training costs associated with the test

pilots.

(E) Initial Transportation - Includes the transportation costs associated

with transporting the vehicle refurbishment material, propellants,

AGE, AGE spares, training equipment and engine spares from the point

of manufacture to the flight test center or launch area.

(3) Launch Platform Costs - Includes the cost to modify the launch vehicle(s)

(aircraft, booster, pad, etc.) required to launch the flight research vehicles.

(h) Launch Vehicle Cost - Includes the cost of the Thor and Atlas launch ve-

hicles required for the staged VTO configurations.
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4.12.1.3.3 (U) Operating Cost Elements and Definitions

(1) Range User Cost - Includes the range operating cost and the base engineer-

ing and fire protection costs.

(2) Escort Aircraft and Logistics - Includes the Petroleum, Oil, and Lubri-

cants (POL), maintenance and crew costs incurred for the chase, search and rescue

aircraft required to support the flight research program.

(3) Vehicle Refurbishment - Includes the labor and material cost associated

with the refurbishment of the flight test research vehicles.

(4) Propellant Cost - Includes the cost of the fuels and oxidizers required to

support the flight research test program.

(5) AGE Maintenance - Includes the labor cost to maintain the AGE.

(6) General Purpose Maintenance Support - Includes the pro rata share of the

labor and material costs associated with the maintenance of the flight test research
center facilities.

(7) Transportation Costs - Includes the cost to transport the flight research

test vehicles from the recovery site to the launch site.

(8) Pilot Pay and Support Personnel Pay - Includes the pay of the flight re-

search test pilots and the support personnel. Support personnel includes the re-

search, data system, quality assurance, administrative and biomedical personnel at
the flight research center.

(9) Launch Platform Operating Cost - Includes the launch aircraft operating

costs, namely, P0L and maintenance.

(10) Launch Service Cost - Includes the cost to assemble, check out, fuel and

launch the launch vehicles (Thor and Atlas) and the flight research vehicles at the
launch site.

4.12.2 (U) ESTIMATING PROCEDURES AND PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT - Cost estimating

relationships (CERS) together with the cost data and parameters used to develop the

total program costs are summarized in Figure 4-95. The ground rules and assumptions

presented in Section 4.12.1.1 were used as a basis for the generation of the data

presented in Figure 4-95. The "configurations" notation shown in Figure 4-95 refers

to a particular research vehicle considered in Phase I. A summary description of

each vehicle is presented in Figure h-96 for ease of reference.

(U) The following sections present the methods of applying the CERS and cost

data in developing the cost elements for each vehicle along with the costs resulting
from the application of these methods. The cost elements are consolidated to obtain

total program costs and are summarized in Section h.12.4.
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COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS AND DATA SUMMARY
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(U) FIGURE4-95(Continued)
COSTESTIMATINGRELATIONSHIPSANDDATA SUMMARY

CostCateluries
and Cost Elements

I. RDT&E Costs(Continued)

B. Ramjet

c. CSJ/SJ

D. Turboramjet(LH2)

E. Rocket

Ih InvestmentCosts

]. Fli_t Vehicles
A. Airframe
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b. MateriaI
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(U) FIGURE 4-95 (Continued)

COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS AND DATA SUMMARY

Cost EstimatingRelationshipsand Data Employed
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(U) FIGURE 4-95 (Continued)

COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS AND DATA SUMMARY

CostCate|ories
Cost Elements
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III. OperatingCosts(Continued)
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(U) FIGURE 4-96
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4.12.2.1 (U) RDTKE Cost Development - A detailed explanation of the methods used

to develop the program RDT&E cost elements is presented in the following sections.

Costs have been developed applying the appropriate MCAIR labor and overhead rates

for the 1969 time period and adding earnings. These 1969 dollars were then adjusted

to 1970 economics. Propulsion equipment is assumed to be GFAE or supplied by an

associate contractor; thus general and administrative expense, procurement expense

and profit for the prime contractor are not applied to the costs. Figure 4-97

summarizes the RDT&E costs associated with the airframe and miscellaneous subsystems

for the Phase I flight research vehicles.

4.12.2.1.i (U) Airframe Design and Development - The airframe design and develop-

ment cost consists of the following elements:

(A) Airframe Design

(B) Miscellaneous Subsystem Design

(C) Development Tests

(D) Test Hardware

(E) Pre-Delivery Flight Test

Elements A, B and C were combined in Phase I and estimated in total.

(U) DCPR weight and material distribution as shown in Figure 4-95 were used

to develop the airframe and miscellaneous subsystems design and development costs.

Materials were divided into two categories: (1) advanced, and (2) conventional.

Advanced materials include: Cb, TD N i Cr , Rene' 41, Ti and ablative materials.
ventional materials include: aluminum, steel and insulation.

(U) Airframe Design and Development Te_t$ - Figure 4-98 was used in

the development of the engineering manhours per pound required for the design and

development of the HYFAC airframe configurations.

Corl-

(U) Parallel lines were fitted to the data generated for the various vehicle

Mach number categories shown in Figure h-98 and the vertical distance between

any two lines is defined as the increased engineering complexity created by higher

speeds. The hard point data used to develop these curves is contained in Figure

2-10 of Volume V. The manhours per lb versus speed reference line was used to

generate the parallel lines shown in Figure 4-98. For example, the Mach .8 line

was generated by projecting vertically up from the 609 m.p.h. (980 km/hr)

horizontal speed scale to the manhours per lb versus speed reference line. At

the point of intersection, a line is drawn parallel to the abscissa to the point
of intersection of a line drawn vertically from the 10,000 lb (4,536 kgs) DCPR

weight point on the horizontal scale. A straight line is then drawn through

the point of intersection using a 70% slope. The lines for the remaining Mach

numbers shown were computed in a similar fashion. With the addition of provisions

for carry-on engineering and manufacturing support of engineering, these curves

were converted to cost per pound in Figure 4-99. A material density of

0.110 lb/in.3 (.003 kg/cm3) is assumed as a representative average for the

subsonic experimental aircraft data point and is Judged to be representative for

the research vehicles being studied, in view of the large use of aluminum

employed in their structural design. Thus, the orbital/sub-orbital data points

shown in Figure 2-10 were adjusted to a 0.110 material density. This was

accomplished by dividing the vehicle's actual density by the 0.110 density and

multiplying the actual engineering manhours/lb data points by this factor.
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(U) Miscellaneous Subsystem Design and Development Tests - Development costs

have been derived individually for the following elements:

(a) Wheels, Tires and Brakes

(b) Power Plant and Fuel System

(c) Controls and Hydraulics

(d) Electrical

(e) Instruments

(f) Furnishings _d Equipment

(g) Environmental Control System

(U) The seven elements of cost are based on a study of contractor furnished

equipment (CFE) cost per pound for the F-4 aircraft. The CFE items were separated

by cost and weight and the cost per pound was derived for each element.

(U) The investment cost/lb by element multiplied by the applicable weight

resulted in the equipment cost with the addition of economics to reflect 1970

dollars being the only adjustment made. The development cost is then based on four

times the investment cost for one ship set which assumes maximum use of items

already developed.

(U) Test Hardware - Static, fatigue and miscellaneous test hardware costs have

been estimated at 20% of production and material recurring costs. The 20_ factor is

based on internal historical cost data.

(U) Pre-Deliver_ Flight Test - The pre-delivery flight test program for the

HYFAC flight research vehicles varies in duration from 9 to 18 months. Upon

completion of the pre-delivery flight test program, the flight research vehicles

are turned over to the customer for flight research. For the manned, rocket

powered HTO configurations, a 12 month pre-delivery flight test program was used.

The pre-delivery flight test program for the VT0 configurations was lengthened

to 18 months. For the air launched vehicles, the pre-delivery flight test program

varied from 12 to 18 months duration depending on the type of propulsion system used.

The F-4 flight test program cost was used as a basis for estimating the pre-delivery

flight test program costs for the HYFAC flight research vehicles. For the unmanned

vehicles, the pre-delivery flight test program cost was reduced by a factor of 25%

which reflects the reduced testing attendant to unmanned vehicles. Figure 4-100

shows the pre-delivery flight test programs assumed for the HYFAC flight research

vehicles and may be compared with the X-15 program using Figure 4-101. Only two

of the three flight research vehicles are used in the HYFAC pre-delivery flight

test program.

(U) In the X-15 program (See Figure 4-101), the first vehicle was turned over

to NASA 12 months after the start of the preliminary flight test evaluation program,
while the second vehicle was turned over to NASA 24 months after the start of the

preliminary flight test evaluation program.
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(U) The pre-delivery flight test program cost consists of the following seven

cost elements:

(a) Engineering

(b) Production

(c) Material

(d) Travel and Pre Diem

(e) Pilot Compensation

(f) Transportation

(g) Propellants

4.12.2.1.2 (U) Tooling - MCAIR experience from previous experimental aircraft

programs for total manhours/lb has been plotted versus the DCPR weight of the air-

craft. Based on these data points, an 85% weight correction slope has been

established. By the application of 1969 labor and overhead rates and tooling

material costs, this curve was converted to price per pound as shown in Figure 4-102.

(U) The data established above represents soft tooling requirements for a

vehicle composed primarily of aluminum with some steel construction. An analysis

of tooling experience on sub-orbital vehicles shows tooling hours/lb that are

7.5 times higher than were experienced on experimental aircraft. Comparison of

actual data points for the sub-orbital vehicles and the experimental aircraft is

shown in Figure 2-11 in Volume V. The additional complexity results from the

fact that the sub-orbital vehicles were manufactured primarily from advanced

materials that require additional tooling.

(U) In order to establish tooling hours for the vehicles estimated in this

study, consideration is given to the additional complexity introduced by the use

of advanced materials. By determining the percentage of advanced materials included

in the DCFR weight of the vehicle, a weighted average calculation is made as

follows:

Advanced Material

Normal Material

% Complexity Factor

7.5 =
1.0 =

I00.00 Weighted Complexity

4.12.2.1.3 (U) Avionics Development- Current costs for electronic equipment indi-

cate recurring cost of $1000/lb and a development cost of 50 times the cost for one

unit. These two relationships include many advanced and complex electronic items.

Since the development of new electronic equipment for the vehicles in this study

was held to a minimum, the recurring cost has been reduced to $500/lb and the

development cost estimated at l0 times the recurring cost.

h.12.2.1.4 (U) Propulsion Development - The various engine type studies include:

(a) Rocket Systems

(b) TurboramJet Systems

(c) Turbojet System

(d) ScramJet Systems

(e) Ramjet Systems

(U) Figure 2-103 shows the propulsion system costs developed for the cost

analysis study. The following discussion relates the details and mechanics of

their development.
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(U) Rocket Systems - Development costs for all rocket acceleration engines are

based on vacuum thrust requirements, which are calculated from the gross takeoff

weight of each model according to the following formula:

Sea level thrust = 1.5 x takeoff gross weight

Vacuum thrust = 1.07 x sea level thrust (for staged configurations)

Vacuum thrust = 1.1 x sea level thrust (for all other configurations)

(U) The majority of the models that employ a rocket engine configuration are

designed to use a cryogenic fuel rocket of the LR-129 class. Development costs

are determined from vacuum thrust using Figure 4-104. The remaining rocket engine

configurations are of the storable fuel MIST (Multi-Purpose In-Space Throttable)

rocket class. Data for the ARES (Advanced Rocket Engine Storable) series of MIST

rockets, based on vacuum thrust requirements, is used to determine development costs

for this class (Figure 4-105).

(U) TurboramJet Systems- TurboramJet development costs are related to the sea

level thrust requirements of each engine, which are found by converting takeoff

gross weight according to the following formula:

Sea level thrust = .942 x takeoff gross weight

(U) Development costs were taken from Figure 4-106 which are based on GE plan-

ning estimates for the GEl4 JZ8 turboramJet engine. Development costs shown in

Figure 4-106 are for JP fueled turboramJet engines. A factor of 1.5 was applied to

obtain the development costs for LH 2 fueled turboramJet engines.

(U) Turbojet Systems - The turbojet development cost was assumed to be written

off in current DOD programs, hence, the HYFAC program was not charged with the turbojet

development cost.

(U) ScramJet Systems - Scramjet development cost is based on a propulsion en-

gineering comparison of two scramJet engines: (i) an engine module of i0 square

feet of engine effective area and (2) a module of 25 square feet of engine effective

area. The engine effective area is calculated from inlet capture area specified on

the aircraft drawing according to the following formula:

Engine Effective Area = .7 inlet capture area (Refer to Figure 4-108)

The comparison demonstrated that considerable economic advantages would result by

developing the smaller engine size and using a greater number of modules per air-

craft than by developing one engine large enough to deliver the thrust required for

a particular vehicle. The conclusion has been to use a cost of $250,000,000 (1969

dollars) for the development cost of a module with an effective area of l0 square

feet as standard for all configurations.

(U) Ramjet Systems - Ramjet development costs for all models are estimated at

$160,000,000 (1969 dollars) based on planning estimates received from engine manu-

facturers.

(U) Booster Rocket (Staged)Systems - Thrust requirements for the rocket cruise

engines in configurations 281, and 282 are determined according to the following
formula:

Vacuum thrust = .25 x takeoff gross weight.
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(U) Development cost for the configuration 281 rocket engine is based on cost

data for the RL-10 rocket class. Costs for the configuration 282 engine are based

on the ARES data, shown in Figure 4-105.

4.12.2.1.5 (U) Support Equipment Design and Systems Integration - The following

CER (Cost Estimating Relationship) was used to derive this cost element:

SED&SI = .047 (OWE) .59 x 106 dollars

where: OWE = Operational Empty Weight of Vehicle.

(U) The CER was obtained from Reference 19.

4.12.2.1.6 (U) Ground Test Facilities - It was found that the only ground test

facilities required were for the new (rubberized) propulsion systems specially

developed for the research program. The following propulsion ground test facilities

costs were used:

(a) TurboramJet (JP) - 3.5 M Dollars (modification cost of an existing facility)

(b) TurboramJet (LH 2) - 5.0 M Dollars (modification cost of an existing

facility)

(c) Rocket - None

(d) Ramjet - 8.0 M Dollars (modification cost of an existing facility)

(e) Convertible ScramJet - 50 M Dollars (new facility cost)

4.12.2.2 (U) Investment Cost Development - Investment costs include: (i) flight

vehicle costs, (2) support costs, (3) launch platform costs and (4) launch vehicle

costs. The investment costs for the airframe and miscellaneous subsystems developed

for the Phase I vehicles are summarized in Figure 4-97.

4.12.2.2.1 (U) Flight Vehicle Investment Cost - The flight vehicle investment

cost consists of the following elements:

(A) Airframe

(B) Miscellaneous subsystems

(C) Propulsion

(D) Avionics

Parameters for the airframe investment costs have been developed based on

relating hours per pound and dollars per pound to the DCPR weight of the flight

research vehicle. Further consideration has been given to the speeds and construc-

tion materials peculiar to the hypersonic vehicles.

(U) The investment costs associated with the airframe and miscellaneous

subsystems for the Phase I HYFAC flight research vehicles were combined and are

I
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shown in total in Figure 4-97. These costs include: (i) airframe material and

labor costs (2) miscellaneous subsystem material and labor costs.

(U) All relationships except propulsion have been converted to the price

level by applying the appropriate MCAIR labor and overhead rates for the 1969 time

period and adding appropriate earnings. These 1969 dollars were then adjusted to

1970 economics consistent _rith the HYFAC work statement. Propulsion dollars

exclude MCAIR loadings since they will be furnished by the government or an
associate contractor.

(U) Airframe and Miscellaneous Subsystems - These combined elements consist

of production labor, material and equipment costs.

(a) Production Labor - Production manhours per pound for previously built

experimental aircraft have been plotted versus the DCPR weight of the

aircraft and an 80% weight correction slope has been established from

these data points. (See Figure 2-12 in Volume V.)

(U) The slope established above is representative of a vehicle consist-

ing primarily of aluminum with some steel construction. The data re-

quires adjustment by a factor which provides for the manufacturing com-

plexities of materials that are considered advanced during the 1970-1975

time frame. Following is a list of the materials used in this study and

the format used to derive construction complexities:

Material % Complexitz

Columbium x h.0 =

T. D. Nickel x ll.0 =

Rene hl x 7.5 =

Titanium x h.5 =

Nose Cone -Mach h.5 and 6 x 1.25 =

Nose Cone -Mach 12 x h.O =

Insulation x 1.O =

Aluminum x 1.0 =

Steel x 1.0 =

Systems x 1.0 =

Other x 1.0 =
I00.0 Weight Complexity

(b)

Manufacturing complexities are based on relationship to aluminum.

Experimental construction manhours per pound were converted to dollars

to give the production price per pound shown in Figure h-107.

Material - Distinction has been made in this study between conventional

materials and advanced materials with the following grouping made:

Conventional Materials Advanced Materials

Aluminum Columbium

Steel T.D. Nickel

Insulation Rene hl

Systems Titanium
Other Nose Cone

(Page 4-18_ is Blank) MCDONNELL AIRCRAF'r
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MCAIR experience has been used to derive material cost/lb for the con-

ventional materials.

(U) Material dollars/lb for the advanced materials are based on the

following:

Material Cost/Lb. Cost/Kilogram

Columbium $600 $1323

T. D. Nickel 75 165

Rene hl 50 ii0

Titanium 50 ii0

Ablative Material

Nose Cone (Mach 12) 600 1323

Nose Cone (Mach 150 331

These costs were obtained from Ref. (23) and other internal sources.

(c) Equipment - The method used to derive the investment cost of the equipment

was presented in Section _.12.2,1.1 and is illustrated in Figure h-llT.

(U) Propulsion - Recurring propulsion costs for the various engine types are

based on the following parameters:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Rocket Systems - Vacuum Thrust Requirement

Turboram_et Systems - Sea Level Thrust Requirement

Scram_et systems - Engine Effective Area

Ramjet Systems- Dry Engine Weight

(i) Rocket Systems - Recurring costs for all rocket engines are based on

vacuum thrust requirements, which are calculated from the take-off gross weight of

each configuration according to the following formulae:

Sea Level Thrust - 1.5 take-off gross weight

Vacuum Thrust = 1.07 x sea level thrust (for staged configurations)

Vacuum Thrust - 1.1 x sea level thrust (for all other configurations)

The majority of the configurations that employ a rocket engine are designed to

use a cryogenic fuel rocket of the LR-129 class. The LR-129 data for production

costs of 100, 200 and 500 units versus engine vacuum thrust has been extrapolated

back to the first unit to obtain recurring rocket propulsion costs, (See Figure

5-104.) The remaining rocket engine configurations are of the storable fuel MIST

(Multi-purpose In-Space Throttlable) rocket class. Data for the ARES series of

MIST rockets, based on vacuum thrust requirements, is used to determine investment

costs for this class. (See Figure 4-105.)
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(2) Turboram_et Systems - TurboramJet costs are related to the sea level

thrust requirements of each engine, which are found by converting take-off gross

weight according to the following formula:

Sea Level Thrust = .942 x take-off gross weight

Recurring costs are taken from Figure h-106.

(3) Scram_et Systems - ScramJet investment costs are based on engine

effective area, which is calculated from inlet capture area specified on the

aircraft drawing according to the following formula:

Engine Effective Area = .7 x inlet capture area (Ref. Figure h-108)

To facilitate the development of scramJet engine costs, a basic scramJet engine

module with an effective area of l0 square feet has been used.

(U) In order to calculate scramJet investment costs, the total engine

effective area required for a vehicle is expressed as the number of modules of l0

square feet of effective engine area that are needed. The number of modules re-

quired per flight vehicle is then multiplied by three (3 vehicles required in pro-

gram) to give a total order quantity. Figure h-108, relating delivered costs per

module to number of modules manufactured, is derived from propulsion manufacturers'

data. Cost per module was read from this graph at the total number of modules re-

quired, and then multiplied by the number of modules per vehicle to give a recurring

propulsion cost per ship set.

(4) Ramjet Systems - Ramjet recurring engine cost has been estimated at

9550 per pound of dry engine weight.

(5) Sta_ed Systems - Thrust requirements for the rocket cruise engines

in configurations 281 and 282 are determined according to the following formula:

Vacuum Thrust = .25 x take-off gross weight

The recurring cost for the configuration 281 rocket engine is based on cost data for

the EL-10 rocket class while the recurring cost for the configuration 282 engine is

based on the ARES data (Figure h-105). Configurations 220 and 280 are also staged

systems. The cruise engine for configuration 220 is a ramjet and is costed by dry

engine weight in the same manner as other ramjet systems. Configuration 280 is a

scramJet configuration and is costed on the basis of the engine effective area con-

sistent with other scram_et systems. Smaller thrust requirements for these models

result in reduced engine size or weight. Costs therefore can be determined directly

from the applicable figures without making further adjustments.

(6) Turbojet Systems -An investment cost of $92h,000 per engine was

used for the turbojet engine employed.

(U) Avionics - Current costs for electronic equipment indicate recurring costs

of $1,000/lb ($2,205/kg). This includes many advanced and complex electronic items.

Since the development of new electronics for the vehicles in this study will be held

at a minimum and items already developed used when available, the recurring costs

have been reduced to $500/lb ($1,102/kg).

l
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h.12.2.2.2 (U) Support Costs - Includes AGE, training equipment, initial stocks

and initial transportation investment costs.

(U) AGE Costs - AGE costs were generated by multiplying the total flight
vehicle investment cost by a factor of 15 percent.

(U) Training Equipment - Training equipment is applicable to the manned flight
vehicles only and was estimated to be $5 million dollars which is the cost of a

dynamic type simulator. Ref. (16) was used as a basis for this estimate.

(U) Initial Stocks - Initial stocks consist of the cost of 7 spare propulsion

systems and AGE spares. AGE spares are estimated by multiplying the AGE investment
cost by a factor of l0 percent.

(U) Initial Training - Includes the costs required to train the test pilots

and was computed by multiplying the number of test pilots assigned to the program
(20) by the training cost per pilot ($50,000).

(U) Initial Transportation - The initial transportation cost was computed by

summing the AGE, AGE spares, training equipment, engine spares, propellants, and

vehicle refurbishment material costs and multiplying the sum by a factor of
2 percent.

h.12.2.2.3 (U) Launch Platform Costs - Launch platform costs consists of the cost

to modify the launch aircraft to carry the air launched vehicles and the cost of the

launcher required to launch the VT0 configurations. Launch aircraft modification

costs are shown in Figure 4-109 and were computed by multiplying the TOGW of the

air launched flight vehicles by $75 which was generated from X-15 cost data.

Launchers required for the VTO configurations were estimated to cost $1 million

dollars per launcher. Two launchers are required for the VTO configurations.

_.12.2.2.4 (U) Launch Vehicle Cost - This cost consists of the investment cost of

the Thor and Atlas launch vehicles required to launch the Mach 6 and 12 staged

configurations. The Thor was priced at $500,000 per booster while the Atlas was

priced at $1,6h7,000 per booster. It was assumed that the design and development

cost associated with mating the flight research vehicle to the launch vehicle was

negligible. Therefore no cost allowance was made for this item.

h.12.2.3 (U) Operating Cost and Development - Operating costs are those costs

associated with the maintenance and operation of the facilities and the flight

and support equipment associated with the flight research program and are divided

into two categories; namely, (1) those that vary with the number of flights and
(2) those that vary with program duration.

The operating costs that vary with the number of flights are:

o Range Operating Cost (first part of the range user cost)

o Escort Aircraft and Logistics

o Vehicle Refurbishment Cost

o Propellant Cost

_N_ILL AI_AP'F
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(U) FIGURE 4-109

LAUNCH PLATFORM MODIFICATION COST

MODEL

NO.

204

205

207

232

233

234

284

FLT. VEH.

TOGW

(LB)

25,079

25,740

43,000

69,700

74,780

96,050

73,780

kg

11,376

11,675

19,504

31,615

33,920

43,568

33,466

$/LB

75
75
75
75
75
75
75

MOD. COST

_/kg

165.35

165.35

165.35

165.35

165.35

165.35

165.35

MOD. COST

ONE ACFT

$

i,88o,925

1,930,500

3,225,000

5,227,5oo
5,608,500

7,203,750

5,533,500

MOD. COST

TWO ACFT

$

3,761,850

3,861,000

6,450,000

10,455,00o

Ii ,207,000

14,407,5o0

ii,067,000

(1) Based on cost to modify B-52 for X-15 program.

MODEL

NO.

204

2O5

2O7
232

233
234
284

LAUNCH ACFT.

Launch Platform Op_

B-52

B-52

B-52

C-SA

C-SA

C-5A
C-5A

LAUNCH ACFT.

COST PER FLT.

($)

13,8oo (1)

i3,8oo (i)

13,800 (i)

12,700 (2)

12,7oo (2)

12,700 (2)
12,700 (2)

rating Cost

NO. OF

FLIGHTS

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

TOTAL

($)

2,484,000

2,484,000

2,484,000
2,286,000

2,286,000

2,286,000

2,286,000

i) Based on B-52 operating cost incurred for X-15 program.

2) Based on ratio of C-5A and the B-52 POL and maint, cost per flying hr. x B-52

cost per flight.

I
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o Transportation Cost

o Launch Platform Operating Cost

o Launch Service Cost

Operating costs that vary with program duration are:

o Range Support Cost - includes base engineering and fire protection costs

(second part of the range user cost)

o AGE Maintenance

o General Purpose Maintenance Support

o Pilot Pay and Support Personnel Pay

(U) A summary of the operating costs developed for the flight research

vehicle configurations is presented in Figure h-ll0. The data pertaining to the

number of flights and program duration was obtained from Figure h-Ill which presents

the mission times, the flight frequency and the test times for each flight research

facility. The refurbishment cost is the largest of all the operating cost elements;

consequently, this cost element drives the operating costs.

4.12.2.3.1 (U) Range User Costs - Range user costs consist of the range operating

cost which was obtained by multiplying $21,500 per flight times the number of

flights and the base engineering and fire protection cost which was obtained by

multiplying $253,000 per year times the program duration. Both of these factors

were generated from the X-15 cost and operations data and escalated to 1970 dollars.

4.12.2.3.2 (U) Escort Aircraft and Logistics - This cost element was derived on

the basis of $11,O00 per flight and was taken from X-15 cost and operations data and

escalated to 1970 economics.

4.12.2.3.3 (U) Vehicle RefUrbishment Cost - Figure 4-112 presents the vehicle

refurbishment costs. Essentially, the vehicle refurbishment cost is the product of

the refurbishment percentage parameter (1.5 to 2.5%), the vehicle investment cost

and the number of flights.

4.12.2.3._ (U) Propellant Cost -The propellant costs are presented in Figure

4-113. The propellant cost is the product of the propellant cost per flight and

the number of flights. Utilization factors were applied to the propellant require-

ments to account for propellants purchased but not used due to boil-off, spillage,

line loss, contamination, sub-cooling, etc.

_.12.2.3.5 (U) AGE Maintenance - AGE maintenance costs were generated by multiply-

ing the AGE investment cost by a factor of 3% per year times the program duration.

The 3% factor was obtained from Ref. (19).

_.12.2.3.6 (U) General Purpose Maintenance Support - General purpose maintenance

support costs were obtained by multiplying the program duration by a factor of

(Page 4-194 is Blank)
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$i00,000 per year. This factor was generated from X-15 cost and operation data

and escalated to 1970 economics.

4.12.2.3.7 (U) Transportation Cost - Transportation costs are shown in Figure

4-112. It was assumed that the C-SA transport would transport the flight vehicle

from the recovery sites to the launch slte(s). The cost per flying hour ($811) used

for the C-SA was obtained from Ref. (24) and is the charge quoted for the MATS air-

lift industrial fund concept. The long range cruise speed used for the C-5A

aircraft was h20 knots. The following criteria was used in the development of the

transportation time from the recovery sites to the launch sites:

(a) Edwards to Walker AFB - 670 rim/440 Knots (1,2hlKM/814KM/HR) = 1.53 hrs.

(b)

(c)
1.59 hrs.

Edwards to Dyess AFB - 930 nm/420 Knots (1,722KM/814KM/HR) = 2.12 hrs.

Barksdale AFB to Cape Kennedy - 700 nm/2_0 Knots (I,296KM/81hKM/HR) =

(d) Edwards to Homestead AFB - 2,150 nm/2h0 Knots (3,982KM/812KM/HR) =

2.89 hrs.

(e) Edwards to Loring AFB - 3,375 nm/220 Knots (6,251KM/814KM/HR) = 7.67 hrs.

(f) Edwards to Kennedy AFB - 2,100 nm/hh0 Knots (3,889KM/81hY_4/HR) = 4.77 hrs.

(U) The transportation costs shown in Figure 4-11h represents the round trip

costs as it was assumed that the C-5A flies back to the recovery site after delivery

of the flight research vehicle to the respective launch site.

_.12.2.3.8 (U) Pilot Pay and Support Personnel Pay - Pilot pay was generated by

multiplying the pilot pay ($50,000/yr) times the number of pilots in the progra_n
per year (2) times the program duration which is 5 years for all the manned

vehicle configurations. Support personnel requirements were generated from the

following CER (Cost Estimating Relationship):

sP = [2 (50 x 2o (LPM) x (TOGW13_,000) .33]

where: LPM = launches per month

TOGW = Vehicle take-off gross weight in pounds

(U) The CER was obtained from Ref. llg) and adjusted using X-15 data. Support

personnel were priced at $20,000 per year. Hence, support personnel costs were

obtained by multiplying the number of support personnel required times the support

personnel pay per year times the program duration.

h.12.2.3.9 (U) Launch Platform 0peratin_ Cos _ - Launch platform operating costs

consist of the operating costs associated with the launch aircraft and VTO

launchers. The launch platform aircraft operating costs are shown in Figure 4-109.

Operating costs associated with the VTO launchers were computed by multiplying the

investment cost of the launcher by a factor of 5% for each year of operation.

KE)_AfNELL AIROIIAIrr
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4.12.2.3.10 (U) Launch Service Cost - The launch service cost is the cost

associated with the assembly, check-out, fueling and launching the Thor and Atlas

launch vehicles from Cape Kennedy. A launch service cost of $195,000 per launch

was used for the Thor launch vehicles while a launch service cost of $2h7,900 per

launch was used for the Atlas launch vehicles. These costs were generated from

Douglas and General Dynamics data and adjusted for quantity.

4.12.3 (U) DATA APPLICATION - In order to demonstrate the application of the cost-

ing data derived in Sections h.12.2.1 and h.12.2.2, calculation of the estimated

costs for the Air Launched, Mach 12, Rocket, manned vehicle (Configuration 250)

is presented in the following example. Frequent reference is made to data

derivations and methodology in Sections 4.12.2.1 and h.12.2.2, and those sections

should be consulted for the origin of methods employed in this example. All prices

are calculated in 1969 economics and then adjusted to 1970 economics.

h.12.3.1 (U) RDT&E Cost Development Application - The following discussion shows

the development of the RDT&E cost for configuration 250. The RDT&E costs associated

with support equipment design and systems integration and test facilities are not

shown here; however, their development is shown in Figure h-95.

(i) Airframe Design and Development - The airframe design and development test

costs were computed in total for configuration 250 and are included in the airframe

engineering cost.

(A) Airframe Engineering - Figure h-ll5 is a summary of material and

equipment weights for the configuration 250. Deductions applicable

to this model are made from the empty weight of the configuration in

order to arrive at the DCPR weight of 24,253 pounds (ll,0h6 kg). The

engineering price per pound is taken from Figure h-97 in Section

h.12.2.1.i at the DCPR weight of 24,353 pounds and specified velocity

of Mach 12. The engineering price for this configuration is $7,550

per pound ($16,6h5/kg). The price per pound or kg times the DCPR

weight of 2h,353 pounds or 11,046 kg is $183,865,000. This price is

based on the 0.ii0 ibs./in.3 (.003 kg/cm 3) material density shown in

Figure h-99, and must be adjusted to the material density of the con-

figuration 250.

Figure h-l16 derives the material density of 0.16h ibs./in. 3 (.00h5

kg/cm3) for this configuration and a density adjustment factor of

0.67. The $183,865,000 x 0.67 yields the adjusted engineering price

of $123,190,000. This price when adjusted to 1970 economics is

$130,000,000.

(B) Miscellaneous Subsystem Development - Figure 4-117, summarizes the

equipment weights for this configuration. Recurring equipment price

is $745,000. This price multiplied by a factor of four as determined

in Section 4.12.2.1.1 gives a development price of $2,980,000. This

equipment design and development price is $3,159,000 when adjusted

for 1970 economics.
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(U) FIGURE 4-115

DCPR WEIGHT FOR CONFIGURATION 250

Structure

Aluminum

Steel

Titanium

Rene 41

T.D. Nickel

Columbium

Nose Cone

Insulation

Other

Subtotal Structure Weight

Equipment

NLG Wheels Tires and Brake_

MID Wheels Tires and Brakes

Power Plant and Fuel Systen

Controls and Hydraulics

Electrical

Instruments

Furnishings and Equipment
Electronics

Environmental Control System

Total Systems Weight

Total Weight

Weight Empty

lb

7249

1466

1464

4142

435
2065

150
1460

1357

kg

3288
665

664

1879

197

937

68
662

616

89--VCC-

DCPR

Deductions

kg

DCPR

Weight

Ib i

19788 8976

58
254

3700

1825

121o

175
28o

450
250

26
i15

1678

828
549
79
127
204

llh

58

254

2380

0

396

105

0

369

75

26

115

108o
0

180

48
0

167

34
-_ 372O

27990 12696

i

3637

l

i

1650

0 0

0 0

1320 598

1825 828

814 369

70 31

280 127

81 37

175 8o
-_ 2o7o

24353 11046

DCPR Deductions

NLG Wheels Tires and Brakes

MLG Wheels Tires and Brakes

Engines

Power Source 660 ib x .60 (299 kg x .60)

Instruments 175 ib x .60* ( 79 kg x .60*)

Electronics 450 ib x .82 (204 kg x .82)

ECS 250 ib x .30" (114 kg x .30)

ib

254
2380
396

105

369

75

115

1080

180

48
167

34

Total DCPR Deductions

*Based on F-4 Weight Data

I
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(U) FIGURE 4-116

MATERIAL DENSITY FOR CONFIGURATION 250

Material

Columbium

T. D. Nickel

Rene 41

Titanium

Nose Cone

Subtotal

Advanced Material

Insulation

Aluminum

Other

Steel

Systems
Subtotal

Normal Material

i460

7249

1357

1466

Total DCPR Weight . _4353|

Weighted Density = 16._33 = .164
IO0

I DCPR
Wei :ht

ib kg

I
2O65 937

435 197

h142 1879

1464 664

683 -57rf

662
3288

616
665

7302

11o_7

.110
Material Density Adjustment Factor = .1--_ = .67

O Includes:

Percent

Of DCPR

Weight

8._8

1.79

17.01
6.01
.62

33.91

6.00

29.76

5.57
6.02

18.74

Controls and Hydraulics - 1825 lbs. (828 kg)

Furnishings & Equipment - 280 lbs. (127 kg)

Fuel System - 1320 lbs. (599 kg)

Electrical System - 550 lbs. (250 kg)

ECS - 175 lbs. ( 79 kg)

Electronics - 81 ibs. ( 37 kg)

Instruments - 70 lbs. ( 32 kg)

Power Source - 264 ibs. (120 kg)

Total 4565 ibs. 2072 kg

T Material

Density

.326

.322

.298

.160
• 200

•001

•i00

.ll0

.213

•ll0

i t

Weighted

Density
x i00

2.76h

•576

5.069

.962

.12h

9.x 

.006

2.976

.613

1.262

2.061

_.938

KDONNELL AIKRAIrl"
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Wheels, Tires, Brakes

Power Plant and

Fuel System

Controls and Hydraulics

Electrical

Instruments

Furnishings and

Equipment

Ejection Seat

Environmental

Control System

Sub tot al

Total Price

(U) FIGURE 4-117

EQUIPMENT COSTS FOR CONFIGURATION 250

Cost Weight Ilnvestment

$/ib $/kg ib ' .kg i Cost

$ 16.50 $ 36.25 I $ 5,148

81.00

75.75

156.00

267.00

41.70

148.00

178.5o

166.96

343.83

591.45

92.15

324.57

312 142

132o 599

1825 828

1210 549

175 79

137 62

143 65

250 114

i106,920

138,244

188,760

146,725

5,713

_ 38,865(3 )
;

i

37,000

i$563,375
t
I i. 322 (_)
l

_744,8oo

Development

Cost

$ 20,592

427,680

552,976

755,040

186,900

22,852

139,460

148,000

$2,253,500

i. 322_

$2,97_ ,000

Q Factor which is made up of the following costs:

(1) Procurement expense

(2) General and administrative costs

(3) Earnings

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(c) Test Hardware - As explained in Section 4.12.2.1.1, the test hardware

is 20% of production labor ($18,156,000 from Section 4.12.3.2 (a))plus

material, _4,604,000 from Section 4.12.3.2 (b))or $4,152,000. Since

production and material are already in 1970 dollars, this figure re-

quires no further adjustment.

(D) Pre-deliver_r Fligh t Test - The following computations involve compila-
tion of flight test costs as explained in Section h.12.2.1.i.

Engineering

125,870 hrs x $13.hO/hr (Engr. Rate) = $1,686,658

Production

54,237 hrs x $13.53/hr (Prod. Rate) = 733,827

Material

$22,310 x 2.49 (Mat. Adj. Factor) x 1.202

(Proc. Factor) = 66,774

Travel and Per Diem

$157,498 x 1.710 (Econ. Factor) x 1.138

(G&A Factor) = 269,322

Pilot Compensation

$17,165 x 1.710 (Econ. Factor) x 1.138 (G&A Factor) = 33,403

$2,827,000*

*Transportation and propellant costs not shown in example. These

costs add $230,000 to the adjusted total cost.

(U) Costs remain constant, with the exception of material, for all configura-

tions. The factor of 2.49 used to adjust material dollars is the ratio of $91.74

per pound ($202/kg) of material for this configuration (from Section 4.12.3.2) to

$36.79 per pound ($81/kg) of basic material. Factors have been applied for procure-

ment and general and administrative expenses. Allowing earnings of 10% and an eco-

nomic factor for 1970 dollars, the price for predelivery flight test is $3,297,000.

The basic hours _d dollars used were obtained from the F-4 program and adjusted for

the HYFAC program.

(2) Tooling - The tooling price of $3,166,000 is equal to the DCPR weight of

24,353 ibs. (11,046 kg) times the tooling price of $130 per ib ($287/kg) obtained

from Figure 4-102 developed in Section 4.12.2.1.2.

(U) The average weighted tooling complexity is found in the following

manner; using material factors from MCAIR historical data.

Fraction

Tooling Weighted

Complexity Complexity
Factor Factor

Advanced Material •3391 x 7.5 =

Conventional Material .6609 x 1.0 =

Weighted Complexity =

2.5£3

0.661

This weighted factor of 3.2 times the tooling price of $3,166,000 is $i0,i00,000

and becomes $10,700,000 when adjusted to 1970 dollars.

MCDONNELL AIII_RAIrr
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(3) Avionics Development - Electronics equipment weight times $500 per pound

($1,102/kg) as explained in Section 4.12.2.1.3 is $225,000. Avionics development

cost is ten times the unit cost or $2,225,000. Adding procurement expense, general

and administrative expense and earnings, the price is $2,976,000. When adjusted to

1970 dollars, the price is $3,155,000.

(4) Propulsion Development - The take-off gross weight for the configuration

250 is 130,040 pounds (58,985 kg). By using the formula specified in Section
4.12.2.1.4, the vacuum thrust requirement for the rocket en=ine to be used in this

model is 214,566 pounds (954,437 Netwons). Development cost of this engine is then

determined directly from Figure 4-104. As explained in Section 4.12.2.1, propulsion

is assumed to be GFAE or supplied by an associate contractor; therefore, no MCAIR

loadings have been applied. Propulsion development is $160,000,000 in 1969 dollars

or $169,599,000 in 1970 dollars.

(U) Development Cost Summary - The following is a summary of configuration

250 development costs which have been calculated in Section 4.12.3.1

Airframe Design and Development

Engineering Design

and Development $130,457,000

Equipment Development 3,159_000

Subtotal $133,616,0oo

Predelivery Flight Test 3,297,000

Test Hardware 4,152,000

Tooling i0_724_000

Total Airframe _151,789,000

Avionics Development 3,155,000

Propulsion Development 169,600,000

Total Development Cost Less Support Equipment

Design and Systems Integration and Ground Test

Facilities Costs

$324,544,000

4.12.3.2 (U) Investment Cost Development Application - The investment cost for

configuration 250 is shown in the following discussion. Frequent reference is made

to data derivations and methodology in Section 4.12.2.2, and this section should be

consulted for the origin of methods employed in this example. All prices are calcu-

lated in 1969 economics and then adjusted to 1970 economics.
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(A ) Air frame

(a) Production Labor - Figure 4-i07 developed in Section 4.12.2.2.1 is

used to determine the production labor price estimate. For 24,353 lb (11,046 kg)

DCPR weight, price of $253 per pound is read and then multiplied by the DCPR

weight to give a production labor price estimate of $6,161,000 based on aluminum
structure.

(U) Figure h-ll8 summarizes materials from Figure 4-115 as percentages of

DCPR weight. These percentages are multiplied by the individual production com-

plexities to give a weighted production complexity of 2.78 for this configuration.

This factor times the base price of $6,161,000 equals $17,128,000.

economics, this price is $18,156,000.

(U) FIGURE 4-118 '

PRODUCTION COMPLEXITY FOR CONFIGURATION 250

Adjusted to 1970

Weighted

Material % Complexity Complexity

Columbium

T. D. Nickel

Rene 41

Titanium

Nose Cone

Subtotal Advanced Material

8.48

1.79

17.01

6.01

.62

33.91

6.00

4.0

ll. 5

7.5

h.5

h.0

1.0Insulation

33.92

20.59

127.58

27.05

2.h8

211.62

6.00

Aluminum

Other

Steel

Systems

Subtotal Conventional Material

Total

29.76

5.57

6.02

18.74

66.09

i00.00

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

29.76

5.57

6.O2

18.74

66.09

277.71

277"[i 2.78
Average Weighted Complexity = i00 =

itfCNNNELL AIII_RAFT"
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(b) Material - Material weights are summarized from Figure 4-115 and

multiplied by their respective costs per pound from Section 4.12.2.2.1 to obtain
total material cost as follows (Figure 4-119):

(U) FIGURE 4--119

MATERIAL WEIGHT SUMMARYFOR CONFIGURATION 250

Wt. From

Figure 4-115 Dollars Unit

(ib) (kg) Per Pound Per k_ Dollars

Basic Material 16,097 7,301 36.79 81.09 $ 592,000

(Including Systems)

Columbium 2,065 937 600.00 1322.31 1,239,000

T. D. Nickel 435 197 75.00 167.51 33,000

Rene' 41 4,142 1,879 50.00 ii0.I0 207,000

Titanium 1,464 664 50.00 ii0.i0 73,000

Nose Cone 150 68 600.00 1323.54 901000

Subtotal 24,353 ii,046 91.73 202.25

Total Material Cost $2_2347000

Allowing 10% earnings and adjusting to 1970 economics, the material price is

$2,604,000.

(B) Miscellaneous Subsystems - The recurring equipment price of $745,000

obtained from Figure 4-117, and adjusted for 1970 economics is $790,000.

(C) Propulsion - Vacuum thrust requirement for the engine is 214,566 Ib,

(954,437 N) (see Section 4.12.2.2.1). Recurring cost is $1,550,000 taken from

Figure 4-104. As explained in Section h.12.3.1, propulsion is assumed to be

GFAE or supplied by an associate contractor; therefore, no further factors are

applied. The investment propulsion cost is $1,643,000 in 1970 dollars.

I
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(D) Avionics - The recurring avionics price was estimated on the basis

described in Section h.12.2.2.1 and is $958,000, adjusted for 1970 economics,

the price is $1,015,000. The payload instrumentation weight of 1000 lbs (hSh kgs)

was added to the electronics weight of 450 lbs (204 kgs) and the recurring cost

was computed on the basis of $500/lb x 1_50 lbs. Loading and economic adjustment

factors were then applied to obtain the recurring cost of $1,015,000.

(E) Investment Cost Summary - The following is a summary of the configuration

250 estimated recuring prices which have been calculated in Section 4.12.3.2.

Airframe and Subsystems

Production Labor $18,156,000

Material 2,604,000

Equipment 7901000

Total $21,550,000

Avionics 1,O15,000

Propulsion 1,6431000

Total Unit Price $24,208,000

4.12.4 (U) COST SUMMARY - This section presents the results of the cost study

summarized for the flight research vehicles studied in the Phase I study.

(U) The RDT&E cost summary is presented in Figure 4-120. RDT&E costs are

presented with and without propulsion development costs to show the cost impact of

the propulsion systems' development costs on the total RDT&E costs. It can readily

be seen from Figure 4-120 that propulsion development costs are a major portion of

the total RDT&E cost.

(U) The total program cost for each flight research vehicle configuration is

presented in Figure 4-121. Each of the cost elements are presented together with

their respective costs to allow for cost comparisons and to show those costs which

drive the total system costs.

(U) In addition to the flight vehicle costs presented in Figure h-121, total

proKram co__stswere derived for configurations 290, 291, 292 and 256 HID and are

30 M, 50 M, 75 M, and 660 M dollars respectively. Costs for configurations 290,

291, 292 and 256 HID were based on available data for the HL-IO, X-24, F-IO6X and

HYFAC configuration 256 and adjusted to reflect changes in the size, shape and

systems requirements.
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(U) In summary, Figure 4-122 presents a cost summary comparison of configura-

tions within the six different cost models in decending order with respect to their

total system cost. The significant contributing factors that influence flight
research vehicle.costs are:

(a) Type of propulsion system employed - Rocket and ramjet propulsion systems

are the least expensive propulsion systems while turbojets and turboramJets are the

most expensive propulsion systems considered in the Phase I study.

(b) Percentage of advanced material used in the airframe - Advanced materials

are approximately l0 times more expensive than conventional materials.

(c) Control mode (manned vs unmanned) - Unmanned systems in general are

lighter in weight than their manned counterpart vehicles. This weight decrease is

reflected in decreased airframe and miscellaneous subsystem costs. However, the

cost of avionic equipment is greater for unmanned vehicles due to the fact that

the electronic equipment weight is approximately twice that for the manned counter-

part vehicle.

h.13 DATA SUMMARIES

(U) A broad group of flight research facilities were studied during Phase I.

This section presents summaries of their design characteristics and performance,

their weights, and their costs.

h.13.1 (U) DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE - Each configuration evaluated

during Phase I is described in the following section. A brief word description

followed by a general arrangement three-view drawing is presented for each concept

as initially drawn for the sizing process. Figure h'123 summarizes the results of

the performance calculations and lists the design characteristics of each config-

uration. Bar chart summaries of the weight and cost for each vehicle are presented.
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(U) FIGURE 4-122

COST COMPARISONSUMMARY

MACH

COST MODEL NO.

4.5

6.0

6.0

6.0

12.0

I. 12.0

[HTO, M, LR) 12.O
12.0

12.0

12.0
12.0

12.0

12.0

6.0

6.0

2. 12.0

',AIR, M, LR) 12.0

12.0

3. 12.0

[VT9 , M, LR) 12.0

coNFIGURATIONS

2OO

210

213

214

255

254

257

253

251

256

252

25O

TOTAL SYS.

COST

W/PROP. (_)
(I

574.O50

1,122.'511

663.372

348.421

1,077.576

CONFIGURATIONS

)

200

210

213
214

257

TOTAL SYS

COST

W/0 PROP($)

(i)

310.852

561.011

371.952

263.621

587.135

250 J2S

994.274

902.133

735.548

691.461

634.906

628.457

620.877

253

255
25O

251

254

256

252

J2S

572.308

559.060
545.984

509.142

506.497
491.807

456.737

205

2O7

5_5.984

....._803.330
573.473

232 809.031

234 564.224

233 483.966

271

270

4.

IHTO,ON, U_) 12.0 285

5. . 6.0 204[AI#,.uN, LR)_ 12.0 "'284

6. 6.0 221
6.0 220

(BOOST VTO, ON, LRIWR) 12.o 280
12.0 282

12.0 281

1,o"4.962
634.991

61_.247

25O

205

2.07
234
232
233

271
270

285,,

779.896 204
472"23_ - i . 2#4

312.143 221

310.040 220

485.886 282
222.3O4 280

184,.,.259 281

h_1.278

400.830

313.8_3
425.895

375. 314

3_6_767
533.866

454. 792

450.812

385.346

353.713

134.143

132.040

179.480

170.888

163.059

(1) Cost in millions of dollars (1970)

HTO - Horizontal take-off

AIR-Air Launched

VTO - Vertical take-off

Boost VT0 - Booster used to launch vehicle

M - Manned

UN - Unmanned

LR - Land recovery

WR - Water recovery

I
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(U) FIGURE 4-124

CONFIGURATION -200

This is a Mach _.5 manned, _ring-body, JP fueled vehicle. It takes off hori-

zontally using the turbojet mode of the turboramJet propulsion system. Turbojet

power accelerates the vehicle to Mach 1.O where dual mode operation is initiated

with the ramjet supplying thrust to augment the turbojet thrust to Mach 3.5. At

this point, the turbojet mode is shut do_-n and the ramjet mode is the primary

power accelerating the vehicle to Mach h.5. The ramjet mode is throttled back

to maintain the Mach h.5 cruise speed for the full test period. The dual mode

propulsion system incorporates an inlet air induction system with horizontal

variable ramps.

The final portion of the flight is an unpowered maximum L/D glide with an

unpowered approach and landing.

°

_J

l
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(U) FIGURE4-125
COST,HEIGHTSUMMARY

WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 200

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST

56.3 ft (17.2m)

h68 ft2(h3.5m 2)

18,600 lb (SLSU)
82,732 N

18,6ooib (SLSU)
82,732 N

LAUNCH HT0

CONTROL MODE MANNED

ACCEL ENG/FUEL TRJ/JP

CRUISE ENG/FUEL T_J/JP

/5

1

o

Ii:

:iii_h<i._....;. •

, ',

I

[ " ,

I',

1 ,

"_ ., i" "

' t

L

/j W_'I6/-/T ,_'IO00 1.8
,'..../0 O0 I¢<_

p_am_i_l,/ O.'='E_T/CW - 5 yR5
_L / c_,',"r_J - ,225

/HVZ'ST"Af_'_r /2.5". 977

I_DT_" 35"7. 88.9'
Orh'_R 2.S'. Z/S"

PRoP#Ls/o// Z_9.6 98

TZr_T ,=21C/g. 3.S00

8oo

•4 _,_O
N

S'O0

.%,
_. 9_oo

.J

-'-t

v,l

--_I00

-_0

COST" /V//L L/ON$ OF ,_L_
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_(U.) FIGURE 4-_126

CONF IGU RATION -201

This vehicle is a Mach 4.5, manned, all body, horizontal takeoff aircraft.

A propulsion pod on the lower surface houses a JP fueled turboramJet engine with

an inlet air induction system utilizing horizontal variable ramps. Engine mode

operation for this configuration is the same as that noted for Configuration -200.

Design convergence was not achieved for this aircraft (Ref. Section 4.9.4) so

performance characteristics, weights and cost data are not shown.

I f
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I
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(U) FIGURE 4-127

CONFIGURATION -204 AND -205

These two vehicles are essentially the same; Mach 6, wing body, air launched,

turboramJet powered, hydrogen fueled aircraft. Both vehicles utilize horizontal

variable inlet ramps for the air induction system. Configuration -205 is illustra-

ted below and is a man controlled vehicle. Configuration -204 is unmanned and

would have the same appearance except the cockpit and canopy are removed permit-
ting a smooth upper sheer line.

The turbojet mode of the dual mode propulsion system is used to accelerate

the vehicle to Hach 1.0 when the ramjet mode is ignited and its thrust augments

the turbojet thrust. At Mach 3.5 the turbojet mode is shut down and the ramjet

thrust continues to accelerate to Mach 6. At cruise Mach number the ramjet is

throttled to provide cruise thrust for the stablized Mach 6 cruise flight over

the full test time period.

The final segment of the flight is an unpowered maximum L/D glide with an

unpowered approach and landing.

, i

I '

I_----' : '_-:-':-- " "- ---'-

"' ZSTATIC GROUND LINE

I
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MACH NO. 6.0

(U) FIGURE4-128
',COST_EIGHT SUMMARY

WINGBODY CONFIGURATIONNO. 204

LENOT_ 55.6 ft(17z)

Sp 6O5 Zt2(56.2m2)

THRUST 20,06h Ib (SLSU)
89,247 N

THRUST 20,06h Ib (SLSU)
89,247 N

i

I

_7.- " '""

I

/5-

O"

_

,

J

I

3O .7"OG IM

. P4/g/..
OW_"

20-

]!,
_ i_Q=t P.A",¢_o

2z,, oo
95"92.

,_,553

4 @"/'5

%%

k%

//

//

/i

Wg/_HT ,,.. / 000
,_ /000 ,'_=;

[3

LAUNCH AIR

CONTROL MODE UNMANNED

ACCEL ENG/_ TRJ/LH 2

CRUISE ENG/FUEL TRJ/LH 2

" :i oo,

OP_._AT/H_ /2.','.9,_ :700

1ttll_7"14_'NT 158. ¥8.9

Om','t,,_ 3Z.'/31 <_

,¢_ROPllI._I_R' 3P)..{,_

m

D;,',,

I

[&oo

_ S'oo

0

.3oo

!

,0o

-- -0
COST" "" MILI, IOI_ OF" _DO_

1970 _C, ONOtv/t_S
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5 _

Oi

K_

MACH NO. 6.0

(U) FIGURE4-129
'COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 205

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST

56.h ft(17.2m)

615 ft2(ST.im 2)

20,600 ib (SLSU)
91,629 N

20,600 Ib (SLSU)
91,629 N

t

L .

!

t

t

|•
r_

4O ,"-

i
|-

30 - 7"0 G _

20

I0

FuaL. _ T40 "_

!ow E
PPZ)P/.JAS/ON 9502. ,,,

t
÷
15T_Z/¢ TU_ 8&80
[: .

WEI6HT",- /000 ?._

_/ 00o lC_

LAUNCH AIR

CONTROL HODE MANNED

ACCEL E_G/FUEL TRJ/LH 2

CRUISE ENG/FUEL TRJ/LH 2

NO, _F ,r-z./,_/47" _ tSO ,:

O,=-t RA T/ /,'4, 12, 9 . _; 0..¢'

i t
//YYF.g Th4jE/VT" /G.9, 3/,_ I

I

JR.Dr'/,s .._ _, ,//o

O TII_._ _. 9.88,.¢

T.. T'

PRC.='z/Lm'ON _97".S'00

r'EmT FAd_. _.0(:_

A/ICF"RA ME 72, 02_._

, (
,

".,: 4500

700

[vo e:,o|
- 400

d
R

300

I

N ZOO
V,

COST---IN MILLIOI_ OF" DOLLI_R<J
1970 ECO,VOM/_S
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(,

(U) FIGURE 4-130

CONFIGURATION -206

This is a Mach 6.0, manned, all body, air launched, vehicle. The propulsion

pod on the lower surface of the vehicle houses the hydrogen fueled turboramJet

engine and the inlet air induction system with horizontal variable inlet ramps.

The engine operation is the same as Configuration -205. Design convergence was not

achieved for this vehicle (Ref. Section 4.9.4) so performance characteristics

veights and cost data are not presented.
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(U) FIGURE4-131

CONFIGURATION-207

This vehicle is a Mach 6, manned, all body, air launched aircraft. The

vehicle is accelerated by rocket power and cruises on ramjet power. The liquid

hydrogen fueled rocket accelerates this vehicle to Mach 6. After the hydrogen

fueled ramjet engine is operating, the rocket is shut down. Stabilized cruise

flight at Mach 6.0 is maintained by the ramjet engine for the full test time

period. The final portion of the flight is a powerless maximum L/D glide with

an unpowered approach and landing.

I
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MACH NO. 6.0

(U) FIGURE 4-132

C0ST_EIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 20?

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST

i

62.2 :t'%(18. _)

520 _2(L8.3= 2)

6h,500 lb (Tvac)
286,896 N

6,Y50 lb (M=6.0)
30,02h N

,°

t

r

t I.

I_ i
. i ",

1., :...;(. i.

I'C' .°

L. ' "

I

w,

80 ,TO6 W

' OX/D/ZER

FZ/aL. _F-oo .

waopu.,/o.:/
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W.mI_HT .'-/000 L,B
•-/OOO K@

LAUNCH AIR

CONTROL MODE MANNED

ACCEL E_G/FUEL RKT/LH2-LO 2

CRUISE ENG/FUEL RJ/LH 2

17"EST ,=_::>6RAM DtJRA't'/_,V .8 _'$
:No OF FL/C_VT,S ._/80

,800

o_._

"" <• TOO

t i
t
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I

__ 400
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N
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IRZ_TCmi--
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(U) FIGURE4-133

CONFIGURATION-210

This is a Mach 6, manned, wing body, horizontal takeoff vehicle. A turbo-

ramjet engine is installed in the aft fuselage with a horizontal variable ramp

air induction system on the lower surface of the vehicle. The aircraft accelerates

to Mach 1.0 using the turbojet mode of the engine. The ramjet mode of operation

is started at Mach 1.O and its thrust augments the turbojet thrust. At Mach 3.5

the turbojet is shut down and the ramjet mode is used to accelerate the vehicle

to Mach 6.0 and maintain this speed for the cruise flight test period. An un-

powered maximum L/D glide to the destination with an unpowered approach and land

completes the flight.

I
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MACH NO. 6.0

(U) FIGURE 4-134

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 210

LENGTH

THRUST

THRUST

68.9 ft (21.0m)

895 _2(83.2=2)

33,200 Ib (SLSU)
lh7,67h N

32,200 zb (SLSU)
lh7,67h N

|,

:4 ' _'_: I' r. . .

+,.'::"..
•!12/; "

. , .=

--..
1" " . "

k .

L,

LAUNCH HT0

CONTROL MODE MANNED

ACCEL ENG/FUEL TRJ/LH 2

CRUISE ENG/FUEL TRJ/LH 2
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(U) FIGURE4-135
CONFIGURATION-211

This configuration is a Mach 6, manned, all body, horizontal takeoff

vehicle using a hydrogen fueled turboramJet engine. The engine and inlet air

induction system with horizontal variable ramps are housed in a pod on the lower

surface of the vehicle. The turboramJet operation is the same as that used for

Configuration -210. Design convergence was not achieved for this configuration

(Ref. Section 4.9.4) so performance characteristics, weight and cost data are

not available.

I
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(U) FIGURE 4-136

CONFIGURATION -212

This is a Mach 6.0, manned, horizontal take-off, all body vehicle utilizing

a turbojet acceleration engine and a ramjet cruise engine. Design integration

and convergence was not achieved with this configuration so no drawing and perform-

ance characteristics or weight and cost data are given.

Integration of this engine configuration with a wing-body shape will be

attempted during the next phase of the study.

CONFIGURATION -213

This is a Mach 6.0, manned, all body, horizontal take-off vehicle. A

hydrogen fueled ramjet engine with a horizontal variable ramp inlet air induction

system is housed in a pod on the lower surface of the vehicle and is used for

cruise flight at Mach 6. The hydrogen fueled rocket engine in the aft fuselage

is used to accelerate the vehicle to Mach 6.0. After attaining the cruise speed

of Mach 6.0, the ramjet is started and its thrust maintains cruise flight for the

full test period and the rocket engine is shut down for the remainder of the flight.

The final portion of the flight is an unpowered maximum L/D glide with an unpowered

approach and landing.
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(U) FIGURE4-137
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 213
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(U) FIGURE4-138

CONFIGURATION-214

This is a Math 6, manned, all body, horizontal take-off vehicle. The

single liquid hydrogen fueled rocket in the aft fuselage is used to accelerate

the vehicle to a Mach 6.0 cruise speed and then is throttled to maintain the

cruise speed for the full test time period. At the end of the test period, the

rocket is out of fuel, the vehicle glides to its destination at maximum L/D,

approaches and lands without power.
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MACH NO.

(U) FIGURE 4-139

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

6.0 ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 214

2.O.

O- O
KGZ_
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THRUST

67.0 ft(20.4m)
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(U) FIGURE 4-140

CONFIGURATION -220 AND -221

These configurations are both Mach 6, unmanned, all body, vertical take-off

vehicles boosted to cruise Mach number by a first stage rocket. Cruise flight

at Mach 6.0 is sustained by the thrust of a ramjet engine mounted on the under

surface of the vehicle. The ramjet is started Just prior to staging and has full

thrust at staging. The only difference between the vehicles is the body shape,

-220 is the MCAIR all body design as shown below and -221 is of a elliptical all

body cross section. Both vehicles are recovered by remotely deployed parachute

system.
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MACH NO. 6.0

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

(U) FIGURE4-141

COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY
ALL BODY

33.8 ft(i0.3m)

167 ft2(15.5m 2)

CONFIGURATION NO. 220

LAUNCH BOOST VT0

CONTROL MODE UNMANNED

ACCEL ENG/FUEL THOR

O w

_a
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MACH NO. 6.1

LENGTH

%
TttRUST
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(U) FIGURE4-1_4_2
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY
ALL BODY

(ELLIPTICAL)

3_.5 ft (i0.5m)

l'T4 :t%2(16.2m 2)

CONFIGURATION NO. 221
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/
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(U) FIGURE 4-143
CONFIGURATION - 231,

This vehicle is described as a Mach 12, air launched, all body aircraft

using a cryogenic fueled turbojet engine for acceleration and a convertible

scramJet engine as a cruise engine. Parametric integration and design convergence
was not achieved for this design so no design and performance characteristics or

weights and cost data are given for this configuration.

CONFIGURATION -232

This Mach 12, manned, all body, air launched vehicle is accelerated to cruise

Mach number by a hydrogen fueled rocket engine. Cruise thrust at Mach 12 is

generated by a hydrogen fueled convertible scramJet that is started at Mach 12

Just prior to rocket shut down. With the rocket accelerator, no convertible

scramJet base burning is required for reduced drag. The last segment of the flight

is an unpowered maximum L/D glide with an unpowered approach and landing.
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HACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-144

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 232

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST

79.6 f_(2h.3m)

850 ft2(79m 2)

104,300 ib (Tvac)
463,926 N
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(U) FIGURE4-145

CONFIGURATION-233

This configuration is a Math 12, manned, all body, air la_uched aircraft

using a hydrogen fueled rocket engine for acceleration to cruise Math number.

The same rocket engine is throttled to maintain a Mach 12 cruise thrust for the

test data acquisition time period. The last segment of the flight is an unpowered

maximum L/D glide with an unpowered approach and landing.
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-146
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 233

LENGTH

Sp

,THRUST

THRUST

892 _2(82._2)

112,000 ib (Tvac)
h98,176 N
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(U) FIGURE 4-147

CONFIGURATION -234

This vehicle is a Mach 12, manned, air launched, wing body aircraft. A

liquid hydrogen fueled rocket accelerates the aircraft to Mach 12. Cruise

thrust is maintained by throttling the rocket engine for the test period for

data acquisition. After rocketburn-out the final segment of the flight is an

unpowered maximum L/D glide with an unpowered approach and landing.
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MACH N0. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-148

_CO_"I'/WEIGHT SUMMARY

WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 23_

LENGTH
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THRUST

THRUST
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(U) FIGURE4-149
CONFIGURATION-250 AND-250J2S

Configuration -250 is a Mach 12, manned, horizontal take-off, all body shape

aircraft. A liquid hydrogen fueled rocket is used to accelerate the vehicle to

Mach 12. Cruise flight is maintained by throttling the rocket engine to the re-

quired thrust value.

Configuration -250J2S has the same design parameters as -250 except an off-

the-shelf rocket engine (J-2S made by P & WA) is used. This permits the assess-

ment of the advantages of an off-the-shelf engine versus a new engine design with

its attendent development costs. Cruise thrust from J-2S engine is obtained

by throttling the engine. A maximum L/D glide return flight and an unpowered

approach and landing are also used for these configurations.
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE4-150
• •

COST_EIGHTSUMMARY
ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 2.,5,0

2O-
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(U) FIGURE 4-151

(u) Figu_ COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

MACH NO. 12.0 ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 250J2S

LENGTH 95.5 ft(29.1m) LAUNCH

Sp 1,289 ft2(l19.Tm 2) CONTROL MODE

THRUST 265,000 ib (Tvac) ACCEL ENG/FUEL
1,178,720 N
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(U) FIGURE 4-152

CONFIGURATION -25i, -255, -256 AND -256H1D

All of these vehicles are Mach 12, manned, horizontal takeoff, wing body

aircraft using rocket power to accelerate to cruise Mach number. Configuration

-251 has a cryogenic fueled rocket while -256 utilizes a storable fuel for the

rocket. Configuration -256 HID is the same as -256 except it has an off-the-

shelf HID rocket engine and uses LOX-RP fuel. Cruise thrust is maintained by

throttling the rocket engine. Configuration -255 uses a cryogenic fueled rocket

engine for acceleration to cruise Mach number and then switches to a hydrogen

fueled convertible scramJet engine for sustained cruise power. This configura-

tion is illustrated below. The only difference between -255 as shown and -251,

-256, and -256 HID (not shown) is that the convertible scramJet engine is removed

and a smooth lower sheer is utilized. The final segment of the flight is an unpowered

maximum L/D glide and an unpowered approach and landing for all these vehicles.
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MACH N0. 12.0

(U) FIGURE4-153

COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 251

LENGTH

h_
THRUST

THRUST
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(U) FIGURE4-154
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 255

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST
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MACH NO.

(U) FIGURE4-155
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

12.0 WING BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 256

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST

_ _ L_
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(U) FIGURE 4-156

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

MACH NO. 12.0 ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 256 H.].D

LENGTH 114.3 ft(34.8m) LAUNCH HTO

Sp 1,923 ft2 (178.6m 2 ) CONTROL MODE MANNED

THRUST 230,000 lb (Tva c) ACCEL ENG/FUEL RKT/RP-L02

1,023,040 N

THRUST 230,000 ib (Tva c) CRUISE ENG/FUEL RKT/RP-L02

1,023,040 N
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(U) FIGURE 4-157

CONFIGURATION -252 AND -253

These vehicles are Mach 12, manned, horizontal takeoff aircraft. Both

aircraft use rocket engines to accelerate and cruise at Mach 12. Configuration

-252 is an elliptical all body shape with cryogenic fuel and is illustrated

below. Configuration -253 is pictorially the same as -252 except the cross

sectional shape is the MCAIR all body shape and uses storable rocket fuel.

A comparison between configuration -250 and -252 can be made with the

fuselage cross sectional shape as the only variable. A comparison between con-

figuration -250 and -253 can be made with the fuel as the only variable.

The final segment of the flight of both vehicles is an unpowered maximum

L/D glide and unpowered approach and landing.

---;, :

i

I
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80-

MACH NO. 12.0

LENGTH

THRUST

THRUST

(U) FIGURE 4-I58

'COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO.

(ELLIPTICAL )

97,h ft (29.7m)

1,340 ftR(124.5m 2)

199,000 ib (Tvac)
885,152 N

199,000 lb (Tvac) CRUISE ENG/FUEL
885,152 N
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-159

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 253

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

THRUST
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2,099,456 N
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(IJ) FIGURE 4-160

CONFIGURATION -254

This is a Math 12, manned, horizontal takeoff, all body aircraft with a

hydrogen fueled rocket engine for acceleration and convertible scramjet engine

for cruise power. The rocket accelerates the aircraft to Mach 12 where the con-

veztible scramJet engine is started and cruise flight is sustained for acquisition

of data over the test time period. No convertible scramJet base burning is re-

quired for drag reduction when rocket engine is used to accelerate the aircraft.

Return flight is an unpowered maximum L/D glide and unpowered approach and landing.

i , •
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-161

, COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 2_

40-

,20-

LENGTH

sp
THRUST

THRUST

97.1 ft(29.6m)

1,328 ft2(123.hm 2)

203,000 Ib (Tvac)
902,922 N

17,900 ib (M=I2)
79,619 N
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(U) FIGURE 4-162

CONFIGURATION -257

This is a Mach 12, manned, horizontal takeoff, wing body shaped aircraft.

Hydrogen fueled turbojet acceleration engines accelerate the aircraft to Mach 1.0

when the hydrogen fueled convertible scramJet is started. Initially, the base

burning of the scramJet is used to reduce aircraft drag and at Mach B.0 to 3.5 the

scramJet thrust is sufficient to accelerate the vehicle on to Mach 12. The turbo-

Jet engines are shut down in the Mach B.0 to B.5 range.

The turbojet air induction system consists of an inlet scoop with integral

internal horizontal variable ramps mounted on the lower surface of the vehicle and

is retracted after turbojet shut down. A boundary layer diverter is also retractable

into the lower surface of the vehicle and is mounted forward of the airscoop to

provide the first inlet ramp during the turbojet operation. When the turbojet

inlet scoop and boundary layer diverter are retracted, they form the first and

second inlet ramp of the convertible scramJet for improved high Mach number operation

The final segment of the flight is an unpowered maximum L/D glide with an

unpowered approach and landing.

MCDONNELL AIKRAIrr
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-163

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

WING BODY CON_!GLELATION NO. 25T
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(U) FIGURE 4-164

CONFIGURATION -270

This is a Mach 12, manned, all body, vertical takeoff vehicle using a liquid

hydrogen fueled rocket for acceleration to cruise Mach number. Cruise thrust is

maintained by throttling the rocket engine during the test period for data acquisition.

Return leg of the flight is a maximum L/D glide with a unpowered approach and

landing.

! Z-- -_-_--I _

_-----_"-----_--- _ . _ _-'-_ " .hE__/_
LAUNCH TRIPODq

__ .,% ......... _.._f[ /-_-k Q....._ _GROUND LINE
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE4-165
COST_EIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO, 270

L_NGTH
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THRUST

106.2 ft (32.hm)

1,405 ft2(130.Sm 2)

216,000 ib (Tvac)
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(U) FIGURE 4-166

CONFIGURATION -271

This vehicle is a Mach 12, manned, all body, vertical takeoff aircraft. A

hydrogen fueled rocket engine accelerates the aircraft to cruise Mach number where

a hydrogen fueled convertible scramJet takes over and supplies the cruise thrust

for the data acquisition time period. Return to base is a maximum L/D glide with

a unpowered approach and landing.
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-167

COST,_/EIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 271
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(U) FIGURE4-168
CONFIGURATION-280

This vehicle is a Mach 12, unmanned, all body, vertical takeoff aircraft

boosted to cruise Mach number by a staged boost rocket. Cruise flight is sustained

by a hydrogen fueled convertible scramJet engine for the test data acquisition

period. After fuel depletion, the vehicle utilizes a programmed parachute deploy-

ment recovery system for return and recovery.

i ' J li ! ! ! ._ / f-
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MACH NO, 12,0

(U) FIGURE4-169
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY
ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 280

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

29.6 _(9.0m)

165 ft2(15.3m 2)

LAUNCH BOOST VTO
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(U) FIGURE 4-170

CONFIGURATION -281 AND -282

Both of these vehicles are Mach 12, unmanned, all body shaped aircraft that

_-_ boosted to cruise Mach number by a first stage booster rocket. These air-

_-aft maintain cruise Mach number thrust with an on-board rocket engine. Enough

iucl is carried to complete the required test period. 3onfigur&tion -281 uses

Liquid hydrogen fuel with liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. Configuration -282 uses

_torable fuel, aerozlne 50, wlth N20_ as the oxidizer. Both vehicles have re-
uloteiy deployed parachutes for descent and vehicle recovery.

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT"
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE4-171

COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 281

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

29.8 ft(9.1m)

168 ft2(15.6m 2)

LAUNCH BOOST VTO

CONTROL MODE LTNMANNED

ACCEL E_IG/FUEL ATLAS

THRUST _,67o ib (SLSU)
20,772 N

il
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.
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MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE 4-172

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY
ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 282

LENGTH

Sp

THRUST

26.5 ft (8.1m)

136 ft2(12.6m 2)

LAUNCH BOOST VTO

CONTROL MODE UNManNED
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THRUST 6,190 Ib (SLSU)
27,533 N
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(U) FIGURE4-173

CONFIGURATION-284

This vehicle is a Mach 12, unmanned, air launched, all body, aircraft using

a hydrogen fueled rocket for acceleration to cruise Mach number. Cruise conditions

are maintained by throttling the rocket during the data gathering test period of

stabilized flight. Recovery is accomplished by a programmed parachute deployment

and descent over a specified area.

I
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_l 0 -

40-

20-

MACH NO. 12.0

(U) FIGURE4-174
COST/WEIGHTSUMMARY
ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 28_.

L_GTH

Sp
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THRUST

81.3 ft(24.Sm)

885 ft2(82.2m 2)
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(U) FIGURE4-175
CONFIGURATION-285

i

This aircraft is a Mach 12, unmanned, horizontal takeoff vehicle. A hydrogen

fueled rocket accelerates the vehicle to cruise Mach number and is then throttled

to sustain stabilized cruise conditions during test data acquisition time period.

Remote landing procedures are used for recovery operation.
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MACH NO. 12.0

'(U) FIGURE 4-176

COST/WEIGHT SUMMARY

ALL BODY CONFIGURATION NO. 285

LENGTH
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THRUST

THRUST

95.3 ft(29.0m)
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193,000 lb (Tvac)
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(U) FIGURE 4-177

CONFIGURATION -290

This vehicle is a Mach 2.0, manned, wing body aircraft of conventional alum-

inum structure and off-the-shelf engines. The unique feature required by this

vehicle is variable stability over the supersonic and high subsonic speed range.

As a trainer, this aircraft would develop techniques for use with hypersonic air-

craft during the critical low speed approach and landing phase of the flight for

wing body vehicles.

Since this aircraft is considered a trainer necessary for the hypersonic

flight program and of normal aluminum structure with only the stability variability

as unique, no design or performance is presented in this report for this vehicle.

CONFIGURATION -291

This Mach .9 vehicle is a manned, all body shaped aircraft of conventional

aluminum structure and off-the-shelf engine and will be another trainer in the hyper-

sonic flight program. This aircraft will explore the subsonic handling character-

istics of an all body shaped aircraft during takeoff and landing flight conditions.

As a trainer, this study recognized but did not elaborate on this phase of the

flight program and no design and performance characteristics are presented.

CONFIGURATION -292

The logical extension of configuration -291 is to explore the transonic and

low supersonic flight characteristics of the all body aircraft. This is accomplished

with Configuration -292 which is a Mach 2.0, manned, all body aircraft of conven-

tional aluminum construction and off-the-shelf engine. The aircraft would be cap-

able of testing and exploring the characteristics of the all body shape from subsonic

speeds up to Mach 2.

Again, the need of such a trainer is recognized, but no design is presented

in this study for such a vehicle.
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4.13.2 (U) Weights - This section is concerned with examining weight trends

for the Phase ! HYFAC vehicles.

(U) The majority of studies in Phase I vehicles were developed for _dach 12

vehicles. Hence, these will be discussed in detail. Fewer studies were conducted

for Mach 6 vehicles while but two Mach 4.5 vehicles were performed. Results of

studies on Mach 12, 6, and h.5 vehicles, respectively, will be discussed in their

order of impact upon this study.

(U) Figure 4-178 compares the group of M = 12.0 horizontal takeoff vehicles.

An inspection of the figure shows two primary weight breakdowns via bar graphs.

The lower left hand bar depicts operating weight empty. The upper right hand bar

shows the propellant weight added to the operating weight empty and the resulting

takeoff gross weight. The OWE bar has a secondary weight breakdown of structure,

equipment plus payload, and propulsion system. The right hand bar shows the

breakdown of the fuel and oxidizer. Each configuration illustrated on Figure 4-178

has been aerodynamically sized to complete a similar mission.

(C) All the configurations on Figure 4-178 are manned except configuration

-285. A comparison between -285 and -250 shows only a small weight difference.

Deleting the pilot, his seat, and cockpit is partially offset by the additional

avionics required to control the aircraft. Configurations -250, -252, and -251

essentially compare body shape. The wing sweep angle is fixed for all these con-

figurations. As the body depth is decreased from the all-body (-250) to the

elliptical all-body (-252) to the wing-body, the cross-sectional area is reduced.

This results in an increase in wing area to maintain propellant volume. The

following is a comparison for three Mach 12 vehicles.

Configuration $2 (Ft2/M 2) (L/D), Max OWE (lb/k6) TOGW (ib/kg)

-250 (A/B) 1289/119.75 2.90 31000/14061

-252 (EA/B) 1340/124.49 2.95 31700/14379

-251 (W/B) 1880/174.65 3.59 37840/17164

130040/58984

132380/60046
148640/67422

(U) The effect of increased L/D is shown in the growth of the aircraft. Thus,

as the aerodynamic shape becomes more efficient, less propellant volume is available

per given wing area which causes a growth in wing planform area to maintain constant

performance.

(U) The preceding configurations used "rubberized" LR-129 rocket engines. If

an "off-the-shelf" J2S rocket was used on the -250 configuration, a weight penalty

will be incurred to install the heavier engine (including ballast to maintain"

vehicle balance). This added weight will cause a vehicle size "growth effect

requiring more propellant. Due to reduced engine performance and a lower propellant

mixture ratio of the J2S an additional "growth effect" results. A comparison of

these parameters is:
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Configuration Isp 0/F SP (Ft2/M 2) OWE (ib/kg)

-250 (LR-129) 452.0 6.0/1.0 1289/119.75 31000/14061

-250 (J2S) 431.0 5.5/i.0 1809/168.06 59040/26780

TOGW (ib/kg)

130040/58834

194280/88123

(U) A breakdown of the weight increase due to the above is:

Lb

AEngine Weight 1690

Ballast 420

ASize Growth for Above (Incl. Strength) 3390

APropellant for Above 16460

AReduced Engine Performance (Vehicle

Size) 6080

APropellant for Above 36200

K_a

766.6

190.5

1537.7

7466.3

2757.9
16420.3

ATOGW 64240 29139.3

(C) Mach 12 Configurations -253 and -256 use storable _ropellants (N204 and
Aero 50). The storable propellant is more dense (76.7 lb/ft z vs 22.55 lb/ft3)

(1228.7 Kg/M3 vs 361.2 Kg/M3) than the cryogenic propellants. This results in

smaller vehicles as shown in the following comparison:

Configuration Engine/Propellant sp (n2/M2) (lb/kg) TOGW (Ib/ g)

-250 (A/B

-253 (A/B)

-251 (W/B)

-256 (W/B)

LR-129/Cryogenic

Mist/Storable

LR-129/Cryogenic

Mist/Storable

1289/i19.75

1100/102.19

1880/174.65

1318/122.44

31000/14061

50200/22770

37840/17164

41420/18788

130040/38984
314900/142835

148640/67422

248420/112681

(U) An inspection of the above vehicles size comparison indicates that the

storable propellant vehicles would result in lighter structural weights. However,

Figure 4-178 shows that the structure is heavier. This is due to the large

increase in takeoff gross weight resulting from the less efficient propellant

mixture ratio (6.0/1.0 vs 5.5/1.0) and lower Isp of the MIST rocket (452.0 vs
316.0). Figure 4-179 shows a comparison of the-four vehicles that are sized for

equal performance, superimposed with the vehicle sizing propellant volume trend vs

the wing planform area. The structural weight increase for the storable propellant

vehicles is primarily in the landing gear (and back-up structure) and structure

affected by maneuver loads (rotating tips, vertical tails, etc.). It should be

noted that the W/B (wing body) has less weight growth (-251 vs -256) than the A/B

(all body) (-250 vs -253). This is due to the difference in volumetric efficiency

as indicated on Figure 4-179.

(U) Configurations -254 and -255 use a rocket for the boost mode and a con-

vertible scramJet for the cruise mode. The all body configuration shows only a

modest weight change (-250 vs -254). The weight increase is primarily in the
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(C) FIGURE 4-179

PROPELLANT VOLUME vs WING PLANFORM AREA TRENDS.
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propulsion group, due to adding the convertible scramjet. The -254 configuration

is a somewhat larger vehicle (Sp = 1328 ft2/123.38 M 2) than the -250 configuration

(1289 ft2/119.75 M2). However, the higher cruise Isp of the convertible scramJet

(1650 vs 452) partially offsets the propulsion/structural weight increase. The

wing body configuration (-251 vs -255) does not integrate as well with the convert-

ible scramJet (L/Dma x = 3.59 vs L/Dma x = 3.44) and results in a somewhat larger

weight change. This is due to a larger increase in wing planform area (Sp = 1880

ft 2 vs Sp = 2190 ft2) (Sp = 174.65 M2 vs 203.45 M2).

(U) The final configuration on Figure 4-178 is an all airbreather and has

the lightest takeoff gross weight. It is the largest vehicle (Sp = 2000 ft2

185.9 M2) with the heaviest propulsion system resulting in the largest operating

weight empty. The propulsion system weight is due to a heavy engine plus an inlet

system with some additional engine cavity penalty due to burying the engine in the

body.

(U) Two additional comments may be made on Figure 4-178. The fallacy of

using structural mass fraction (WS/WTOGW) comparison is indicated. Configuration

-253 has the lowest structural fraction but highest gross weight. Configuration

-251 has the highest structural fraction but lowest gross weight. The -250/-250 J2S

configurations have equal structural efficiency but the structural fractions vary

significantly. The second comment is the fallacy of comparing vehicles at equal

takeoff gross weight or equal wing planform area. From the preceding comments, it

is reasonable to conclude that vehicles should be compared on a constant mission

basis. This is especially true where total system cost is used as an evaluation
tool.

(U) Figure 4-180 compares the M = 6.0 horizontal takeoff vehicles to air

launched vehicles in a similar manner as the M = 12.0 vehicles compared on Figure

4-175. All vehicles are sized for the same mission except the X-15, which is

shown as a relative comparison. Due to the high transonic drag, configurations
-211 and -206 would not meet the mission. These vehicles were performed on the

same flight trajectory as configurations -210 and -204. Additional work to seek a

suitable trajectory will be performed at a future date. Generally speaking, the

same comments made on Figure 4-178 apply to Figure 4-180, except the M = 6.0

vehicles are smaller in size.

(U) Figure 4-181 compares M = 12.0 vertical takeoff and air launched

vehicles. These vehicles meet the same performance criteria as the M = 12

horizontal takeoff vehicles compared on Figure 4-178. The difference in weight

is essentially due to the difference in vehicle size. To illustrate:

Configuration Sp (Ft2/M21 OWE(lb/kz) TOOW (lb/kg)

-250 (HT0)
-270 (VT0)

-233 (AIR)

1289/i19.75

1405/13052

892/82.87

31000/14061

31600/14333

21980/9970

130040/58984

144500/65544

74780/33919

The different flight trajectory results in the difference in size of the -250

and -270 configurations. The staging effect of using an air carrier (B-52/C-5)

MCDONNELL AIRCRAI rr
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reduces the size of the -233 configuration (-250 vs -233). The structural concepts

are the same for the vehicles illustrated on Figures 4-178 and 4-181 except for

the landing gear. The horizontal takeoff vehicles (Figure 4-178) are weighed

with conventional wheels/tires and brakes and are designed for takeoff gross weight

Loa_:_. The vertical takeoff and air launched vehicles (Figure 4-181) use con-

ventionai nose wheels, but have skids (X-15 type) for the main gear and are designed

LL: sink speeds at landing _¢eights. This simpler landing system is significantly

lighter.

(U) Figure 4-182 compares the weight of the staged unmanned configurations

for both M = 6.0 and M = 12.0. Weight of the pilot and provisions has been

deleted and additional electronic weight was added. Weight for a ring sail

parachute system was included in each configuration. An oleo type shock strut

with skids is used. To minimize the parachute system size and weight the

design sink speed has been increased from 20 fps(6.!l m/see to 30 fps(9.17 m/sec.)

Local strengthening for booster loads is included, but the booster adapter is

not included in the vehicle weight. No attempt was made to ascertain the

strength capability of the booster to carry a winged body. It is strongly

recommended that if the VTO (staged) vehicles become contenders in Phase ii

that the possibility of booster strengthening be investigated. The vehicles

compared on Figure 4-182 are sized to the same cruise mission as the preceding

confi_Jrations.

(U) Figure 4-183 shows the M-4.5 configurations which were analyzed. Based

upon previous studies the GE 14/JZ8 turborsznJet (47.25%) engine was the most

feasible, Mach 4.5 engine. Weight of all-body configuration was found to be

divergent. The high drag of this configuration required more fuel which increased

the weight to such an extent that the vehicle could not meet the required

performance. The wing-body configuration, with a LH2 fueled GE 14/JZ8 turbo-

ramjet (47.25%), did perform the mission. However, minimizing the wing loading

at cruise while maintaining the required thrust loading for acceleration,

resulted in a wing planform of 468 ft2(43.48 M2). Fuel requirements were small,

due to the higher Isp of 1370 sec and L/Dmax of 5.0. The weight shown in

Figure 4-183 is for an off-loaded fuel condition to provide 5 minutes of cruise

time. However, at this p!anform wing area sufficient fuel volume is available

for 33 minutes cruise time.

(U) Figure 4-184 illustrates the M = 12.0 horizontal launch vehicles

operating weight empty compared to wing planform area. The weight trend slopes

are superimposed on the vehicle weight. The -253 configuration exhibits the

steepest slope. This is due to its high volumetric efficiency and dense fuel. The

-251 and -257 slopes are the shallowest slopes. This shows that the poor volumet-

ric efficiency of the wing-body shape increases wing planform area at a faster

rmte to enclose the necessary propellant volume. The -256 configuration (remaining

wing body on the illustration) takes advantage of the poor volumetric efficiency

with the dense (storable propellant). The all body shapes have similar slopes.

(U) Figure 4-185 compares the takeoff gross weight vs the wing planform area

superimposed with the weight trend slopes of the M = 12.0 horizontal takeoff con-

figurations. Inspection of the figure shows that the -257 configuration has the

MCDONNELL AIRCRAIrr
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lightest gross weight and the most shallow weight trend slope. This configuration

is an all airbreather and does not require an oxidizer. The low density LH 2

(4.42 ib/ftJ/70.81 Kg/M 3) imposes a high volume requirement. However, the -257

wing body configuration has a low volumetric efficiency. Coupled together

these requirements make the wing planform area a sensitive parameter. The -253

configuration uses a storable propellant (N204/Aero 50) with a high bulk density
(76.7 ib/ft 3) (1227.13 Kg/M3). The -253 configuration utilizes an all body shape

with a high volumetric efficiency. Therefore, the -253 configuration exhibits a

steeper slope, less sensitive to wing planform area change. The large differences

in takeoff gross weight between -253 and -257 were discussed earlier. An examina-

tion of the weight trend slope of the -256 configuration shows the influence of

the dense storable propellant packaged in the more efficient wing body shape

(-253 vs -256). The -251 configuration has a shallow slope due to the relatively

low volumetric efficiency of its wing body shape. The slope of the -250 J2S

configuration tends to become more shallow than the -250 configuration. This is

due to the fixed engine weight of the J2S configuration. It should be emphasized

that the -250 JRS configuration with the current ground rules cannot tolerate a

weight increase to maintain the current mission. As discussed previously, a rel-

atively small weight increase in dead weight will result in a large increase in

takeoff gross weight due to the fixed thrust of the J2S. The trend data for the

remaining configurations is similar to those previously discussed and a further

discussion would be repetitious. Discussions on weight estimation methodology are

presented in Section 4.11.

(U) The M = 4.5 and M = 6.5 configurations have been weighed with a passive

insulation heat protection system. The M = 12.0 configurations were weighed with

an active cooled (water wick) heat protection system. A tradeoff study was per-

formed on the -250 configuration to substitute a passive insulation system. Two

concepts were studied and are discussed in the thermodynamic Section 4.6. The

first concept used thick, low density insulation (to minimize insulation weight);

but resulted in a significant loss in propellant volume. The second concept used

less efficient, higher density insulation, but resulted in a propellant volume

loss which was but 30% of that of the first concept. Figures 4-186 and 4-!87

illustrate the change in operating weight empty and propellant volume for the

two passive insulation concepts as compared to the active cooled concept.

(U) Figure 4-186 illustrates that for a given planform area the active

system results in the lowest operating weight empty of the three systems studied.

Of the two passive concepts the minimum thickness concept, which results in minimum

fuel volume lost, has the heavier OWE for a given wing planform area. An examina-

tion of Figure h-187 shows that the two passive concepts have less propellant

volume per given planform area than the active concept. This results in an increase

in wing planform area to maintain the original propellant volume required for the

pressure cooled (-250) configuration. The increased wing planform area adds weight

and requires additional propellant at a reduced volumetric efficiency. The follow-

ing is a comparison for thermal protection concepts for the 250 aircraft.

Concept 0.WE (lb/kg) T0G W (lb/ks)

Active Cooled (Water Wick)

Passive Insulation (Minimum Insulation Weight)

Passive Insulation (Minimum Volume Loss)

31000/ih061

40100/18190

_1250/18711

130040/58984

167800/76114

174250/790h0

MCDONNELL AIRCRAirr
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(U) FIGURE 4-186

ACTIVE vs PASSIVE COOLING SYSTEMSCONCEPT COMPARISON

OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY vs WING PLANFORM AREA
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(U) FIGURE 4-187

ACTIVE vs PASSIVE,COOLING SYSTEMSCONCEPTS COMPARISON

- PROPELLANT VOLUME vs WING PLANFORM AREA
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4.13.3 (U) Total System Cost Summary - Total system program costs are shown in

Figure 4-188 for the 32 configurations costed in the Phase I study. Twenty-eight

of the configurations were estimated in accordance with the cost format presented

in Figure 4-119 of Volume II, while the remaining four configurations (290, 291,

292 and 256 HID) were estimated in total using available cost data for the HL-10,

X-24, F-106X and HYFAC configuration 256 and adjusted to reflect changes in size,

shape and systems requirements.

(U) Total systems costs presented in Figure 4-188 are separated into the

three basic categories of costs: namely, (1) RDT&E, (2) investment and (3)

operating.

(U) The flight research programs for configurations 290, 291 and 292 were

assumed to be 2 years in duration and the number of flights were assumed to be 180.

The flight research program for configuration 265 HID was assumed to be 5 years in

duration and the number of flights were assumed to be 225.

(U) The HTO (horizontal takeoff) configurations were allocated 15 flights

per year per vehicle, while the air launched and VTO (vertical takeoff) configura-

tions were allocated 12 flights per year per vehicle. The staged VTO vehicles

were allocated 4 flights per year for 3 vehicles. The test program life for all

flight vehicle configurations is 5 years with the exception of the boost VTO

configurations, which were allocated a two-year test program life. The ASSET and

PRI_,_ programs were used as a basis for developing the flight frequency and test

program duration for the staged VTO configurations.
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5. FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE SCREENING AND SELECTION

(U) The flight research facility concepts which were studied during Phase I

are summarized in Figure 5-1. Concepts were chosen so as to provide a broad data

base on the design and operational options available for a research vehicle.

Particular options studied were:

o Maximum Design Speed

o Flight Control - Manned and Unmanned

o Vehicle Configurations (Shape)

o Launch Modes

o Propulsion Systems

o Propellant Type

(U) The candidate flight research aircraft provide the capabilit_r to dupli-

cate steady state flight environmental conditions for the potential operational

systems as illustrated in Figure 5-2. In addition, the transient environment for

a typical Space Shuttle vehicle can be partially duplicated within an alternate

(transient) flight envelope.

(U) The HYFAC flight research aircraft being studied will provide a signifi-

cant extension of technology as compared to previous flight research vehicles.

This is illustrated in Figure 5-3 by the comparison of flight environments. It

is seen that the flight environment up to approximately Mach 6 is not more severe

than the X-15. However, the HYFAC aircraft in this regime provide the capability

to explore airbreathing propulsion systems, a capability which was not used on

the X-15.

(U) The design and cost synthesis process discussed in Section 4 provided

configuration design, weight and cost data. The research requirements analysis

presented in Section 3 provided research value data. These data were used in com-

paring and evaluating the candidate flight vehicles. The following sections

present the comparisons and evaluation of these flight vehicles along with

selection of the most attractive vehicles and recommendations for the Phase II

parametric studies.
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(U) FIGURE 5-1

FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY CONCEPTS
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5.1 VEHICLE EVALUATION AND SCREENING

(U) In order to objectively screen the thirty-seven (37) vehicle concepts

studied in Phase ! a consistent systematic process was needed. It was Judged

that a process wherein two configurations at a time were compared, preferably

with only a single design or operational parameter being varied, and a choice

was then made of one of the configurations (go-no-go) would provide the desired

consistency. This approach was used and resulted in the elimination of twenty-

three (23) configurations. In seven (7) cases such direct comparisons were not

available and a more general evaluation was employed, wherein a large number of

variables were considered in making the evaluation.

(U) While much quantitied data was available from the synthesis process,

it was recognized that due to the preliminary nature of these data it would be

advisable to also include a subjective engineering Judgement evaluation in the

screening process. In applying any subjective evaluation one must be careful

not to replace sound engineering Judgement with a predetermined biased Judgement.

This is an alternative one must accept and such Judgements form an essential

element of many engineering analyses. A four level screening process was employed

wherein comparisons of vehicles were made within three speed classes, namely

Mach 0.9 to 2, Mach 4.5 to 6 and Mach 12, in consideration of the following:

(i) Mission Performance - A number of the configurations employing turbojet

engines for initial acceleration did not meet the mission requirements when analyzed

using the same performance ground rules and comparably sized vehicles as other

competitive vehicles. It was apparent that increasing the vehicle size as well as

modifying the performance ground rules (such as engine thrust to weight ratio)

would result in these vehicles being substantially bigger and more costly than

those compared. Thus, further analysis was not continued and size, weight and

costs for these vehicles were not determined. Five (5) configurations were elimi-

nated on this basis.

(2) Vehicle Cost for fixed mission performance as defined by design cruise

speed and test time, wherein the research value was lower at either the same or

higher cost, or the research value was the same at higher cost. Eleven (ii)

configurations were eliminated on this basis.

(3) Research value and cost for fixed mission performance as defined by

design cruise speed and test time, wherein both research value and cost increased or

both research value and cost decreased which required basin_ the choice on the

amount of research accomplished for the cost involved in accomplishing the research.

Seven (7) configurations were eliminated on this basis.

(4) Research Potential - The research value and cost, and a subjective eval-

uation of the vehicle versatility, growth potential and development confidence,

were considered, thus defining the ability of the vehicle to provide research

information of a broad nature, particularly in areas of interest to NASA. Seven (7)

configurations were eliminated on this basis.

t_4CDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(U) Figure 5-h summarizes the research value and program cost for each of

tl_e flight research aircraft concepts studied. Maximum and minimum research values

.u'_ _]hc_n along with the applicable potential operational system. This variation

_. _ _ncarch value reflects the configurational and operational differences between

t!l_ flight research aircraft and the various study potential operational systems.

_(: more nearly the flight research aircraft simulates the size, shape, structural

"cncent, propulsion system and operational approach of the potential operational

._ _t,_,_,the higher the research value and vice versa. It should be recognized that

try,:_ntrinsic research values developed in this study do not represent absolute

values, but are a valid representation of relative value. As previously discussed

in _ection h.9, five of the configurations did not meet the mission performance.

;_:n'_fore, the characteristics of these configurations (i.e., 201, 206, 211, 212

_ 231) are not shown in Figure 5-h.

(U) The subjective evaluation of the vehicle versatility, adaptability and

_,=:_i".nconfidence, along with costs and research value are presented in tabular

i_,_ in Figure 5-5.

(U) It is very important to keep in mind that the trends and conclusions

dr_vn as a result of the following comparison are valid for the problem being

:_tudied and may not be valid for other applications. Specifically, i.e., the

results are valid for flight research aircraft designed under the ground rules

s_ated in this section. For different ground rules, or different operational

missions the results may be significantly different.

(U) Two fundamental issues of importance for the research vehicle are the

maximum design speed and the type of propulsion system used. These issues have

a major impact on the program cost and research value. Thus, the screening process

tr: Phase I was not intended to converge on a given speed class or propulsion

_ystem, but rather to narrow down the numerous candidates within the categories

to those which appeared most attractive.

(U) The evaluation and selection of the attractive facilities and a compari-

son of the effect of design and operational concepts on the vehicle capability are

presented in the following sections.
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(U) FIGURE5-6
FACILITY SCREENINGPROCESS

Mach
No. Shape Propulsion

0.9 AB TJ

2 WB TJ

2 AB TJ

_"-" - 4.5 WB TRJ
. . ' 4.5 AB TRJ

6 WB TRJ

6 WB TRJ

6 AB TRJ
6 WB TRJ

6 AB TRJ

6 AB RKT/RJ
6 AB RKT/RJ

6 AB TJ/RJ

6 AB RKT
6 AB RJ

6 EAB R.I

12 AB RKT

12 WB RKT

12 AB TJ/CSJ
12 AB RKT/CS.I

12 AB RKT/CSJ
12 WB RKT/CSJ

].2 AB RKT/CSJ
12 AB RKT

12 WB RKT

12 WB RKT
].2 AB RKT

].2 WB RKT
12 EAB RKT

12 AB RKT

].2 AB RKT

12 WB TJ/CSJ
12 AB CSJ

12 AB RKT
12 AB RKT

12 AB RKT

12 AB RKT

Vehicle Characteristics

Launch
Mode

HTO

HTO

HTO

HTO

HTO

AIR

AIR

AIR
HTO

HTO

AIR
HTO

HTO

HTO
STAGED

STAGED

AIR

AIR

AIR
AIR

HTO
HT0

VT0
HTO

HTO

HTO
HTO

HTO
HT0

HTO

VTO
HTO

STAGED

STAGED

STAGED

AIR
HTO

Control
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MAN

MAN

MAN

MAN

MAN

UNMAN

MAN

MAN
MAN

MAN

MAN
MAN

MAN

MAN
UNMAN

UNMAN

MAN

MAN

MAN
MAN
MAN

MAN

MAN
MAN

MAN

MAN
MAN

MAN
MAN

MAN
MAN

MAN

UNMAN

UNMAN

UNMAN
UNMAN

UNMAN

Propellants

STOR

STOR

STOR

STOR

STOR

CRY

CRY

CRY

CRY
CRY

CRY
CRY

CRY

CRY
CRY

CRY

CRY

CRY
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CRY
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CRY

CRY
STOR

STOR
STOR

CRY

CRY
CRY

CRY

CRY
CRY

CRY

CRY

STOR

CRY
CRY

Configuration
Number

291 --
290 --

292 --

204 --

205 --

206 --
210 --

21]. --

207 --
213 --

212 --

214 --
220 --

221 --

233 --

234 --

231 --
232 --
254 --

255 --
27]. --

253 --

256 --
256(HID)

250 --

251 --
252 --

250(J2S)
270 --

257

280

281

282
284

285

Body Propellants
Shape

X LowerPerformance

-,_-,X LowerPerformance
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--,---_X HigherCost
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u
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5.1.1 (U) FACILITY SCREENING - The facility screening process is illustrated in

Figure 5-6. Each flight research vehicle concept studied in Phase I is listed

and its disposition indicated either by a check (/) indicating retention for

Phase II study or a cross (X) indicating that it was not selected as one of the

more attractive facilities. The design or operational concept variable in the

direct comparison between the two vehicles is noted along with the primary reason

for elimination of one of the vehicles. Secondary considerations, where applicable,

are noted in brackets. In general, evaluation was made on the basis of variation

of only a single parameter between the two facilities being compared. However,

to complete the evaluation of all of the facilities in some cases it was necessary

to make selections by consideration of a number of variables. The following

sections discuss the detail basis of the evaluation.

5.1.i.1 (U) Bod_ Shape - Body shape was selected as the initial comparison vari-

able. Nine such comparisons were made. Shapes compared were wing body (WB), all

body (AB) and elliptic all body (EAB). Configuration number designations are

shown in brackets, RV = maximum Research Value, and Cost = total program costs in
millions of dollars.

ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

1 WB to AB AB WB

Mach 4.5, TRJ RV - 1505

HTO, STOR, Manned Cost - 57h

2

<201) <200)

WB to AB AB WB

Mach 6, TRJ RV - 1891

AIR, CRYO, Manned Cost - 803

(206) (20_)

WB to AB

Mach 6, TRJ RV

HTO, CRYO, Manned Cost

AB WB

- 1960

- 1123

( 211 } ,( 210 )

WBtoAB WB AB

Mach 12, RKT/CSJ RV 2258 2258

HTO, CRYO, Manned Cost 1078 99h

....

5 WB toAB AB WB

Mach 12, RKT RV 1639 1727

HTO, STOR, Manned Cost 736 635

(2 3) (2 61

Mission performance was not

achieved for the all body con-

figuration. To achieve mission

performance would require that

the engine size be increased

and would result in a higher

weight and cost aircraft.

(Same as i)

(Same as i)

The all body configuration re-

sults in lower weight and cost

with no change in research valua

The wing body configuration

results in lower weight and cost

and an increase in research

value.
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ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

6 WB to AB WB AB

Mach 12, RKT RV 1816 1816

HTO, CRY0, Manned Cost 691 621

(2_I) (2_0)

EAB to AB EAB AB

Mach 12, RKT RV 1816 1816

HT0, CRY0, Manned Cost 628 621

(2_2) (2_0)

EAB to AB EAB AB

Mach 6, RKT/RJ RV 1443 1443

Staged, CRYO, Cost 312 310

Unmanned (221) (220)

The all body configuration re-

sults in lower weight and cost

with no change in research value.

(Same as 6)

(Same as 6)

9 WB to AB WB AB

Mach 12, RKT RV 1786 1786

AIR, CRYO, Manned Cost 564 484

(234) (233)

(Same as 6)

5.1.1.2 (U) Propellants - Propellant comparisons were used to eliminate two addi-

tional configurations.

ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

1 LO2/RP to N204/ LO2/RP

Aero 50 RV 1727

Mach 12, RKT Cost 660

HT01WB_ Manned (256 -HID)

2

N204/Aero 50 The N204/Aero 50 configuration

1727 is lower weight and cost with no

635 change in research value.

(2_6)

N2Oh/Aero 50 N204/Aero 50 LO2/LH2

to LH 2 RV 1222 1366
Mach 12, RKT Cost 222 184

Staged, AB, (282) (281)
Unmanned

The L02/LH 2 configuration results
in lower weight and cost and an

increase in research value.

5.1.1.3 (U) Propellants and Body Shape - Selection between the alternates of an
all body vehicle using cryogenic propellants and a wing body vehicle using storable

propellants is not straight forward. For an operational system operational pro-

cedures, maintenance and costs of the propellant system are important considerations.

These factors are not as significant for a research airplane and the choice is

driven more by the type of research which has been defined for the potential opera-

tional system than by the costs.
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COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETA IN BAS IS

LO2/LH 2 All Body N204/Aero 50 Wing L02/LH 2 All

to Body Body

N2Oh/Aero 50 Wing RV 1727 1816

Body Cost 635 621

Mach 12, RKT

HT0, Manned (256) (2501

The LO2/LH 2 all body re-

sults in lower weight and
cost and an increase in

research value.

5.1.I.4 (U) Control Mode - While there are three comparisons of configurations

identical in all regards except for control mode, elimination of only one con-

figuration was made on this basis.

COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

Unmanned to Unmanned Manned

Manned RV 1637 1891

Mach 6, TRJ Cost 780 803

HT0, CRY0, WB

(202)

The weight and cost for

the unmanned configuration

is slightly lower, however

this is offset by the
increased research value

for the manned configura-
tion.

5.1.1.5 (U) Launch Mode - The air launch approach for a research aircraft appeared

quite attractive. Launch mode comparisons resulted in elimination of five

configurations.

ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

AIR to HT0 HT0 AIR

Mach 6, TRJ RV 1960 1891

WB, CRYO, Manned Cost 1123 803

(2lO) (2o5)

AIR to HT0 HT0 AIR

Mach 6, RKT/RJ RV 1870 1769

AB, CRY0, Manned Cost 663 573

, (2o7)

AIR to HTO HT0 AIR

Mach 12, RKT/CSJ RV 2258 2228

AB, CRY0, Manned Cost 99h 809

(25h) (232)

While the HT0 configuration pro-

vides more research value, the

program costs are significantly

reduced for the AIR configura-

tion. On the basis of cost the

AIR confisuration is retained.

(Same as 1)

(Same as I)
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ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

AIR to VT0 VT0

Mach 12, RKT/CSJ RV 2276

AB, CRY0, Manned Cost 1045

(271)

AIR

2228

8O9

( 232 )

While the VTO configuration

provides more research value

the program costs are signifi-

cantly reduced for the AIR

configuration. On the basis of

cost the AIR configuration is

retained.

5 AIR to HT0 HT0

Mach 12, RKT RV 1488

AB, CRY0, Unmanned Cost 619

(285)

AIR

1420

472

(28 )

(Same as l)

5.1.1.6 (U) Propulsion System - The previous comparisons have been rather straight

forward since for all but one case only a single parameter was varied in making the

evaluation. In the following comparison five additional concepts are eliminated

predominantly on the basis of propulsion concept comparisons. However, in some

cases factors other than propulsion system differences have a strong influence on

the facility potential and resulting evaluation.

ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BASIS

1

2

3

Mach 4.5, WB, TRJ TRJ

HTO, STOR, Manned RV 1505
to Cost 57h

Mach 6, AB, RKT/RJ

AIR, CRY0, Manned

(200)

RKT/RJ

1769

573

(207)

Wing Body TRJ TRJ
to RV 1891

All Body RKT/RJ Cost 803

Mach 6, AIR, CRY0

Manned

TJ/RJ HTO

to

RKT/RJ AIR

Mach 6, AB, CRYO

Manned

RKT/RJ

1769
573

(20_) (207)

TJ/RJ RKT/RJ

RV - 1769

Cost - 573

(212) (207 )

The total program cost for both

vehicles are essentially identi-

cal. However the research value

is 25% greater for configuration

207 than for configuration 200,

and on this basis configuration

207 is retained.

While the research value for the

turboramJet configuration is

slightly higher the cost is sub-

stantially higher. On the basis

of the lower program cost the
RKT/RJ configuration is retained.

Mission performance was not

achieved for the turbojet acceler-

ated all body, configuration 212.

To achieve mission performance

would require that the engine
size be increased and would result

in a higher weight and cost air-

craft. Use of a wing body shape

would be more suitable for the

TJ/RJ configuration thus it is

recommended that such a config-

uration be studied in Phase II.

j
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ITEM COMPARISON ELIMINATE RETAIN BAS IS

TJ/CSJ TJ/CSJ

to RV -

RKT/CJS Cost -

Mach 12, AB, AIR

CRYO, Manned

(231)

RKT/CSJ Mission performance was not

2228 achieved for the turbojet accel-

809 erated all body, configuration

231. To achieve mission perfor-

mance would require that the

engine size be increased and

would result in a higher weight

and cost aircraft. This concept

would be improved if a wing body

shape were employed. Configura-

tion 257 is such an aircraft

employing }{TO. It is felt that

the study would provide more use-

ful information by evaluating

the HTO configuration in Phase II

rather than the AIR configuration,

thus configuration 232 is

retained, and configuration 231

(2 32 ) eliminated.

Off Shelf RKT(J2S) Rubberized

to RKT

Rubberized RKT RV 1816

(LRI29) Cost 621

Math 12, PITT, AB

HTO, CRYO, Manned (2_0)

Off Shelf Research value for these two

RKT configurations are identical.

1816 The lower program cost for the

556 off shelf rocket appears attrac-

tive and the off shelf rocket is

(2_QQ2S 1 therefore retained.

5.1.1.7 (U) Research Potential - Seven flight research vehicle concepts were

eliminated on the basis of research potential as indicated in Figure 5-6. The

staged vehicle concepts configurations 200, 280 and 281 are quite attractive.

These vehicles do an excellent Job for specifically identified research problems;

however, they do not provide the broad research capability desired. To increase

their capability, the number of vehicles would have to be increased many fold,

which would result in a corresponding cost increase. Only eight flights, reusing

" each of the three flight vehicles, were assumed for the total program. The capa-

bility of these vehicles to conduct structural and thermal protection system

research is excellent, however, the operational life and reusability aspects would

be severely limited. While much aerodynamic and thermodynamic data throughout the

' flight regime could be obtained these vehicles would have little value in con-

.......... tr_butingto landing characteristics and man machine problems. It is the area of

propulsion research where these vehicles are most severly limited. While the

number of flights could be increased to provide the necessary flight test data

(at the cost of a new booster and launch complex support for each additional flight)

the calendar span time would be unreasonable. While this class of research vehicle

is an extremely useful tool for specialized research they do not appear either

sufficiently versatile or adaptable to accomplish the broad research program

desired and are therefore not retained for further study.

(U) Similar to the staged vehicles, the variable stability airplane (Config-

uration 290) and low speed, flying qualities aircraft (Configuration 291 and

Configuration 292) are low cost research vehicles and are very effective tools for

obtaining specialized research. These vehicles are recommended for specialized
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research programs, but do not provide the broad research capability desired for

further HYFAC study and are therefore not retained for Phase II. Configuration 21h

is a Mach 6, manned, all body, horizontal take-off, LOX-LH2 rocket powered vehicle

and provides high research value at a reasonable cost. Based on other applicable

study comparisons such a vehicle in an air launched configuration would probably

appear even more attractive. However, this concept is not Judged to provide a big

enough step over the X-15 program, and it is more desirable to expend further study

effort on concepts in this speed class which employ airbreathing propulsion systems.

Thus, while this concept has been determined to be a very attractive research tool

it is not retained for Phase II refinement primarily because concepts of broader

capability are of more interest for HYFAC stud_.

5.1.2 (U) SELECTION OF ATTRACTIVE FACILITIES - Those facilities appearing most

attractive for retention in Phase II are indicated in Figure 5-6.

(U) In the Mach 6 class of vehicles, two configurations are retained, both

which are manned. The manned vehicles, while more costly, provide a higher research

capability, as well as the desired flexibility and versatility for a broad research

program. However, to further substantiate this result, an unmanned version of a

M = 12 vehicle (Configruation 28h) is retained for direct comparison with a manned

version (Configuration 233).

(U) AIR and HTO configurations were chosen, for the Mach 6 vehicles. Turbo-

Jet, ramjet, and rocket propulsion options are retained to provide further informa-

tion on these options in the Phase II parametric studies.

(U) Five Mach 12 class of vehicles are retained for Phase II. To the AIR and

HT0 options the added option of a vehicle having the capability of either horizontal

or vertical takeoff is added. This configuration was selected since it provides a

means of obtaining a direct comparison of operational factors for HTO and VTO, and

could provide much useful data for future space shuttle vehicles. Turbojet, scram-

Jet, convertible scramJet, and rocket propulsion options are also retained on the

M = 12 vehicles to provide further information on these options in Phase II. Fol-

lowing is a discussion of each vehicle selected for retention in Phase II.

(U) Confi6uration -207 is a Mach 6, manned, all-body, air launched, LH 2

rocket accelerated, ramjet cruise concept which received a relatively high rating

in research value at a moderate cost.

(U) Able to conduct a wide variety of research and exhibiting good versatil

and growth capability, this concept can add much to the current level of research

knowledge.

(U) The initial use of rocket propulsion provides a low development risk and

would contribute to an early return of data. Ramjet development to Mach 3.5 is

relatively complete and is not deemed to require a major effort in extending opera-

tion to Mach 6 and above.

(U) Substitution of other advanced air breathing propulsion for the ramjet

would provide a major contribution to further development of turboramJet, scram_et

and convertible scramJet technology.

(U) Configuration -212 is a Mach 6, manned, all-body, horizontal takeoff,

turbojet accelerated, ramjet cruise, LH 2 fueled vehicle. Initial efforts to inte-

MC_OIUItl4F4.4. AtI_CI_tI=T"
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grate an axisymmetric ramjet with turbojet accelerators into the all-body shape of

Configuration -212 created rather unwieldly configurations. The large inlet area

needed by the ramjet engine at the required thrust level did not integrate well

with the inlet requirements of the turbojets. In addition, the high transonic drag

rise requires high thrust, thus large size engines resulting in a noncompetitive
vehicle.

(U) However, the resulting low cost and risk associated with a vehicle

employing an off-the-shelf turbojet as the accelerator engine suggests that fur-

ther investigation of this option is desirable. Thus a combination of turbojet

engines with ramjets in a wing body appears attractive. In a HT0 configuration

the research value is enhanced and in Phase II a design effort combining these
attractive features will be initiated.

(U) Configuration -232 is a Mach 12, manned, all-body airlaunched, rocket

accelerated, convertible scramJet cruise, LH 2 fueled vehicle. It is one of the
higher valued concepts in providing research capability although the program cost

is high. The versatility of this vehicle and high research potential make it
attractive for retention in Phase II.

(U) Configuration -233 is a Mach 12, manned, all-body, airlaunched, rocket

accelerated and cruise, LH 2 fueled vehicle. It is the lowest cost manned Ma_h 12

vehicle and provides good research potential. It is highly versatile and provides

good growth capability as well as a high development confidence, thus making
it one of the more attractive vehicles retained for Phase II.

(U) Configuration -250, a Mach 12, manned, all-body, horizontal takeoff, LH 2

rocket powered vehicle, was among the higher research value vehicles. An extremely

versatile design with relatively good growth capability, it also shows a fairly low

development risk. By assessing the impact of a passive thermal protection system

and incorporation of HTO/VTO capability, direct comparison of these parameters can

be made in Phase II.

(U) Use of an "off-the-shelf" rocket such as the J2S will result in lower

program costs. Such an approach has been found feasible and will be incorporated

in the Phase II analyses.

(U) Showing a good research return at moderate cost, this concept can be

improved even more by combining it with the VTO concept, Configuration -270, allow-

ing a more direct comparison of operational factors.

(U) Configuration -257, a Mach 12, manned, wing-body, horizontal takeoff,

turbojet accelerated convertible scramJet cruise, hydrogen fueled concept, utiliz-

ing off-the-shelf (F100) primary propulsion, and with the versatility of testing

all current air breathing propulsion concepts, this configuration attained a high

research value. Although costly to develop, it provides research capability in a

number of areas of interest.

(U) Configuration -257 is of rather large size compared to equivalent rocket

powered vehicles, but has direct application to several of the potential opera-

tional vehicles of Section 3.

(U) Confi_uratiqn -284, a Mach 12, unmanned, all-body, air launched LH 2 rocket

powered vehicle, is being retained for further refinement studies during Phase II

to provide a more complete assessment of the advantages and/or disadvantages of

unmanned testing concepts.
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5.1.3 (U) DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL CONCEPT COMPARISONS - The direct comparison (go

no-go) approach is rather straight forward and assures consistent Judgements. How-

ever, if these were the only comparisons made the evaluation would lose sight of

those design and operational concept options which drive the results. Therefore,

it is desirable to examine these influences. The following sections examine the

results of the design and operational options on the flight research aircraft

weights, costs and research value in order to develop trend information.

5.1.3.1 (U) Manned-Unmanned Comparisons - While unmanned systems do not provide

the flexibility and verstility desired for a broad research program, this compari-

son was made to examine the weight and cost differences and assess their

significance.

(U) Figure 5-7 shows the weight comparisons for a typical manned and unmanned

vehicle. Using an average overall packaging density of 201b/ft 3 (32 kg/M3), which

is representative for these class of vehicles, results in a volume increment of

approximately 25 ft3 (.7 M3) for a manned vehicle over an unmanned vehicle. Incor-

poration of this weight and volume increase in the vehicle design results in a

weight and cost increase for the configurations studied, as shown in Figure 5-8.

The weight and size differences are small which reflects the fact that the volumet-

ric and therefore size requirement is driven by the volumetric requirement for the

low density LH2, and not by the equipment and furnishing requirement. This is fur-

ther evident by examining the percentage weight increase between the configurations

studied. It is seen that the smaller the vehicle the greater the percentage in-

crease, verifying that as the fuel volume is increased the more negligible is the

effect of furnishing differences.

(U) As expected the research value for the unmanned configuration was lower

in all cases. This is illustrated in Figure 5-9. The costing analysis conducted

in Phase I was not very sophisticated and did not reflect differences in the reli-

ability of manned and unmanned aircraft. It is expected that these differences may

be significant and would result in increased cost for the unmanned system when prop-

erly accounted for. Thus, a further manned-unmanned comparison appears warranted

for Phase II study.

(U) FIGURE 5-7

TYPICAL WEIGHT COMPARISON- MANNED, UNMANNED

o COCKPIT STRUCTURE
CANOPY AND WINDSHIELD

o EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTUI_E

o EQUIPMENT

o MAN

o SEAT, CONSOLE

TOTAL

DIFFERENCE

WEIGHT Ib (Kg)

MA_ED UNMA_

526 (239)

805 (365)

2hO (109)

28O (Z27)

z85z (8_0)

a = _gz (223)

150 (68)

ZZ_O (599)

z36o (6].7)
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|

VehicleClass

(U) FIGURE5-8

MANNED-UNMANNEDCOMPARISON

Type Configuration TOGW
Number I.b/(kz)

M=12

Rocket M 250 130,040
HTO (58,985)
All Body U 285 128,700
Cryogenic (58,377)

M= 12

Rocket M 233 74,780
AirLaunch (33,919)
All Body U 284 73,780
Cryogenic (33,466)

M=6
TRJ M 205 25,740
Air Launch (11,675)
WingBody U 204 25,079
Cryogenic (11,376)

ATOGW
Lb/(Kg)

+ 1,340
(+ 608)

+ 1,000
(+454)

+ 661
(+300)

Cost

($x1o-6)

620.9

619.2

484

472.2

803.3

779.9

ACost
(* x 10-6)

+ 1.7

+ 11.8

+ 23.3

(U) FIGURE5-9

VALUE COMPARISON- FLIGHT VEHICLE CONTROLMODE

2400

2000

!

i l600

I
,1

L200

2O0

.ANNED I'."..
# :V °  J!i! iii

AIR:i!::::i!:!_:!:!!!$1iiii!ili:ii!.TO.::i_!iii!:.M:6
RKT !::_:i_:_:::!:" _::i:i::::!i:i:: RKT _i!!:

I:18 4 UNMANNED

4oo

I. • Denotes codi_rotion code number.

2. Cost is total prolram cost incbdinl

eqino development.

3. Maximum research values shown.

t I
600 800 1000

Cost - Millions of Dollars

1200
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5.1.3.2 (U) Propellant Type - Comparisons - For the Phase I study the fuel for the

airbreather systems was taken as LH 2 for all vehicles except for the M = h.5 turbo-

ramjet vehicles which utilizes JP. However, for the rocket systems cryogenic pro-

pellant systems utilizing LOX/LH 2, storable systems using N204/AERO 50 and a LOX/RP

system were studied. A comparison of weights and costs is given in Figure 5-10.

(U) From the comparison of the storable propellant configuration (256) to the

LOX/RP (256-HID) it is seen that the N204/AERO 50 vehicle is smaller, lighter and of

lower total program cost, and is certainly the better choice of propellants.

(U) Three comparisons of storables and cryogenic propellant configurations

are shown in Figure 5-10. It is seen that when this comparison is made in a Wing

Body shape the storable propellant vehicle, while smaller in size, is heavier in

OWE and TOGW, particularly TOGW, but lower in program cost. The heavier weight is

due to significantly lower (30%) specific impulse of the storable fueled rocket.

The major factor contributing to the lower cost is the significantly lower

development cost for the storable rocket when compared to the cryogenic rocket,

however, this is somewhat offset by the increased propellant cost for the storable

vehicle.

(U) FIGURE 5-!0
PROPELLANT COMPARISONS

M= 12
Rocket
HTO

WineBody
Manned

M= 12
Rocket
HTO
WingBody
Manned

M= 12
Rocket
HTO
All Body
Manned

M= 12
Rocket
Staled
All Body
Unmanned

Configuration TOGW/OWE
Type Number Lb/(Kg)

S 256 248,420/41,420

(112,681/18,788)

S 256 378,100/55,600

-H1D (171,000/25,200)

C 251 148,640/37,840

(67,422/107,822)

S 256 248,420/41,420

(112,681/18,788)

C 250 130,040/31,000
(58,985/14,061)

S 253 314,900/50,200

(142,835/22,700)

C 281 13,020/10,880
(59O6/4935)

S 282 17,310/13,360
(7852/6O6O)

ATOGW/AOWE

Lb/(Kg)

+129,680/+14,180
(+58,800_430)

+99,780/3580
(+45,529/+1624)

+184,860/+19,200

(+83,851/+8709)

+4290/+3480

(+1946/+1578)

Cost

$ x 10-6)

634.g

660

691.5

634.9

620.9

735.5

222.3

ACost

($ x 10-6)

+25.1

-56.6

+115.4

+38
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(U) When the same comparison is made in all all-body shape, it is seen that

volumetric efficiency of the all-body shape lends itself to the large volume

requirements of the LH 2 vehicle. The vehicle size difference between the all-body
and wing-body is decreased which results in a significant weight advantage for the

all-body configuration and a significantly lower program cost, even though the

engine development costs are high.

(U) Wing loadings for the storable configurations, in particular configuration

253, are high. Typical values for the potential operational systems range between

50 to 80 lb/ft 2 (239h to 3830 N/M2). Also to be considered is that the comparisons

are based on vehicles having a cruise propellant requirement of only five minutes.

Thus, propellant costs are not a major factor as they could be for an operational

system.

(U) Comparison of the cryogenic all-body vehicle with the storable wing-body

vehicle for identical system capability (configuration No. 250 to 256 comparison)

shows a slight improvement for the all-body. However, the differences are too

small to be conclusive, and further choice must be based on other considerations.

As previously noted, a change in ground rules could change the results for an oper-

ational system.

5.1.3.3 (U) Vehicle Shape Comparisons - Vehicle body shape comparisons are shown

in Figures "5-i1 and 5-12. It is seen that there is not a distinguishable differ-

ence between the all-body and elliptical all-body configurations studied. All-body

to wing-body comparisons shown in Figure 5-12 show conclusively that for cryogenic

propellants all-body configurations are the most effective. Wing-body configura-

tions appear most suitable for the use of high density propellants.

,(U) FIGURE 5-11
ALL BODY-ELLIPTIC ALL BODY COMPARISONS

ATOGW Cost A Cost

Vehicle Class Type Lb/(KI) ($ x 10-6) ($ x 10-6)

M= 12

Rocket AB 620.9
HTO

Cry_enic E-AB + 2,340 62B.5 + 7.6

Manned (+ 1,061)

M= 12

R.I AB 310.

Sta_,d

Oyo&,enic E-AB 312.1 + 2.1
Unmanned

Oonfigur_io, TOGW

Number Lb/(Kg)

250 130,040
(58,985)

252 132,380

(60,0_)

220 13,230
(6,001)

221 13,530
(6,137)

+300
(+136)
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(U) FIGURE 5-12

ALL BODY TO WINGED BODY COMPARISONS

Vehicle Class Type Configuration TOGW &TOGW Cost & Cost
Number Lb/(Kg) Lb/(Kg) ($ x 10-6) ($ x 10-6)

AB 620.9
M= 12

Rocket
HTO

Cryogenic
Manned

M= 12

Rocket
HTO

Storable
Manned

M= 12
Rocket+ CSJ

HTO

Cryogenic
Manned

M= 12

Rocket
Air Launch

Cryopnic
Manned

WB

AB

WB

AB

WB

AB

WB

25O

251

253

256
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5.1.3._ (U) Launch Mode Comparison - Three different launch modes were examined

for manned vehicles in Phase !. These include (i) conventional horizontal takeoff

(HTO) vehicles, (2) B-52 or C-5A launched (AIR) vehicles similar to the X-15 and

HL-10 and (3) vertical takeoff (VT0) vehicles having conventional landing capabil-

ity (i.e., launch-tail sitting, land-horizontal).

(U) Figures 5-13 through 5-16 show comparisons of vehicle, volume, weight,

program costs and research value for a number of manned M - 12 and M - 6 vehicles.

Distinct trends are evident, independent of the vehicle speed class or propulsion

concept.

(U) In considering the M = 12 vehicles, a small increment in weight and cost

is evident from comparison of horizontal takeoff to vertical takeoff. The VTO and

HTO vehicles are both designed using T/W = 1.5 rockets; however, the lift capabil-

ity of the HTO essentially reduces the gravity losses when compared to the VTO

vehicles thus resulting in a slightly smaller vehicle. The HTO vehicles were

designed using wheel type gear for takeoff and landing while the VTO vehicle was

designed using a skid type gear for landing. This difference results in a small

weight increase in landing gear weight for the HTO vehicle. This weight difference

is somewhat offset by the weight increase required in the aft end of the VTO

vehicle when beefed up to provide tail sitting capability. The overall comparison

shows a surprisingly small incremental difference in the HT0 andVT0 vehicles.

Considering research values and costs, clearly the airlaunched approach appears
most attractive. Similar results are found for the M = 6 vehicles.
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5.1.3.5 (U) Maximum Desisn Speed and Propulsion System Comparisons - Two funda-

mental issues of importance for the research vehicle are the maximum design speed

and the type of propulsion system used. These issues have a major impact on the

vehicle weight, program cost and research value. Figures 5-17, 5-18, 5-19 and

5-20 show weight and cost summaries for the candidate systems studied in Phase I.

(U) Figure 5-21 shows the cost comparisons for a number of the study vehicles.

A number of definite cost trends are apparent. As expected, increasing speed capa-

bility increases the program cost. A straight line has been used to connect the

design points merely to illustrate trends. It is well known that these trend

lines are non-linear and are strongly influenced by the propulsion system specific

impulse.

(U) Propulsion system influences on program costs are also shown. Systems

employing only rockets are significantly more economical than those employing com-

bined propulsion systems. Addition of airbreathing propulsion to a rocket propul-

sion system increases the program cost significantly. Changing the initial accel-

eration mode from rocket to turbojet with ram airbreathers as the hypersonc engine

also introduces a significant cost increase. It appears that TJ + CSJ (configura-

tion No. 257) does not show the same general trends when compared with TJ + RJ or

more precisely TRJ (configuration No. 210). However, configuration 257 costs do

not include the cost of developing the turbojet engine (approximately 250 million

dollars) which has been assumed to be absorbed in developing this engine for a

military program. If this cost is added to the costs of configuration 257 the

TJ + (RJ/CSJ) trend line appears consistent with the other systems.

(C) To assess the program cost effect of using "off-the-shelf" engines a

comparison of an all-rocket M = 12 vehicle was made using a rubberized LR-129

rocket (configuration No. 250) and an "off-the-shelf" J2S rocket (configuration

No. 250 J2S) engine, their Isp being h52 sec and _31 sec respectively. Figure 5-17
shows the weight and cost comparison and indicates that while heavier, due to the

Isp differences, the program costs are reduced for the J2S configuration. A per-
formance comparison of these configurations is shown in Figure 5-22. It is seen

that at a slightly reduced design speed M = 10.8 the J2S vehicle would be of com-

parable weight with the LR-129 vehicle. This design point would reflect a signifi-

cant program cost reduction over the M = 12 LR-129 vehicle, approximately 200
million dollar reduction (i.e., 400 compared to 600 million dollars).

(U) A further assessment of existing off-the-shelf combinations of RL-10

engines appears to have potential application for other configurations. Also "off-

the-shelf" turbojets appear feasible. The exceptions are turboramJets, ramjets,

and scramJets none of which are expected to be "off-the-shelf" in the near future.

In view of the appreciable cost reduction potential for "off-the-shelf" engines

the Phase II effort for the recommended vehicles will initially be evaluated with

"off-the-shelf" engines.

(U) Figure 5-23 compares research value and cost for a number of configura-

tions studied. The high interest in airbreather propulsion systems is evident by

the high research value attributed to those systems which employ airbreather pro-

pulsion, however there is an associated significant cost difference.
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5.2 (U) RECOMMENDED FACILITIES FOR PHASE II STUDIES

(U) As a result of the evaluation and selection process previously discussed

in Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 and the trend information developed in Section 5.1.3,

the vehicle concepts listed in Figure 5-2h are recommended for retention for Phase

II parametric study and refinement.

(U) The group selected will provide further assessment of different speed

classes, launch modes, control modes and propulsion systems. Since the Phase I

studies of body shape and propellant type provided some very definite trends, it

does not appear that further extensive studies are warranted. Therefore, studies

will be limited to design refinement of the options selected for the attractive
vehicles.

(U) FIGURE5-24
RECOlUENDED PHASEII FACILITIES
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